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A Growing Family



Founded in 1997, Student Transportation of America (STA) is North 

America’s third-largest and fastest-growing provider of school bus 

transportation services, operating more than 6,300 vehicles. Our family of 

local companies delivers safe, reliable and cost-effective transportation 

solutions to school districts throughout the U.S. and Canada. Our services 

are delivered by drivers, dispatchers, maintenance technicians, terminal 

managers and others who are caring members of their local communities. 

For more information, please visit www.rideSTA.com.
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Distributions Paid & Total Cash Available for Distributions* 
millions of US$

* Total Cash Available for Distributions is a non GAAP financial measure 
and should not be construed as an alternative to cash flow provided 
by operations. A reconciliation of cash flow provided by operations 
to Total Cash Available for Distributions is included in the Company’s 
annual Management Discussion and Analysis and in the Company’s 
fiscal year end press releases, both of which can be found on the 
Company’s website at www.ridesta.com.

** For 192 days since IPO

*** Net Loss for the 192 day period ended 6/30/05 and the fiscal years 
ended June 30, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 amounted to  
$2.6 million, $3.9 million, $7.1 million,$7.0 million and $6.8 million, 
respectively. EBITDA / EBITDAR are non-GAAP financial measures, 
and should not be construed as an alternative to net income or loss. 
A reconciliation of net loss to EBITDA/EBITDAR is included in the 
Company’s fiscal year end press releases, which can be found on  
the Company’s website at www.rideSTA.com.
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2009 was a growing year for the STA family. It was a year in which we won one of the 

largest contracts in our company’s history and expanded our operations in all regions 

of the company. We took major strides in our transition from the IPS structure 

established five years ago to a traditional common share company with an attractive 

monthly dividend. We also offered shareholders the opportunity to participate in the 

Dividend Reinvestment Plan. 

I say the STA family because that’s truly what we are. A group of employees, customers 

and shareholders collectively invested in the performance, growth and success of STA 

over the long term. Like any strong family, our actions are steady, reliable, most times 

predictable and yet, hopefully, inspire confidence among STA family members and 

business partners. Most important in any family, however, is trust. It is the “public” trust 

of shareholders, school administrators, parents and the 535,000 students we transport 

safely to and from school each day that we hold most dear.

Despite a volatile worldwide economy in 2009, investors and shareholders should be 

pleased to know that our recession-resistant business model continued to drive 

significant revenue growth, increase cash flows and deliver consistent cash flow margins.

In fiscal 2009, we grew revenue by 11 percent and improved EDITDAR by 11 percent 

over the same period last year.  We had our lowest payout ratio ever — 72.5 percent — 

generating real cash, the true indicator of a company’s strength. Despite all the good 

news, we did feel the effects of severe currency fluctuations year over year between 

our Canadian revenues and cash flows when converted to U.S. dollars in which we 

report.  That impact was mitigated by lower fuel expenses in the company’s core 

school bus transportation business and favorable terms secured in our credit 

agreements.

Confidence was key to our success in fiscal 2009. Our shareholders once again 

signaled confidence in STA when they deposited subordinated notes in exchange for 

common shares in our move to continue to convert debt to equity and simplify our 

financial structure gaining greater flexibility to grow. 

Our new Dividend Reinvestment Plan, requested by some of our largest investors, is 

another sign of confidence. It will save us millions in cash dividends this coming year. 

Shareholders now can accumulate additional common shares at a discount while cash 

that would have been paid out is reinvested in our growing business. It was also the 

confidence demonstrated by a majority of new retail investors that allowed us to raise 

an additional $42 million in a bought deal share offering, completed in June, providing 

additional funds for growth. 

We continued to drive that growth in fiscal 2009 by focusing on the fundamentals of 

our simple A-B-C growth strategy. We closed one quality acquisition in London, 

MESSAgE FROM ThE ChAIRMAN AND CEO

Confidence was key to our 
success in fiscal 2009

Our regional teams did an 
outstanding job of evaluating 

and selecting good, high-
quality bid opportunities
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Ontario, won five new contract bids and successfully converted several district-owned 

school bus fleets in two states to our budget-friendly privatized model.  As in the past, 

fuel protection and mitigation were key clauses in all new contracts renewed for the 

new year allowing us to increase our overall fuel protection to more than 80 percent 

for the fiscal 2010 school year at lower prices.

Together, these contracts will add a total of $35 million in annualized new business for 

the 2010 fiscal year, increasing our fleet size by nearly 25 percent to more than 6,300 

vehicles, and moving us up to the third largest school bus contractor in North America. 

We began the 2009 fiscal year by acquiring Elgie Bus Lines Limited, opening up a new 

area of expansion for us in Southwestern Ontario and increasing our Canadian dollar 

revenues to approximately 20 percent of our total revenues. 

Our regional teams did an outstanding job of evaluating and selecting good, high-

quality bid opportunities in fiscal 2009, securing contracts with seven new school 

districts, including Duval County (Florida) Public Schools, one of the largest in our 

company’s 12-year history. Valued at more than $71 million in the first five years, this 

contract represents our first flag in the ground in the Southeastern U.S.  This area has 

approximately a 95 percent concentration of in-house school bus operations and 

presents tremendous potential for “conversions” as we work to grow our regional 

density in the years ahead. 

Also notable in 2009 is our new five-year contract with the Los Angeles Unified School 

District which included the purchase of 80 newly-designed, alternative fuel school 

vehicles. The district awarded us this contract based on our reputation for providing 

safe transportation and for our commitment to the environment. Other contracts won 

through competitive bidding this year include school districts in several communities 

in Ontario, where we received great compliments for excellent service from our school 

districts. In Illinois and Connecticut, we won two “tuck-ins” with existing operations as 

well as a new start up in Buffalo, New York, where we received a last-minute contract 

to provide exclusive service to that state’s largest government-funded “Charter 

School”— schools that are springing up throughout the country. All this activity has 

further expanded our regional density in the Midwest and Northeast U.S.

As the year progressed, increased pressure on school district budgets throughout 

North America forced administrators to start thinking about whether to cut programs 

and lay off teachers or purchase new school vehicles and fund in-house transportation 

departments. This year, we saw school districts in twelve new states go to bid for the 

first time. Today, more than 65 percent of school districts still own and operate their 

own fleets and interest in private transportation alternatives has risen to an all-time 

high, creating huge opportunities for STA and its competitors. By the end of the fiscal 

Our drivers, staff and 
experienced management 

team continue to find  
new ways to create value 

for our customers while 
providing a high-level of safe 

and reliable service which 
leads to new business
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year, we won several contracts or conversions from in-house transportation systems 

to our budget-friendly privatized model. In Illinois, the Will County School District 

chose STA to run its in-house operation expanding our regional density in the Midwest. 

Most recently, we secured a seven-year contract with the Williamsport Area School 

District which fit in very nicely with our existing statewide operations in Pennsylvania. 

Together these two conversions provide a powerful model for other school districts 

looking for a company with the resources and experience to transport their students 

more efficiently and cost-effectively.

On a personal note, I cannot say enough about the outstanding performance of our 

management team, drivers, trainers, mechanics and terminal staff during this past year.  

As we all know, winning the business is one thing but integrating new operations and 

sustaining the level of quality service that keeps customers satisfied and contract 

renewal rates high is quite another. 

From the start-up team of STA experts who secured and renovated new facilities, 

purchased new school vehicles, recruited drivers and set up the IT infrastructure to 

the local managers who addressed every customer question and concern, our family 

of employees worked together to seamlessly integrate new business into our existing 

operations. Being ahead of the start-up game this year has also generated additional 

business in places like California where we picked up new summer school routes that 

were not part of the original contract because we were ready to go. 

Retaining existing business is just as important as finding new business in a growth 

organization like ours. We have formed excellent relationships with our customers and 

I see our 95 percent contract renewal rate over our 12-year history as the true 

measure of our success. Our drivers, staff and experienced management team 

continue to find new ways to create value for our customers while providing a high-

level of safe and reliable service which leads to new business.

In addition to taking care of our shareholders and customers, we expanded our efforts 

to take care of the environment in fiscal 2009 and continued to lead the industry in 

“green” fuel initiatives. We consider these environmental efforts one more way in 

which we can honor the public trust. In fact, we’ve learned that “everything green 

grows faster.” 

As part of our new long-term contract with the Los Angeles Unified School District, we 

received state grants toward the purchase of 80 new propane-fueled vehicles which 

produce up to 80 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions and boost mileage. These 

propane-fueled buses are in addition to the cleaner-burning Compressed Natural Gas 

(CNG) and the new Ultra Low Emissions vehicles we already operate in Riverside and 

other parts of California. In Canada, where STC remains the undisputed industry leader 

Our STA family’s future has 
never been brighter
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in the use of clean, renewable biofuels, we increased our fleet of “green” school buses 

seven-fold this year and now have more than 900 biofuel vehicles transporting children 

throughout Ontario.  From North to South and East to West, we are using these cleaner 

alternative fuels to reduce emissions and create a healthier environment for our young 

passengers, our drivers and the community at large. We are committed to remaining at 

the forefront of more efficient, cleaner renewable alternative fuel sources.

All in all, I am pleased to report that STA not only survived but thrived in the midst of 

the last year’s economic storm.  There are very few companies today that have new 

high-margin business, low-cost equipment financing, considerably lower year-over-

year fuel and interest costs, more cash available for distributions and many growth 

opportunities in the pipeline. 

Looking ahead to 2010, we expect continued growth through new strategic acquisitions, 

opportunities to bid on additional high-quality contracts and even more conversion 

activity. Every member of the STA family, from our outstanding board of directors to 

our top-notch-management team and dedicated employees, is committed to 

maintaining your trust by driving safe and producing steady, predictable returns on 

your investment. 

Our STA family’s future has never been brighter.

Sincerely,

Denis J. Gallagher

Chairman of the Board & Chief Executive Officer

we continued to 
drive growth in fiscal 
2009 by focusing on 
the fundamentals of 

our simple A-B-C 
growth strategy 
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OPERATINg REgIONS 2009

* Note: This office is located in a state in which STA does not currently operate.

west

California

Regional office located in Goleta, CA

Central

Illinios, Minnesota, Pennsylvania

Regional office located in 

Carnegie, PA

Ontario, Canada

Guelph, Bradford, Breslau, London

Regional office located in Barrie, ON

Atlantic

New Jersey, New York, Connecticut,  

Vermont, New Hampsire, Maine

Regional office located in Acton, MA*

Southeast

Florida

Regional Office located in Jacksonville, FL
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A FAMILy OF ShAREhOLDERS 

 July

 STA announces acquisition—Elgie- 
SW Ontario expansion

 STA increases currency & fuel protection

 STA announces new exchange offer— 
expires 8/13

 STA completes acquisition—Elgie

 STA declares July 2008 distribution

 August

STA declares Aug. 2008 distribution

 September

 STA announces expiry of exchange offer  

 STA delivers record fiscal 2008 year-end 
results

 October

 STA CEO to speak at Canada’s first 
GreenTech Investment Conference

 STA declares Oct. 2008 distribution

 Pearson named president of STAEF

 Nationwide Tour Championship announces 
Daniel Island, SC, will host event 2009-2011

 November

 STA to hold Annual Meeting 11/13

 STA wins LAUSD busing contract

 STA declares Dec. 2008 distribution

 December

 STA reports insider purchase

 January

 STA reports increased activity in private 
busing

 STA declares Jan. 2009 distribution

 Recession-proof jobs available at STA—
online job fair

 STA wins new Florida school busing 
contract

“As an industrial shareholder, we 
are glad to be associated with the 
development of STA. We appreciate 
the efficient, profitable and durable 
growth model, and see STA as a 
strong company operating in the 
school bus transportation sector.”

— Dominique Thillaud
 CEO SNCF-P

“STA not only survived but 
thrived in the midst of last year’s 
economic storm. There are very 
few companies today that have 
new, high-margin business, low-cost 
equipment financing, considerably 
lower fuel and interest costs, more 
cash available for distributions and 
many growth opportunities in the 
pipeline.”

 — Denis J. Gallagher
 STA Chairman of the Board & CEO

 February

 STA announces fiscal 2009 2nd Qtr &  
YTD results

 STA declares Feb. 2009 distribution

 March

 STA wins new Illinois school busing 
contracts—Flossmoor & Will County 

 STA CEO to speak at NBF Transportation & 
Logistics Conference in Toronto

 STA declares March 2009 distribution

 STA announces TSX’s approval of renewal 
of normal course issuer bid

 April

 STA declares April 2009 distribution

 May

 STA announces fiscal 2009 3rd Qtr. results

 STA announces Dividend Reinvestment Plan

 STA announces $42M bought deal financing

 STA declares May 2009 distribution

 June

 STA awarded new contract: Williamsport 
conversion

 STA declares June 2009 distribution

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

 STA to unveil new alternative fuel vehicles 
at LA Open House

 STA grows green school bus fleet

 STA announces new fleet leasing program

 STA declares July 2009 distribution

 School Bus Fleet ranks STA third largest in 
North America

 STA wins new contract; expands into 
Buffalo, N.Y.

 STA completes acquisition of Jordan 
Transportation, Inc.
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A FAMILy OF EMPLOyEES DEDICATED TO ExCELLENCE

 Recruited, trained and certified 

hundreds of new school bus drivers

 Maintained a 95% contract renewal 

rate over our 12-year history

 Formed a series of councils made up 

of employees from every STA region 

to share ideas and promote best 

practices

 Secured and renovated new facilities 

and purchased hundreds of new 

school vehicles

“The STA-STC Safety Council 
succeeds on multiple levels: On the 
macro level, it enables us to “mine” 
best practices from all corners of 
our Canadian and U.S. operations 
and then leverage them throughout 
the system. On the micro level the 
Council is the go-to resource for 
day-to-day issues as well as special 
projects and new startups. And at the 
strategic level, the Council provides 
a forum in which we anticipate 
tomorrow’s challenges today and 
ensure that our strong commitment 
to student safety keeps pace with our 
commitment to healthy corporate 
growth.”

— Bob Baro 
STA Director–Corporate Risk 
Management, Wall, NJ

“Every member of the STA family, 
from our outstanding board 
of directors to our top-notch 
management team and dedicated 
employees, is committed to 
maintaining your trust by driving safe 
and producing steady, predictable 
returns on your investment.”

— Denis J. Gallagher
 STA Chairman of the Board & CEO

“The Brand Awareness Council 
focuses on the core values that 
make STA so special—passion for 
excellence, dedication to the safety 
and well-being of the children we 
transport and unparalleled service to 
the school districts that have placed 
their trust in us.”

— Alan Kirking
 Regional VP–Operations
 Riverside, CA
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 Canadian fleet of “green” school buses increased seven-fold to more than 900 

environmentally-friendly, biofuel vehicles operating throughout Ontario

 80 propane-powered school buses serving Los Angeles Unified School District 

students in the San Fernando Valley reduce emissions and save fuel

 More than 40 Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) buses significantly reduce tailpipe 

emissions in Riverside, California

 Ten new buses converted to cleaner-burning biofuel in Duval County, Florida

 Ultra-low emission engines running in more than 100 vans in California

A FAMILy OF “gREEN” INITIATIvES

“Our biofuel expansion represents 
the successful implementation of 
STC’s strategy to reduce its carbon 
footprint throughout the Province 
which increases long-term benefits 
to the environment and Ontario 
communities. STC is the biofuel 
leader in the province’s school bus 
industry—no one else comes close. 
We are committed to remaining 
at the forefront of adopting more 
efficient, cleaner, renewable 
alternative fuel sources.” 

— Chris Harwood
 STC Senior VP–Operations
 Barrie, Ontario, Canada

“Here in California, we run one of the greenest and cleanest fleets in the state. Our 

shops have converted petroleum-based parts washers to environmentally-friendly 

washers wherever possible. We test all vehicles annually to keep them tuned and in 

good mechanical condition for maximum fuel efficiency and safety. Our mechanics 

change the engine oil and air filters as part of the regular maintenance program, and 

regularly check tire pressure to guard against under-inflated tires which can steal 

mileage and cause premature wear.  We also work with the training staff to encourage 

drivers to accelerate and decelerate smoothly, which prevents premature wear of brake 

shoes, pads and other components.”

— Jay Patten, Regional Maintenance Director, Santa Barbara, CA
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A FAMILy OF COMMuNITy-MINDED CITIzENS

 STA employees are parents, grandparents, coaches and community volunteers who 

spend thousands of hours each year contributing to hometown community service 

projects.

 STA employees also come together in teams to raise money for cancer, help stock 

local food pantries, donate holiday turkeys and contribute to countless other 

causes that improve the quality of life in the communities we serve.

 In 2009, the STA Education Foundation awarded 15 scholarships to outstanding 

high school seniors attending the schools we serve and seven additional 

scholarships to dependents of STA employees.

STA hero Terry Frey, Collegeville, PA

Collegeville, PA, bus driver Terry Frey organized her fellow employees to 

take a stand against childhood cancer this year when they hosted an Alex’s 

Lemonade Stand fundraiser at their annual employee picnic. More than 200 

drivers, aids and terminal personnel raised nearly $4,200 by selling lemonade, 

Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation for Childhood Cancer T-shirts and baked 

goods to friends, family and community sponsors. Terry organized the event to 

honor the memory of fellow-employee Ada Curtis’ two great-grandchildren who 

recently lost battles with childhood cancer.

STA hero Don Perry, Caledon, Ontario

Bus Driver Don Perry of STC’s Parkview Transit had just finished his morning 

run when his bus was sideswiped by a car in Brampton. Don then watched in 

horror as the car crossed over to the left and collided head-on with a tractor 

trailer. Don pulled over, ran to the scene and immediately began to use his CPR 

training to assist the woman who was trapped in the car. The woman came in 

and out of consciousness as Don and another bystander kept her heart beating 

until paramedics arrived. Don later visited the woman in the hospital where, 

thanks to his efforts immediately following the accident, she was recovering 

and the rare heart condition that caused her to pass out at the wheel was 

diagnosed. Don was the recipient of heartfelt thanks from the woman and her 

family, and has been recognized by STC and his fellow employees.

“Your foundation’s 
generosity made 
a real, identifiable 
difference in our 
ability to get Ashley 
in the door at Penn 
State. Staying there 
will now depend 
on her continued 
efforts, both 

academically and through networking, but 
STA’s contribution was pivotal in opening 
the door to allow her to step through and 
shine.”

— Richard “Rick” Stryker 
Dingmans Ferry, PA  
(Father of STAEF scholarship recipient 
Ashley Stryker)

“We strive to be more than just the 
yellow school bus company. STA’s 
business is all about kids and our 
Education Foundation was created to 
help them fund the higher education 
opportunities they deserve. Our 
more than 6,000 employees—drivers, 
dispatchers, safety personnel and 
support staff—play a unique and positive 
role in the lives of the 535,000 students 
we transport each school day. This year 
we are thrilled to be partnering with 
the Nationwide Tour Championship at 
Daniel Island to generate additional 
funding to spread out STA Education 
Foundation scholarships to new areas of 
the country.” 

—  Peter J. Pearson, President  
STA Education Foundation
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CORPORATE gOvERNANCE

Student Transportation’s Board of Directors is dedicated to the highest standards of 

corporate governance. Our Board believes that sound corporate governance practices 

are in the interest of shareholders and contribute to prudent and effective decision-

making. The Board understands that earning the trust of investors comes from 

demonstrated honesty and transparency. As such, the Board is fully committed to a 

comprehensive corporate governance strategy that promotes the Company’s long-

term well-being and sustainability for the benefit of the shareholders. 

The corporate governance policies and practices are substantially compliant with 

National Policy 58–201, the guidelines of the Canadian Securities Administrators. The 

Board has monitored ongoing developments in the area of corporate governance 

best practices and is committed to proactively reviewing and updating all policies and 

practices to stay ahead of regulatory demands and investor expectations. 

Student Transportation’s board consists of eight directors, of whom seven are 

independent of management. The Board follows a mandate that clearly defines its roles 

and responsibilities in overseeing the Company’s strategy, management team, financial 

reporting and governance.
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POLICIES

The Board has adopted several policies that reflect best practices in governance and 

disclosure.

Board Mandate – Defines the role and responsibilities of the Board of Directors to 

supervise the management of the business of Student Transportation with the highest 

standards of ethical conduct and in the best interests of the shareholders.

Disclosure Policy – Ensures the Company adheres to best practices in disclosing 

and disseminating material information. This obligation reflects the basic principle of 

securities regulation that all persons investing in securities should have equal access to 

information that may affect their investment decisions.

Code of Conduct – Sets out the ethical principles guiding all directors, officers and 

employees of Student Transportation. Obeying the law, both in letter and in spirit, is 

the foundation on which STA ethical standards are built and is critical to our reputation 

and continued success. 

Insider Trading Policy – Strictly limits trading by management, the Board and other 

STA employees.

“whistleblower” Policy – To promote integrity and to deter wrongdoing, this policy 

spells out a confidential complaint or concerns reporting procedure regarding illegal or  

unethical behaviour.

All policies, along with the committee charters, are available on Student 

Transportation’s investor web site at www.rideSTA.com.
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COMMITTEES

Audit Committee

Student Transportation’s Audit Committee is responsible for:  

the oversight and supervision of accounting and financial reporting practices and 

procedures, the adequacy of internal accounting controls and procedures, and 

the quality and integrity of the financial statements. The independent auditors of 

Student Transportation report directly to the Audit Committee. The Committee is 

also responsible for directing the auditors’ examination of specific areas and for 

recommending to the Board of Directors the selection of independent auditors.

The Audit Committee met six times during fiscal 2009. Each member of the Audit 

Committee is independent of management and deemed financially literate by 

Multilateral Instrument 52-110 which prescribes certain requirements for audit 

committees.

Members: Irving R. Gerstein, George Rossi (Chair), David Scopelliti, Victor Wells

Compensation, Nominating and  

Corporate governance Committee (“CNCg”)

The CNCG Committee is responsible for: establishing procedures for the identification 

and recommendation of nominees to the Board of Directors, ongoing assessment of 

the Board of Directors, its committees and its members, developing and implementing 

orientation procedures for new directors, advising on and overseeing compensation 

matters, and developing and monitoring the Company’s approach to governance issues.

The CNCG Committee met six times during fiscal 2009. Each member of the CNCG 

Committee is independent of management.

Members: Jean-Pierre Farandou, Irving R. Gerstein (Chair), Kenneth B. Needler, Robert 

E. Reilly, David Scopelliti
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DIRECTORS

Denis J. gallagher

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer

As Founder, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of STA, Mr. Gallagher has over 33 

years of experience in the passenger transportation industry. He previously served as 

President and Chief Executive Officer of Coast Cities, a local transportation company. 

During his tenure, Coast Cities was developed into the largest privately held school bus 

company in New Jersey. Upon the acquisition of Coast Cities by Laidlaw, Inc. in 1987, he 

was appointed Regional Vice President and later Senior Vice President of Operations 

for Laidlaw Passenger Services Group, a position he held through 1996. Mr. Gallagher 

played a key role in Laidlaw’s expansion into new markets, including the consolidation 

and integration of many acquisitions and the successful privatization of several large 

fleets in the Southeast. He is involved in numerous industry and community activities. 

He served as a member of the Board of Directors of Canada Cartage Diversified Fund, 

a dedicated trucking and logistics company listed on the TSX, until that company was 

acquired in 2007.

Jean-Pierre Farandou

Appointed as a director on April 18, 2008

Director of SNCF’s Public Transport Division, Mr. Farandou has been a driving force in 

the growth of European passenger train service for the past 15 years. He was project 

manager for the launch of High-Speed Train (TGV) service between Paris and Lille in 

1993. Mr. Farandou later created the legal entity of Thalys International and managed 

its high-speed service between Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam and Cologne from 1993 

to 1998. He later joined SNCF in Lyon where he headed the largest regional train 

network in France operating 1000 trains and 400 buses serving 100,000 passengers. 

Mr. Farandou later became the head of Keolis Lyon, a large regional supplier of bus, 

subway and tram transportation. Since 2006, he has served as director of SNCF’s 

Public Transport Division. Mr. Farandou also serves on the Board of Directors of Keolis 

and Effia, a French transportation-related services company.

Irving R. gerstein

Lead Director, CNCG Chair

The Honourable Irving R. Gerstein has been a director of the Company since 2004. 

Senator Gerstein is a Member of the Order of Canada, a Member of the Order of 

Ontario and was appointed to the Senate of Canada in December 2008. A retired 

executive, Senator Gerstein is a director of Medical Facilities Corporation, Atlantic 
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Power Corporation and Economic Investment Trust Limited, and previously served as 

a director of other public issuers, including CTV Inc., Traders Group Limited, Guaranty 

Trust Company of Canada, Confederation Life Insurance Company and Scott’s 

Hospitality Inc. He also served as an officer and director of Peoples Jewellers Limited. 

Senator Gerstein is an honorary director of Mount Sinai Hospital (Toronto), having 

previously served as Chairman of the Board, Chairman Emeritus and a director over a 

period of 25 years, and is currently a member of its Research Committee.

Kenneth B. Needler

Mr. Needler is the former President and Chief Operating Officer of STA Holdings. He 

began his career in the passenger transportation industry in 1972 with a company 

that was subsequently acquired by Laidlaw, Inc. He was named President and Chief 

Operating Officer of the company in July 1999, and served as such until June 30, 2005, 

after being appointed to the company’s Board of Directors in 1998. Between 1972 

and 1990, he served in a number of management capacities at Laidlaw, Inc. including 

Division Manager, Regional Vice President, and President of the Canadian school bus 

operations. In 1984, Mr. Needler was appointed to the Board of Directors of Laidlaw, 

Inc. where he served as a Member of the Audit Committee and then as President of the 

Passenger Services Group.

Robert E. Reilly

Mr. Reilly is the Chairman and founding partner of Reilly Partners Inc., an executive 

search firm. Prior to starting Reilly Partners Inc. in January 2005, he was the President 

and a director of DHR International, an executive search firm in the U.S. In this capacity, 

he successfully completed Board of Directors, CEO, COO, CFO, and President searches 

for prominent clients in various industries. Prior to joining DHR, Mr. Reilly served as a 

Senior Vice President, Strategic Group of LaSalle Partners, now Jones Lang LaSalle. As 

coordinator of LaSalle’s firm-wide New Business Development, he was instrumental in 

the establishment of LaSalle’s European and West Coast headquarters in London and 

Los Angeles, respectively. 

george Rossi

Audit Committee Chair

Mr. Rossi is a consultant and corporate director. He serves on the boards of several 

public and private entities including Kangaroo Media, a Montreal-based manufacturer 

and distributor of portable multi-media devices, Dolan Media, a NYSE-listed publisher 

of local business and legal newspapers in the United States, and Radio Nord 

Communications, a Quebec broadcaster. He also serves on the investment valuation 
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committee of Investissements Desjardins. As the Senior Vice-President and Chief 

Financial Officer of Cinar Corporation from November 2000 to 2002 and as Interim 

President from 2002-2003, Mr. Rossi successfully led the turnaround and financial 

restructuring of the company.

David Scopelliti

Mr. Scopelliti is a Principal of GarMark Partners, a private investment firm in Stamford, 

Connecticut. David is also a Director of Nudo Products and sits on the advisory board 

of The Camelot Group, an independent investment advisory firm that provides advice 

to private equity investors. Mr. Scopelliti has over 20 years of experience as a principal 

investor in the private equity and debt markets. Prior to GarMark, he was a Managing 

Director – Corporate Development and Client Service at PCG Asset Management, 

advising pension fund clients on alternative investments. Prior to that he was head 

of Private Equity for the State of Connecticut Pension Plan and Vice Chairman of the 

Institutional Limited Partners Association (ILPA). Previously, he was a Principal of 

USBX Advisory Services focusing on the security industry. Prior to that, he was the 

Managing Director with CIBC World Markets in New York, focusing on mezzanine and 

private equity transactions. Previous to that, Mr. Scopelliti was the founder and head 

of ING’s New York Merchant Banking Group, focusing on mezzanine and private equity 

capital in support of buyouts and growth financing.

victor wells

Mr. Wells is a director of, and is Chair of the Audit Committee for, MagIndustries Corp. 

and Northstar Healthcare Inc. and is a Director and member of the Audit Committee of 

Tri-North Capital Inc. He formerly was a Trustee of Canada Cartage Diversified Income 

Fund and chaired its Audit Committee. Mr. Wells was Vice President, Finance and CFO 

of Chemtrade Logistics Income Fund from its initial public offering in July 2001 until 

2006. From 1998 to 2001 Mr. Wells was Vice President, Finance and CFO of Tahera 

Diamond Corporation, a diamond mining company listed on the TSX. Mr. Wells is a 

member of Financial Executives International, a past Chapter President and Director. 

Mr. Wells is currently Chairman of the Committee on Corporate Reporting and was a 

member of the Accounting Standards Board from 1991 to 1995. Mr. Wells obtained his 

Chartered Accountant designation with Ernst and Young in Toronto, and was elected 

a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of British Columbia in 1990 and a 

Fellow of the Ontario Institute of Chartered Accountants in 2006.
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MANAgEMENT’S DISCuSSION AND ANALySIS  
OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESuLTS OF OPERATIONS

The following Management Discussion and Analysis of the Financial Condition and 

Results of Operations of Student Transportation of America Ltd., is supplemental to, and 

should be read in conjunction with, the financial statements and footnotes for the period 

ended June 30, 2009. These financial statements can be found on SEDAR at www.

sedar.com. Student Transportation of America Ltd.’s financial statements are prepared 

in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in Canada (“GAAP”). The 

information in this Management’s Discussion and Analysis of the Financial Condition and 

Results of Operations is effective September 28, 2009. Additional information about, 

and the Annual Information Form filed by, Student Transportation of America Ltd., is 

available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

All references to “$” are to U.S. dollars and all references to “Cdn $” are to Canadian 

dollars. All references to the Company are to either Student Transportation of America 

Ltd (“STA” or the “Company”), or to STA and its subsidiaries. Certain prior year balances 

have been reclassified to conform with the current year’s presentation. 

gENERAL

Student Transportation of America Ltd. is a corporation established under the laws of 

the Province of Ontario. STA, together with its indirect subsidiary Student Transportation 

of America ULC (“STA ULC” and together with STA, the “Issuer”), initially issued income 

participating securities (“IPSs”) pursuant to the Issuer’s initial public offering in December 

2004 (the “IPS Offering”) and in connection with two subsequent offerings, one in 

October 2005 and one in June 2006. Each IPS consists of one common share of STA 

and Cdn. $3.847 principal amount of 14% subordinated notes of STA ULC. Concurrently 

with the IPS Offering, STA ULC issued, on a private placement basis Cdn. $10 million of 

separate subordinated notes that were not included in any IPSs.

In March 2007, the Company issued 3,010,000 common shares pursuant to a private 

placement transaction. In September 2007, the Company completed an exchange offer 

(the “Exchange Offer”), under which the holders of the 14% subordinated notes of STA 

ULC were offered 0.67 common shares of STA in exchange for each Cdn $3.847 principal 

amount of 14% subordinated notes. The Exchange Offer expired on September 4, 2007, 

and 7,969,609 common shares of STA were issued in exchange for Cdn $45.8 million in 

principal amount of 14% subordinated notes of STA ULC tendered in connection with the 

Exchange Offer, representing 51% of the aggregate principal amount of subordinated 

notes then outstanding. 

The Exchange Offer was a non-cash transaction in which the Company issued 7,969,609 

common shares of STA in exchange for Cdn $45.8 million in principal amount of 14% 

subordinated notes of STA ULC tendered in connection with the Exchange Offer. The 

common shares issued were recorded at $50.9 million (net of $0.3 million in transaction 

expenses), while $43.3 million (Cdn $45.8 million) in subordinated notes were redeemed, 
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resulting in a non-cash loss in connection with the Exchange Offer of $7.9 million. In 

addition, a non-cash write off of $2.7 million in deferred financing costs associated with 

the subordinated notes redeemed and $0.1 million in other costs were also recorded as 

part of the loss on extinguishment of debt in connection with the Exchange Offer.

On April 18, 2008, the Company issued 8,266,779 common shares to two large investors 

pursuant to a private placement, for total gross cash proceeds of $49.6 million (Cdn $50.0 

million). The net proceeds of $48.5 million (Cdn $48.9 million) (after commissions and 

fees) were used entirely to pay down debt on the credit agreement.

On April 29, 2008, the Company issued 1,705,000 common shares pursuant to a private 

placement with a syndicate of underwriters for total gross cash proceeds of $9.8 million 

(Cdn $10 million). The net proceeds of $9.3 million (Cdn $9.5 million) (after commissions 

and fees) were used entirely to pay down debt on the credit agreement.

On September 4, 2008, the Company completed a second exchange offer (the “Second 

Exchange Offer”) under which the Company offered holders of 14% subordinated notes of 

STA ULC 0.76 common shares of STA in exchange for each Cdn $3.847 principal amount 

of 14% subordinated notes. As a result of the Second Exchange Offer, the Company 

issued 967,761 common shares in exchange for Cdn $4.9 million principal amount of 

14% subordinated notes of STA ULC tendered in connection with the Second Exchange 

Offer. The common shares issued were recorded at $5.1 million (net of $0.3 million in 

transaction costs) while $4.1 million (Cdn $4.9 million) in 14% subordinated notes were 

redeemed, resulting in a non-cash book loss in connection with the Exchange Offer of 

$1.0 million. In addition, a noncash write-off of $0.3 million in deferred financing costs 

associated with the subordinated notes redeemed were also recorded as part of the loss 

on extinguishment of debt in connection with the Second Exchange Offer. 

In May 2009, the Company established a Dividend Reinvestment Plan (the “Plan”) to 

enable eligible shareholders of the Company to reinvest dividends paid on their common 

shares to acquire additional common shares of the Company. The common shares issued 

under the Plan are issued directly from the treasury of STA at a price based on the 

volume weighted average of the closing price of the common shares for the five trading 

days immediately preceding the relevant dividend date, less a 3% discount. During the 

fiscal year, the Company issued 890 shares pursuant to the Plan, having an approximate 

value of three thousand dollars.

On June 4, 2009, the Company issued 12,000,000 common shares pursuant to a bought 

deal for total gross cash proceeds of $37.9 million (Cdn $42.0 million). The net proceeds of 

$35.5 million (Cdn $39.4 million) (after commissions and fees) were used entirely to pay 

down debt on the credit agreement.

STA and STA ULC own 100% of the Class A common shares and 100% of the preferred 

shares of Student Transportation of America Holdings, Inc. (“STA Holdings”), respectively. 

Management owns 100% of the Class B Series Two common shares of STA Holdings. The 
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Class B Series Two common shares have been issued pursuant to grant awards under the 

STA Holdings Equity Incentive Plan (“EIP”). The holders of the Class B Series Two common 

shares are entitled to receive dividends, as and when declared by the board of directors 

of STA Holdings, approximately equivalent to the distributions per IPS received by the 

holders of IPSs.

The shareholders of the Company approved the adoption by STA Holdings of the EIP, at 

the annual general meeting held on December 8, 2005. As part of the 2005 EIP plan 

formation, the shareholders approved on initial allotment of 717,747 Class B Series Two 

common shares of STA Holdings, which have been granted to management. These shares 

are accounted for under EIC-149 “Accounting for Retractable or Mandatorily Redeemable 

Shares”, as a result of a put option they contain. Participants have the right, each year, 

starting in fiscal year 2009, to “put” up to 20% of the shared awarded from the initial 

allotment of shares approved in December 2005. Accordingly, they are classified as a 

liability and re-measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period. Changes in 

fair value and distributions on the Class B Series Two common shares are recorded as a 

component of other expense in the consolidated statement of operations. 

Pursuant to awards under the EIP, during the 2006, 2007 and 2008 fiscal years, STA 

Holdings granted 133,549, 290,073, and 198,903 Class B Series Two common shares, 

respectively.  In connection with these grants made during the 2006, 2007, and 2008 

fiscal years, 103,005 shares were withheld at the election of the participants to satisfy 

tax withholdings on these grants. In addition, during fiscal year 2007, 5,000 shares 

were forfeited by one shareholder and in fiscal year 2008, the Company repurchased 

18,137 shares from one shareholder. Such shares became available for issuance upon 

the withholding for taxes or forfeiture by the participants and the repurchase by the 

Company. Pursuant to the EIP, STA Holdings granted 290,206 Class B Series Two common 

shares during the twelve months ended June 30, 2009. These share grants were fully 

vested on the grant date. The Company recognized $2.0 million in non-cash stock 

based compensation expense related to the grants awarded during the twelve months 

ended June 30, 2009, based on the estimated fair value of these shares on the grant 

date. In connection with the grants, 55,339 shares were withheld at the election of the 

participants to satisfy tax withholdings on these grants for the twelve months ended 

June 30, 2009.  As such, 234,867 shares relating to these grants remain outstanding as 

at June 30, 2009. Pursuant to the long term liquidity provision of the EIP plan, for each 

year beginning in the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, each participant has the option 

to “put” up to 20% of their aggregate Class B Series Two common shares back to the 

Company at fair value. A total of 119,776 shares were “put” back to the Company during 

the twelve months ended June 30, 2009. The Company paid $0.9 million associated with 

these puts during the twelve months ended June 30, 2009. The total Class B Series Two 

common shares outstanding as at June 30, 2009 were 611,474. On November 13, 2008, 

at the annual general meeting, the shareholders of the Company approved an increase in 
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the allotted number of Class B Series Two shares available for issuance under the EIP by 

1,446,291, which represents approximately 2.6% of the common shares of STA Holdings 

on a fully diluted basis, and combined with the Class B Series Two shares outstanding at 

June 30, 2009 represents approximately 3.7% of the common shares of STA Holdings on 

a fully-diluted basis.

The Company currently holds a 98.9% interest in STA Holdings as at June 30, 2009 

through its ownership of the Class A shares of STA Holdings. The Company also owns 

100% of the outstanding shares of Parkview Transit Inc. (“Parkview Transit”) (see 

“Liquidity and Capital Resources”). STA Holdings, through its wholly owned subsidiary, 

Student Transportation of America, Inc. (“STA, Inc.”), combined with Parkview Transit, is 

the third largest provider of school bus transportation services in North America.

RESuLTS OF OPERATIONS (in 000’s of US$, except per share data)

Summary Table of Financial Results

 Three Months Ended June 30, Twelve Months Ended June 30,

 2009 2008 2009 2008

Revenues  $ 62,639   $ 63,373   $ 227,890   $ 205,161 

Costs and expenses

 Cost of operations   43,794    44,255    163,213    146,382 

 General and administrative   5,995    5,115    23,514    21,206 

 Non-cash stock compensation  –     –      1,951    1,412 

 Depreciation and depletion expense   7,417    7,736    25,973    22,933 

 Amortization expense   724    602    2,694    2,551 

 Impairment of goodwill  

    (oil and gas reporting unit)  –     –      4,455    –   

Total operating expenses   57,930    57,708    221,800    194,484 

Income from operations   4,709    5,665    6,090    10,677 

Interest expense   2,365    2,925    10,403    13,532 

Unrealized (gain) loss on derivative contracts   (6,519)   (797)   7,658    91 

Loss on subordinated notes extinguishment   –      –      1,316    10,662 

Other income, net   (4,230)   (385)   (5,847)   (2,006)

Income (loss) before income taxes   13,093    3,922    (7,440)   (11,602)

Provision for (recovery of) income taxes   6,083    1,268    (638)   (4,627)

Net income (loss)  $ 7,010   $ 2,654   $ (6,802)  $ (6,975)

Net income (loss) per share—basic and diluted  $ 0.15   $ 0.07   $ (0.16)  $ (0.22)
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Seasonality

The Company’s operations are seasonal and follow the school calendars of the public 

and private schools it serves. School bus transportation revenue has historically been 

seasonal, based on the school calendar and holiday schedule. During the summer school 

break, revenue is derived primarily from summer camps and private charter services. 

Since schools are not in session, there is no school bus transportation revenue. Thus, 

the Company incurs operating losses during the first three months of the fiscal year, 

which encompasses the summer school break. Depreciation of fixed assets occurs in the 

months during which schools are in session, which is generally September through June. 

A full year’s worth of depreciation is recorded in these ten months to correspond to the 

vehicle’s usage. In addition, the Company purchases a majority of its replacement capital 

expenditures, along with investment capital spending for new bids and contracts awarded 

for the upcoming school year in the same time period. These purchases have historically 

been funded by borrowings on the Company’s credit facility.

Managed and Leased Fleet Business 

The Company’s school transportation services have historically included managed 

services contracts. These transportation services are structured as management 

services contracts under which the Company manages the transportation for the school 

district and the school district continues to own the school bus fleet. In fiscal years 

2007 and 2008, the Company entered into operating lease agreements with a major 

financial institution to lease approximately $6.8 million and $5.7 million, respectively, in 

replacement school vehicles for each year. The term of theses leases is six years. In July 

2008, the Company entered into additional leases to lease approximately $6.5 million in 

replacement school vehicles for the 2008-2009 school year.  The term of these leases 

is six years at an implicit rate of 5.9%. Annual lease payments on all vehicle leases 

were approximately $3.4 million per year for the term of the leases. Such managed 

services contracts and leased vehicles require lower up front capital investment (as 

the school district maintains ownership of the managed fleet and the lessor maintains 

ownership of the leased fleet) and thus results in lower annual depreciation expense 

on an ongoing basis. Currently, leased and managed buses account for approximately 

10% of the Company’s fleet. The Company intends to review leasing alternatives on an 

annual basis based on the economics of the lease financing. While the $19.0 million lease 

of replacement school vehicles has been an attractive alternative to purchasing these 

vehicles due to the low cost of financing, it effectively accelerates expense recognition 

of approximately $10.0 million through operating lease payments over the six year lease 

term compared to depreciation of purchasing the vehicles based on usage over a period 

of approximately 11 years. 
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In July 2009, the Company entered into additional leases with two major financial 

institutions to lease approximately $11.4 million in replacement school vehicles for the 

2009-2010 school year. The term of these leases is six years at an average implicit rate of 

6.2%. Annual lease payments on these additional leases will approximate $1.8 million per 

year for the term of the leases.

Oil and Gas Interests

The Company, through its acquisition of Canadex Resources Limited (“Canadex”) in 

January 2008 (see “Liquidity and Capital Resources”), acquired interests in oil and gas 

properties through Canadex’s wholly owned subsidiary, Canadex Resources Inc. (“CRI”). 

CRI invests as a non-operator in properties for the exploration and upstream production 

of crude oil, natural gas and condensates. It holds junior participations in over 400 wells 

in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Kansas in the United States. Approximately 85% of 

these wells produce natural gas. Its co-investments with a range of operators provide 

flexibility to exploit a variety of exploration and development opportunities. The financial 

statements reflect the Company’s proportionate interest in the oil and gas activities as a 

non-operator. 

The Company’s oil and gas revenues are approximately three percent of consolidated 

Company revenues. 

 The Company uses the full-cost method of accounting for its oil and gas interests to 

determine the capitalized cost, whereby all expenditures related to the acquisition, 

exploration and development of oil and gas properties are capitalized. Capitalized costs 

include the cost of land acquired or leased, intangible drilling costs such as those for 

equipment, casing and attachments and completion costs as well as re-completion costs 

on both productive and non-productive wells. These costs, net of salvage values, are 

accumulated in a single cost center and are depleted and amortized using the unit-of-

production method. Natural gas reserves and production are converted, at a ratio of six 

thousand cubic feet of natural gas to one barrel of oil, for depletion and depreciation 

purposes. Under full cost accounting many costs incurred will be capitalized even though 

they have not resulted in an increase in future revenue generating capacity of the 

enterprise. 

Associated with the acquired oil and gas interests, the Company has recorded an asset 

retirement obligation, which represents the liability associated with the retirement of 

long-lived tangible assets that arise from the acquisition, construction, development or 

normal operation of such assets. The asset retirement obligation excludes any potential 

proceeds on the sale of equipment associated with any such requirement.

The oil and gas interests have been recorded at fair value as of the date of acquisition; in 

accordance with the purchase method of accounting and the asset retirement obligation 

has been recorded at its present value as of the acquisition date. 
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Oil and gas revenues are dependent on the commodity prices of oil and natural gas. 

Market changes in the price of these commodities will have a corresponding effect on the 

revenues of the Company’s oil and gas segment. During the quarter ended December 31, 

2008, the Company determined that the recent decline in both oil and natural gas prices 

were indications of potential impairment of the goodwill of the oil and gas reporting 

unit of the Company. The Company tested the oil and gas reporting unit for goodwill 

impairment using the two-step process prescribed by CICA 3062, “Goodwill and Other 

Intangible Assets”. The fair value of the reporting unit was estimated using a discounted 

cash flows model that utilized internal production estimates and published market future 

prices as of December 31, 2008, as well as other estimates. After determining that the 

fair value of the reporting unit was less than its carrying value, the Company recorded 

an impairment charge of $4.5 million at December 31, 2008. As a result of recording the 

impairment charge, there is no remaining goodwill of the oil and gas reporting unit.

Three Months Ended June 30, 2009 Compared to Three Months Ended June 30, 2008

The Company’s core business is school bus transportation. As a result of the Canadex 

acquisition in January 2008, the Company now has two reportable segments, school 

bus transportation and an oil and gas portfolio. The oil and gas portfolio represents 

approximately three percent of the Company’s revenue on an annual basis.

The consolidated results for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 include $0.8 million in 

oil and gas revenue, $0.5 million in related cost of operations and $0.5 million in depletion 

expense. The consolidated results for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008 include $3.4 

million in oil and gas revenue, $1.5 million in related cost of operations and $0.7 million in 

depletion expense.  The reduction in revenue from the oil and gas portfolio of $2.6 million 

for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 compared to the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2008 is due to lower oil and gas commodity prices. 

The remaining discussion of the Company’s operating results through “Income from 

Operations” is related to the Company’s core school bus transportation segment. 

Discussion of items below “Income from Operations” reflect the consolidated results of 

the Company as these items are unallocated between the two reporting segments. 

Revenues: Revenues for school bus transportation for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2009 were $61.9 million compared to $59.9 million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2008, representing an increase of $2.0 million, or 3.2%. Revenue for the fourth quarter 

of fiscal year 2009 was negatively impacted by approximately $1.8 million related to 

the change in exchange rates between the Canadian dollar and the US dollar from the 

fourth quarter of fiscal 2008 to the fourth quarter of fiscal 2009 in connection with the 

translation of the Company’s Canadian operations into US dollars. The Company closed 

one acquisition at the start of fiscal year 2009 (July 2008), and started operations on 

five new bid contracts (two of which were tuck-ins to existing terminal operations) for 
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the 2009 fiscal year. In addition, the Company did not renew three contracts (totaling 52 

routes) for the 2009 fiscal year.

The acquisition completed during the first quarter of fiscal year 2009, and the new bid-in 

contracts for the 2009 fiscal year accounted for $5.2 million in new business growth in 

the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009, which was partially offset by a $0.5 million revenue 

reduction resulting from the three contracts not included in the results for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2009. The remaining $0.9 million decrease in revenues resulted 

mostly from fewer school calendar days due to the timing of the Easter holiday occurring 

in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 versus the third quarter of fiscal year 2008. 

Cost of Operations: Cost of operations for school bus transportation for the fourth quarter 

of fiscal year 2009 was $43.3 million as compared to $42.7 million for the fourth quarter 

of fiscal year 2008, representing an increase of $0.6 million or 1.3%. The acquisition 

completed during the first quarter of fiscal 2009 and the new bid contracts for the 2009 

fiscal year accounted for $3.2 million of the total increase in cost of operations, which 

was partially offset by a $0.4 million reduction resulting from the three contracts not 

included in the results for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009. The remaining $2.2 

million decrease in cost of operations, net of new business and contracts not renewed for 

the fiscal year 2009, resulted primarily from lower fuel costs. Fuel costs for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2009, net of new business and contracts not renewed for the fiscal 

year 2009, decreased $2.1 million compared to the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008 

due primarily to the market decreases in fuel prices (which includes the $1.0 million in 

payments related to the fuel hedge contracts noted below). As a percentage of revenue, 

same terminal fuel decreased to 7.7% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 compared 

to 10.8% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008. The Company currently has fuel 

mitigation features in approximately 60% of its contracts reflecting some form of fuel 

protection against price increase, ranging from reimbursement by the school district to 

outright purchase of fuel by school districts. In addition, in September and October 2008, 

the Company entered into fuel hedge contracts to cover approximately 20 percent of its 

remaining fuel exposure. In the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009, the Company paid $1.0 

million on these fuel hedge contracts, which is included in fuel expense. 

General and Administrative Expense: General and administrative expense for school bus 

transportation for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 was $6.0 million compared to 

$5.1 million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008, an increase of $0.9 million or 16.7%. 

As a percentage of revenue, total general and administrative expense increased to 9.6% 

for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 from 8.5% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2008. The $0.9 million increase in general and administrative expense is due primarily 

to lower allocation of administrative costs to the oil and gas segment in the current fiscal 

year (prior year reflecting the year of acquisition), and higher facilities costs. 

Depreciation Expense: Depreciation expense for school bus transportation for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2009 was $6.9 million compared to $7.0 million for the fourth 
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quarter of fiscal year 2008, a decrease of $0.1 million. As a percentage of revenue, same-

terminal depreciation expense decreased to 11.1% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2009 from 11.7% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008.  

Amortization Expense: Amortization expense for school bus transportation for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2009 was $0.7 million compared to $0.6 million for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2008. As a percentage of revenue, amortization expense increased 

to 1.2% for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 from 1.0% for the fourth quarter of 

fiscal year 2008. 

Income from Operations: Income from operations for school bus transportation was $5.0 

million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 compared to income from operations 

of $4.5 million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008.  The increase of $0.5 million 

resulted from the operating line items discussed above and reflects a negative impact of 

$0.4 million in exchange rates between the Canadian dollar and the US dollar from the 

fourth quarter of fiscal 2008 to the fourth quarter of fiscal 2009 in connection with the 

translation of the Company’s Canadian operations for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2009 

into US dollars. 

Interest Expense: Interest expense for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 was $2.4 

million compared to $2.9 million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008. The $0.5 million 

reduction in interest expense was primarily due to lower interest expense of $0.2 million 

on the Company’s credit facility and lower interest expense of $0.3 million on the 14% 

subordinated notes resulting from the Exchange Offer and the Second Exchange Offer. 

Unrealized Gain on Derivative Contracts: Unrealized gain on derivative contracts was $6.5 

million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 and $0.8 million for the fourth quarter of 

fiscal year 2008. The increase in unrealized gain of $5.7 million primarily reflects the fair 

value adjustment of the foreign currency exchange contracts entered into as an economic 

hedge of the US dollar / Canadian dollar currency exposure on distributions, and the fair 

value adjustment of the fuel hedge contracts entered into as an economic hedge of fuel 

cost exposure.

Other Income, net: Other income for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 totaled $4.2 

million compared to other income of $0.4 million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 

2008.  The increase in other income of $3.8 million resulted primarily from a gain on the 

liquidation of foreign currency exchange contracts of $4.3 million, offset by a decrease in 

realized foreign currency transaction gains of $0.5 million.

The Company realized a gain of $3.6 million associated with the liquidation of the foreign 

exchange currency forward contract associated with the potential redemption of the 

subordinated notes and a gain of $0.7 million associated with the liquidation of the foreign 

exchange currency forward contracts dated July 2013 through January 2014 associated 

with the anticipated distributions for that period. 
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Income (loss) before Income Taxes: Income before income taxes was $13.1 million for 

the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 compared to income before income taxes of $3.9 

million for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008, representing an increase in income 

of $9.2 million. The increase in income resulted primarily from the $0.5 million increase 

in income from operations from the school bus transportation segment noted above, 

combined with the reduction in interest expense of $0.5 million, the increase in unrealized 

gain on derivative contracts of $5.7 million and the increase in other income of $3.8 

million resulting from the increase in realized foreign currency transaction gains noted 

above. All of which were partially offset by the decrease in income from operations of the 

Company’s oil and gas portfolio of $1.4 million 

Net Income: Net income for the Company for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009 

totaled $7.0 million, which includes income tax expense of $6.1 million.  Net income for the 

fourth quarter of fiscal year 2008 amounted to $2.7 million, which includes income tax 

expense of $1.3 million. Net income per common share was $0.15 for the fourth quarter 

of fiscal year 2009 compared to net income per common share of $0.07 for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2008. 

Twelve Months Ended June 30, 2009 Compared to Twelve Months Ended June 30, 2008

The consolidated results for the fiscal year 2009 include $6.4 million in oil and 

gas revenue, $2.5 million in related cost of operations, $0.1 million in general and 

administrative expense and $2.5 million in depletion expense. In addition, the Company 

recorded an impairment of goodwill of $4.5 million during the quarter ended December 

31, 2008 relating to the oil and gas reporting unit. The impairment of goodwill was the 

result of the decline in both oil and natural gas market prices. 

The consolidated results for the fiscal year 2008 include $5.3 million in revenue, $2.1 

million in cost of operations and $1.2 million in depletion expense.  The oil and gas 

portfolio revenue and expenses for the twelve months ended June 30, 2008 reflect a 

partial period (six months) since the Canadex acquisition occurred in January 2008. 

The remaining discussion of the Company’s operating results through “Income from 

Operations” is related to the Company’s core school bus transportation segment. 

Discussion of items below “Income from Operations” reflect the consolidated results of 

the Company as these items are unallocated between the two reporting segments. 

Revenues: Revenues for school bus transportation for the fiscal year 2009 were $221.5 

million compared to $199.8 million for the fiscal year 2008, representing an increase 

of $21.7 million, or 10.8%.  Revenue for the twelve months ended June 30, 2009 was 

negatively impacted by approximately $7.1 million related to the change in exchange rates 

between the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar from the twelve months ended June 30, 

2008 to the twelve months ended June 30, 2009 in connection with the translation of 
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the Company’s Canadian operations into US dollars. The Company closed two acquisitions 

during fiscal 2008 (one in September 2007 and one in January 2008) and one at the 

start of fiscal year 2009 (July 2008), and started operations on five new bid contracts 

(two of which were tuck-ins to existing terminal operations) for the 2009 fiscal year. In 

addition, the Company did not renew three contracts (totaling 52 routes) for the 2009 

fiscal year.

The partial year impact of the acquisitions completed during fiscal year 2008 and the 

first quarter of fiscal year 2009, and the new bid-in contracts for the 2009 fiscal year 

accounted for $22.6 million in new business growth in the fiscal year 2009, which was 

partially offset by a $2.0 million revenue reduction resulting from the three contracts 

that the Company did not renew, which were not included in the results for the fiscal year 

2009. The remaining $8.2 million increase in revenues resulted from both contract rate 

increases and increases in service requirements of existing contracts.

Cost of Operations: Cost of operations for school bus transportation for the fiscal year 

2009 was $160.7 million compared to $144.3 million for the fiscal year 2008, an increase 

of $16.3 million or 11.3%. The acquisitions completed during fiscal year 2008 and the first 

quarter of 2009, and the new bid contracts for fiscal year 2009 collectively accounted 

for $14.8 million of the total increase in the Company’s cost of operations, which was 

partially offset by a $1.6 million reduction resulting from the three contracts not included 

in the results for the fiscal year 2009. The remaining $3.2 million increase in cost of 

operations, net of new business and contracts not renewed for the fiscal year 2009, 

resulted primarily from increased salaries and wages, maintenance costs, insurance 

expenses and operating expenses, offset by lower fuel costs. Salaries and wages, net 

of new business and contracts not renewed for the fiscal year 2009, increased $3.3 

million due primarily to higher driver’s wages and operations wages associated with the 

incremental revenue and partial prior year vacancies in operations.  As a percentage 

of revenue, driver’s wages increased to 33.1% in the fiscal year 2009 from 31.9% in the 

fiscal year 2008, while operations wages increased to 4.6% in the fiscal year 2009, as 

compared to 4.4% for the fiscal year 2008.  Maintenance costs, net of new business and 

contracts not renewed for fiscal 2009, increased $1.2 million for the fiscal year 2009 as 

compared to the corresponding period in the prior year. The increase in maintenance 

costs resulted from increased parts, tires and repair expense. Insurance expense, net of 

new business and contracts not renewed for the fiscal year 2009, increased $0.4 million 

due primarily to certain adverse developments in prior year claim accruals and increased 

as a percentage of revenue to 4.1% in the fiscal year 2009 from 3.9% in the fiscal year 

2008. Operating expenses, net of new business and contracts not renewed for the fiscal 

year 2009, increased $0.8 million due to additional vehicle leasing costs. As a percentage 

of revenue, operating expenses increased to 3.1% in the fiscal year 2009 from 2.8% 

in the fiscal year 2008.  Cost of fuel for the fiscal year 2009, net of new business and 

contracts not renewed for the fiscal year 2008, decreased $2.5 million for the fiscal year 
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2009 as compared to the fiscal year 2008 primarily due to the market decreases in fuel 

prices (which includes the $3.0 million in payments related to the fuel hedge contracts 

noted below) . As a percentage of revenue, same-terminal fuel decreased to 8.4% for the 

fiscal year 2009 compared to 9.7% for the fiscal year 2008.  The Company currently has 

fuel mitigation features in approximately 60% of its contracts reflecting some form of 

protection against fuel price increases, ranging from reimbursement by the school district 

to outright purchase of fuel by school districts. In addition, in September and October 

2008, the Company entered into fuel hedge contracts to cover approximately 20 percent 

of its remaining fuel exposure. In the fiscal year 2009, the Company paid $3.0 million on 

these fuel hedge contracts, which is included in fuel expense. 

General and Administrative Expense: General and administrative expense for school bus 

transportation for the fiscal year 2009 was $23.4 million compared to $21.2 million for the 

fiscal year 2008, an increase of $2.2 million or 10.3%. As a percentage of revenues, total 

general and administrative expense decreased to 10.5% for the fiscal year 2009 from 

10.6% for the fiscal year 2008. The $2.2 million increase in general and administrative 

expense included $1.0 million of expense associated with the net new business for the 

2009 fiscal year combined with increases in professional fees and facilities costs. 

Non-Cash Stock Compensation:  Non-cash stock compensation expense for school bus 

transportation for the fiscal year 2009 was $2.0 million. Non-cash stock compensation 

expense for the fiscal year 2008 was $1.4 million. The non-cash compensation expense 

was related to the issuance of 290,206 and 198,903 Class B Series Two shares of STA 

Holdings in the fiscal year 2009 and 2008, respectively.   

Depreciation Expense: Depreciation expense for school bus transportation for the fiscal 

year 2009 was $23.5 million compared to $21.7 million for the fiscal year 2008, an 

increase of $1.8 million, primarily related to the vehicles associated with the acquisition 

and new bid contracts. As a percentage of revenues, same-terminal depreciation expense 

decreased to 10.3% for the fiscal year 2009 from 10.9% for the fiscal year 2008.  

Amortization Expense: Amortization expense for school bus transportation for the fiscal 

year 2009 was $2.7 million compared to $2.6 million for the fiscal year 2008, an increase 

of $0.1 million. As a percentage of revenues, amortization expense declined to 1.2% for 

the fiscal year 2009 from 1.3% for the fiscal year 2008. 

Income from Operations: Income from operations for school bus transportation was $9.3 

million for the fiscal year 2009 compared to income from operations of $8.7 million for 

the fiscal year 2008. The increase in income of $0.6 million results primarily from the 

operating line items discussed above and reflects a negative impact of $1.4 million due to 

the change in exchange rates between the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar from the 

fiscal year 2008 to fiscal year 2009 in connection with the translation of the Company’s 

Canadian operations into U.S. dollars. 
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Interest Expense: Interest expense for the fiscal year 2009 was $10.4 million compared to 

$13.5 million for the fiscal year 2008. The decrease of $3.1 million in interest expense was 

primarily due to lower interest expense on the subordinated notes of $2.1 million resulting 

from the Exchange Offer and Second Exchange Offer, and lower interest expense of $0.9 

million on the Company’s credit facility . 

Unrealized Loss on Derivative Contracts: Unrealized loss on derivative contracts results 

primarily from the unrealized loss on foreign currency exchange contracts and fuel 

hedge contracts of $7.7 million for the fiscal year 2009 and a $0.1 million unrealized 

loss on foreign currency exchange contracts for the fiscal year 2008. The increase in 

unrealized loss of $7.6 million on derivative contracts primarily reflects the fair value 

adjustments of the foreign currency exchange contracts entered into as an economic 

hedge of the U.S. dollar / Canadian dollar currency exposure on distributions and the 

fair market value adjustment of the fuel hedge contracts entered into as an economic 

hedge of fuel cost exposure.

Loss on Extinguishment of Debt: The loss on extinguishment of debt is primarily a non-

cash loss associated with the Exchange Offer in the first quarter of fiscal year 2008 

and the Second Exchange Offer in the first quarter of fiscal year 2009. Both exchange 

offers were non- cash transactions in which the Company issued common shares of STA 

in exchange for a principal amount of 14% subordinated notes of STA ULC tendered 

in connection with each exchange offer. In the case of the Second Exchange Offer, 

completed on September 4, 2008, 967,761 common shares of STA were issued in a non-

cash exchange for $4.1 million (Cdn $4.9 million) in principal amount of 14% subordinated 

notes of STA ULC tendered in connection with the Second Exchange Offer. The common 

shares issued were recorded at $5.1 million (net of $0.3 million in transaction costs) while 

$4.1 million (Cdn $4.9 million) in 14% subordinated notes were redeemed, resulting in a 

non-cash loss in connection with the Second Exchange Offer of $1.0 million. In addition, 

a non-cash write-off of $0.3 million in deferred financing costs associated with the 

subordinated notes redeemed was also recorded as part of the loss on extinguishment 

of debt in connection with the Second Exchange Offer, totalling $1.3 million in the first 

quarter of fiscal year 2009. 

In the case of the Exchange Offer completed in the first quarter of fiscal year 2008, 

7,969,609 common shares of STA were issued in a non-cash exchange for $43.3 million 

(Cdn. $45.8 million) in principal amount of 14% subordinated notes of STA ULC tendered 

in connection with the Exchange Offer. The common shares issued were recorded at 

$50.9 million (net of $0.3 million in transaction expenses), while $43.3 million (Cdn 

$45.8 million) in 14% subordinated notes were redeemed, resulting in a non-cash loss in 

connection with the Exchange Offer of $7.9 million. In addition, a noncash write-off of $2.7 

million in deferred financing costs associated with the subordinated notes redeemed and 

$0.1 million in transaction costs were also recorded as part of the loss on extinguishment 
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of debt in connection with the Exchange Offer, totalling $10.7 million in the first quarter of 

fiscal year 2008. 

Other Income, net: Other income totaled $5.8 million for the fiscal year 2009 and $2.0 

million for the fiscal year 2008.  The increase in other income of $3.8 million resulted 

primarily from the gain on liquidation of foreign currency exchange contracts of $4.3 

million, noted above in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009, offset by a decrease in 

realized foreign currency transaction gains. 

Loss before Income Taxes: Loss before income taxes was $7.4 million for the fiscal year 

2009 compared to a loss before income taxes of $11.6 million for the fiscal year 2008, 

a decrease in loss of $4.2 million. The decrease in loss resulted primarily from the $0.6 

million increase in income from operations from the school bus transportation segment 

noted above, combined with the $9.4 million decrease in the loss on extinguishment of 

debt, the $3.1 million decrease in interest expense, and the $3.8 million increase in realized 

foreign currency transaction gains, offset by the increase in unrealized loss of $7.6 million 

on derivative contracts and the $5.2 million decrease in income from operations from the 

Company’s oil and gas portfolio.

Net Loss: Net loss for the Company for the fiscal year 2009 amounted to $6.8 million, 

which includes a recovery of income taxes of $0.6 million. Net loss for the fiscal year 

2008 amounted to $7.0 million, and includes a recovery of income taxes of $4.6 million. 

The effective tax rates for the fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year 2008 were 8.6% and 

39.9%, respectively. The decrease in the effective tax rate for the fiscal year 2009 was 

primarily due to the impairment of goodwill recorded in the second quarter of fiscal year 

2009 associated with the Company’s oil and gas reporting unit as a result of the decline in 

both oil and natural gas market prices, which is non-deductible for tax purposes. Net loss 

per common share was $0.16 for the fiscal year 2009 compared to a net loss of $0.22 for 

the fiscal year 2008. 

LIQuIDITy AND CAPITAL RESOuRCES

School bus transportation revenue has historically been seasonal, based on the school 

calendar and holiday schedule. During the summer school break, revenue is derived 

primarily from summer camps and private charter services. As schools are not in session, 

there is no school bus transportation revenue during this period. The operations of the 

Company historically generate negative cash flow in the first quarter of the fiscal year 

reflecting the seasonality of the school bus transportation industry during the school 

summer break combined with a majority of replacement capital expenditures along 

with investment capital spending for new bids and contracts awarded for the upcoming 

school year occurring in the same time period. Replacement capital expenditures have 

historically been funded by borrowings on the Company’s credit facility. Investment capital 

spending for new bids and contracts awards has historically been funded with proceeds 
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from debt and equity financings along with cash flow from operations. As the Company 

incurs operating losses during the first three months of the fiscal year, distributions are 

funded with non-operating cash flows for the first interim quarter of the fiscal year. The 

subsequent quarters of the fiscal year typically generate excess cash, as schools are in 

session and the majority of replacement capital expenditures and investment capital 

spending occurs in the first quarter. Due to this seasonality, the Company views available 

cash flow on an annualized basis. The Company has historically funded its distributions 

with cash from operations on an annual basis. 

On July 15, 2008, the Company closed its acquisition of Elgie Bus Lines Limited, located in 

London, Ontario for approximately Cdn $14.5 million (the “Elgie Acquisition”). On January 

17, 2008, the Company closed the acquisition of all of the outstanding stock of Canadex 

(the “Canadex Acquisition”). Canadex is a transportation and energy company consisting 

of two separate business segments. The transportation segment represents school bus 

operations in Ontario, while the energy division holds non-operating positions in oil 

and gas investments in the United States. Canadex, through a series of amalgamations 

subsequent to the Canadex Acquisition, was renamed Parkview Transit Inc. (“Parkview 

Transit”). Parkview Transit is a direct subsidiary of the Company.  On September 6, 2007, 

the Company closed its acquisition of all of the equity interests of Fred Elliott Coach 

Lines Limited and Elliott Coach Lines (Fergus) Limited (the “Elliott Acquisition”) located 

in Guelph, Ontario. The aggregate purchase price of these acquisitions was $66.0 million. 

The Elliott Acquisition and the Canadex Acquisition added approximately 600 vehicles 

and approximately Cdn $26 million in Canadian dollar revenue on an annualized basis to 

the Canadian school bus operations. (See “Forward-Looking Statements”). 

The Company’s credit facility (the “Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement”) 

was entered into in December 2006 and has a current commitment of approximately 

$115.0 million, with the potential of additional commitments of $10 million (the “Accordion 

Feature”) upon Company request so long as no default or event of default has occurred 

and is continuing.  The current commitments include a $45 million US$ loan facility and 

a Cdn $70.0 million Canadian loan facility, both of which are available to fund working 

capital requirements and to fund acquisitions and investment requirements for new 

revenue and bid-in contracts. In connection with the increase in commitments, the 

Accordion Feature has been reduced to approximately $10.0 million.  Each lender under 

the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement has the option to subscribe for a 

portion of any additional exercise of the remaining Accordion Feature and such additional 

increase in commitments, and any portion not so subscribed may be assumed by one 

or more of the existing lenders or by another financial institution as agreed by the 

Company and the Agent under the agreement. The Second Amended and Restated Credit 

Agreement has a five-year term with a maturity date of December 14, 2011. 

Borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement may be Base 

Rate Loans or Eurodollar Loans, as defined in the credit agreement. Base Rate Loans 
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bear interest at the base rate, as defined in the credit agreement (3.25% at June 30, 

2009), plus the applicable margin, which ranges from 0% to 0.75%, depending on STA 

Holdings’ senior leverage ratio on the pricing date. Eurodollar Loans bear interest at the 

adjusted LIBOR rate, as defined in the credit agreement (1.15% at June 30, 2009), plus the 

applicable margin, which ranges from 1.5% to 2.25%, depending on STA Holdings’ senior 

leverage ratio on the pricing date. 

The Senior Secured Notes consist of $35.0 million of five year, fixed rate senior secured 

notes carrying a coupon of 5.941%. The Senior Secured Notes rank pari passu with 

borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, and mature 

on December 14, 2011. Borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit 

Agreement are collateralized by the unencumbered assets of Parkview, STA Holdings and 

its subsidiaries, and certain shares of the capital stock of STA Holdings and the capital 

stock of each of its subsidiaries. In addition, payment and performance of the obligations 

under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement are guaranteed by each of 

STA Holdings’ subsidiaries and by Parkview. Borrowings under the Senior Secured Notes 

are collateralized by the unencumbered assets of STA Holdings and its U.S. subsidiaries, 

and certain shares of the capital stock of STA Holdings and the capital stock of each of 

its US subsidiaries. In addition, payment and performance of the obligations under the 

Senior Secured Notes are guaranteed by each of STA Holdings US subsidiaries. 

During the fiscal year 2009, net cash provided by operations totaled $35.5 million, which 

reflects a $0.3 million source of cash for net working capital. The Company’s investing 

activities for the fiscal year 2009 resulted in a use of cash of $48.5 million. Included in 

these investing activities were (i) $12.5 million in funding for the Elgie Acquisition which 

closed in July 2008, (ii) capital expenditures of $36.5 million (which includes $0.6 million 

and $2.9 million in the Oil & Gas investments in existing and new wells, respectively) and 

(iii) $0.5 million in proceeds on sale of equipment. The Company’s financing activities 

for the fiscal year 2009 represented a source of cash of $9.9 million. Included in these 

financing activities were (i) $100.3 million in credit agreement borrowings and $103.6 

million in credit agreement repayments, (ii) $35.5 million in issuance of commons shares, 

(ii) $0.6 million in payments of transaction costs associated with the Second Exchange 

Offer in September 2008, (iii) $20.5 million in dividend payments made during the fiscal 

year 2009, (iv) $0.9 million in payments to repurchase Class B Series Two common 

shares, and (v) $0.2 million in repayments on seller and other debt. 

At June 30, 2009, debt outstanding under the Second Amended and Restated 

Credit Agreement and Senior Secured Notes totaled $28.8 million and $35.0 million, 

respectively. The Company had approximately $85.2 million in borrowing available under 

the loan facilities of the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement (excluding 

the remaining $10.0 million in additional commitments the Company may request 

under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement). In addition, at June 30, 

2009, outstanding debt included approximately $0.6 million in promissory notes due 
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to former owners and $33.7 million in subordinated notes. The Amended and Restated 

Credit Agreement and the Note Purchase Agreement both have a five year term with a 

maturity date of December 14, 2011, while the subordinated notes have a 12-year term and 

are due and payable on December 21, 2016, and are callable by the Company beginning 

in December 2009. The promissory notes due to former owners and the equipment 

financing amounts have various due dates through the fiscal year 2011.

The Company expects to be able to renew or refinance the various loan facilities as they 

become due at then current market rates. (See “Forward-Looking Statements”). 

In July 2008, the Company entered into additional leases with a major financial institution 

to lease approximately $6.5 million in replacement school vehicles for the 2008-2009 

school year. The term of these leases is six years at an implicit rate of 5.9%. Annual lease 

payments on these additional leases will approximate $1.3 million per year for the term of 

the leases.

In July 2009, the Company entered into additional leases with two major financial 

institutions to lease approximately $11.4 million in replacement school vehicles for the 

2009-2010 school year. The term of these leases is six years at an average implicit rate of 

6.2%. Annual lease payments on these additional leases will approximate $1.8 million per 

year for the term of the leases.

The Company operates a fleet of approximately 5,700 vehicles as at June 30, 2009 and 

consumes substantial amounts of fuel for its operations. While the Company currently 

has fuel mitigation features in approximately 60% of its contracts that provide some 

measure of fuel protection against price increase, ranging from reimbursement by the 

school district to outright purchase of fuel by school districts, there is no assurance that 

it will be able to adequately protect itself from increases in such costs other than those 

contractually obligated. In addition, during September 2008, the Company entered into 

a series of commodity transactions with a financial institution (the “Counterparty”) to 

reduce the exposure to fluctuations in market fuel prices. The commodity transactions 

utilize NYMEX New York Harbor Heating Oil (“Heating Oil”) as the hedge instrument. 

During September 2008, the Company hedged a notional amount of two million gallons 

of diesel fuel for the ten month period ending June 30, 2009. The series of commodity 

transactions included purchasing a call option for Heating Oil futures at $3.245 per gallon, 

the sale of a call option for Heating Oil futures at $3.745 per gallon and the sale of a 

put option for Heating Oil futures at $2.76 per gallon. The purchase and sale of the call 

options caps the exposure to increase in market prices with a maximum payment to the 

Company of $0.50 per gallon on the notional amount of the gallons hedged if the average 

settle price of the one-month futures price for Heating Oil is above $3.745.

During October 2008, the Company entered into a second series of Heating Oil 

commodity transactions covering a notional amount of 1.9 million gallons of diesel 
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fuel for the fifteen month period ending December 31, 2009. The series of commodity 

transactions included purchasing a call option for Heating Oil futures at $2.85 per gallon, 

the sale of a call option for Heating Oil futures at $3.35 per gallon and the sale of a put 

option for Heating Oil futures at $2.35 per gallon. The purchase and sale of the call 

options caps the exposure to increase in market prices with a maximum payment to the 

Company of $0.50 per gallon on the notional amount of the gallons hedged if the average 

settle price of the one month futures price for Heating Oil is above $3.35.

The amounts exchanged by the parties will be calculated by reference to the notional 

amount and by other terms of the commodity transactions. Due to the correlation 

between the Heating Oil hedge instrument and the underlying exposure of fuel purchases 

hedged, fluctuations in the value of the Heating Oil contract will generally be offset 

by changes in the value of the underlying fuel purchases. The series of commodity 

transactions has been entered into with a major Canadian bank as Counterparty, thus 

management believes the risk of default by the Counterparty is remote. 

The fuel hedges have not been designated as cash flow hedges for accounting purposes 

and the changes in the fair value of the fuel hedges are recorded as unrealized gain 

or loss in the income statement. During the fourth quarter and fiscal year 2009, the 

Company paid $1.0 million and $3.0 million to the Counterparty in connection with these 

two fuel hedges that is recorded in cost of operations. The fair value of the fuel hedges 

that is included in other current liabilities was $0.4 million at June 30, 2009. 

The Company intends to selectively acquire contracts through new bids and conversions 

and to pursue additional acquisitions to the extent that it is able to finance these from 

operating cash flows, available financing under our credit facility and the potential 

additional issuance of common shares.

Segment Information

As a result of the Canadex Acquisition, the Company has two reportable segments, a 

transportation segment and an oil and gas segment. The transportation segment provides 

school bus and management services to public and private schools in North America. The 

oil and gas segment represents the Company’s investments as a non-operator in oil and 

gas interests in the United States. Due to the decline in both oil and natural gas prices, the 

Company recorded a goodwill impairment charge of $4.5 million associated with the oil 

and gas segment during the quarter ended December 31, 2008.  
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 For the three months ended June 30, 2009 For the twelve months ended June 30, 2009

 Transportation Oil and Gas Total Transportation Oil and Gas Total

Revenue $ 61,878  $ 761  $ 62,639  $ 221,498  $ 6,392  $ 227,890 

Operating income $ 496  $ 4,213  $ 4,709  $ 4,880  $ 1,210  $ 6,090 

Unallocated expenses       (8,384)       13,530 

Income tax  provision (recovery)        6,083        (638)

Net income (loss)     $ 7,010      $ (6,802)

 For the three months ended June 30, 2008 For the twelve months ended June 30, 2008

 Transportation Oil and Gas Total Transportation Oil and Gas Total

Revenue $ 59,947  $ 3,426  $ 63,373  $ 199,842  $ 5,319  $ 205,161 

Operating income $ 4,489  $ 1,176  $ 5,665  $ 8,662  $ 2,015  $ 10,677 

Unallocated expenses       1,743        22,279 

Income tax  provision (recovery)        1,268        (4,627)

Net income (loss)     $ 2,654      $ (6,975)

 As at As at

 June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Capital Expenditures $ 33,000  $ 26,902  

 Oil and Gas   3,452    1,376 

  $ 36,452  $ 28,278 

Depreciation, Depletion and Amortization 

 Transportation $ 26,215  $ 24,261 

 Oil and Gas   2,452    1,223 

  $ 28,667  $ 25,484 

Total Assets

 Transportation   317,365    313,909 

 Oil and Gas   17,843    22,830  

  $ 335,208  $ 336,739 

NON-gAAP MEASuRE—CASh AvAILABLE FOR DISTRIBuTION 

The Company distributes a majority of its free cash flows from operations to (a) holders 

of its IPSs, with a portion of such distributions representing interest payments on 

subordinated notes and a portion representing dividends on common shares and (b) 

holders of common shares held separately from the IPSs. The Company believes that 

cash available for distribution provides a useful measure for evaluation of the Company’s 
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performance as it outlines the net cash flow generated by the Company which is 

available for distribution in the period and sustainable for the next periods. In particular, 

the Company believes that investors should be able to ascertain the extent to which 

distributions are funded by operations as discussed below.

Cash available for distribution is a non-GAAP measure and is not intended to be 

representative of cash flow or results of operations determined in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles in Canada (“GAAP”). Accordingly, the Company 

provides a reconciliation of cash available for distribution to cash flow provided by 

operating activities. Investors are cautioned that cash available for distribution, as 

calculated by the Company, is unlikely to be comparable to similar measures used by 

other issuers. 

Cash available for distribution, which is not a defined measure under GAAP, has been 

prepared by management using reasonable and supportable assumptions, all of which 

reflect the Company’s planned courses of action given management’s judgment about 

the most probable set of economic conditions. However, actual results may differ, perhaps 

materially from the assumptions made, and readers are cautioned not to place undue 

reliance on the calculations. The major differences between cash available for distribution 

and cash provided by operating activities as reported in the Company’s financial 

statements are: (a) changes in non-cash working capital items, (b) changes in other assets 

and liabilities, (c) cash interest expense, (d) cash interest expense other than cash interest 

on the IPS subordinated notes, (e) maintenance capital expenditures, (f) dividends on 

Class B Series Two common shares, (g) net realized foreign currency gains or losses, and 

(h) cash taxes. Maintenance capital expenditures primarily represent the amounts spent 

on replacement vehicles to maintain the current revenue contract base in place. 

In accordance with National Policy 41-201, Income Trusts and Other Indirect Offerings 

of the Canadian Securities Administrators, (“NP 41-201”), the Company is required to 

reconcile cash flows from operations to cash available for distributions.
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CASh AvAILABLE FOR DISTRIBuTIONS

reconciliation of cash flow from operations to cash available for distributions.    

 Three Months Three Months Twelve Months Twelve Months

 Ended Ended Ended Ended

 June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008 June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Cash flows provided by operating activities $ 17,970  $ 7,675  $ 35,541  $ 22,364 

Adjustments:

 Changes in non-cash working capital items   (5,061)   2,002    (307)   1,615 

 Changes in non-cash other assets and liabilities  35    (359)   20    189 

 Non-operating cash flows   1,950    231    1,877    486 

 Cash interest expense   2,172    2,783    9,657    12,847 

Subtotal   17,066    12,332    46,788    37,501 

Less:

 Interest expense (other than  

   noncash and IPS Subordinated Notes)   (1,008)   (1,270)   (4,922)   (5,989)

 Dividends on Class B-Series Two common shares   (137)   (231)   (576)   (486)

 Repurchase of Class B-Series Two common shares  –     –      (885)  –

 Cash taxes paid   (560)   (350)   (1,129)   (431)

 Maintenance capital expenditures, net   (88)   (95)   (5,853)   (3,629)

Cash Available for Distributions US$ $ 15,273  $ 10,386  $ 33,423  $ 26,966 

Cash Available for Distributions $Cdn $ 18,484  $ 11,579  $ 40,167  $ 30,532  

Total Distributions - US$

 Interest on IPS Subordinated Notes US$ $ 1,105  $ 1,245  $ 4,469  $ 5,772 

 Dividends on IPS common shares US$ $ 1,163  $ 1,286  $ 4,697  $ 5,970 

 Dividends on common shares US$ $ 3,745  $ 4,030  $ 15,065  $ 10,531 

Total Distributions US$ $ 6,013  $ 6,561  $ 24,231  $ 22,273 

Total Distributions $Cdn $ 7,277  $ 7,314  $ 29,120  $ 25,218 

The Company’s operations and earnings are primarily in U.S. dollars while distributions to 

holders of its IPSs and common shares are made in Canadian dollars. At the time of the 

IPS Offering, the Company entered into a five-year Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar forward 

contract  at a rate of Cdn $1.2275 to US $1.00 for the total amount of anticipated monthly 

distributions associated with the IPSs issued in connection with the IPS Offering through 

January 2010. The Company has entered into new forward contracts on a quarterly basis 

as contracts related to the initial five-year agreement expire. In June 2006, the Company 

entered into a two-year Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar collar contract for distributions 

associated with the IPSs issued at that time and the Cdn $0.02 increase in distributions 

on the IPSs issued as part of the IPS Offering.  In April 2008, the Company extended 

the collar transaction another 6 months through January 2009 at an exchange rate 
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between Cdn $1.1000 and Cdn $1.1740 to US $1.00. In addition, the Company entered into 

an additional five-year Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar forward contract at a rate of Cdn 

$1.2225 to US $1.00 for approximately 25% of currently anticipated monthly distributions 

through December 2014.  In connection with the board of directors periodic review of the 

Company’s hedging practices, in June 2009 the Company liquidated the foreign exchange 

currency forward contract associated with the potential redemption of the subordinated 

notes and the foreign exchange currency forward contracts dated July 2013 through 

January 2014 associated with the anticipated distributions for that period. 

The operations of STA, Inc. historically generate negative cash flow in the first quarter of 

the fiscal year reflecting the seasonality of the school bus transportation industry during 

the summer season break combined with a majority of replacement capital expenditures 

occurring in the first quarter of the fiscal year. The subsequent quarters of the fiscal year 

generate excess cash, as schools are in session, and due to the fact that the majority of 

replacement capital expenditures have already been purchased. Due to this seasonality, 

the Company views available cash flow on an annualized basis.

The table above itemizes the differences between cash flow from operations and cash 

available for distributions. The significant differences include:

• Capital differences – maintenance capital expenditures, net represent the ongoing 

capital costs that are required to maintain the business which are not reflected in 

cash used in operations.

• Other differences – include (a) the net add-back of interest expense associated with 

the 14% subordinated note component of the IPS units which is recorded in the 

income statement as an expense item and thus reflected in cash used in operations, 

but included in actual distributions rather than being reflected in cash available for 

distributions, (b) changes in working capital and other operating items that will offset 

each other over time (c) cash taxes paid, (d) dividends on and repurchase of Class 

B-Series Two shares, and (e) other non-operating cash flow items.  

In addition, the Company reports “Cash Available for Distributions” in U.S. dollars in the 

table above, however distributions to holders of its IPSs and common shares are made 

in Canadian dollars.  For comparative purposes, “Cash Available for Distributions” in 

Canadian dollars was calculated using currency exchange rates for the three and twelve 

months ended June 30, 2009 of 1.2102 and 1.2018, respectively.  “Cash Available for 

Distributions” in Canadian dollars was calculated using currency exchange rates for the 

three and twelve months ended June 30, 2008 of 1.1148 and 1.1322, respectively.

In July 2008, the Company entered into additional leases with a major financial institution 

to lease approximately $6.5 million in replacement school vehicles for the 2008-2009 

school year. The term of these leases is six years at an implicit rate of 5.9%. Annual lease 

payments on these additional leases were approximately $1.3 million per year for the term 

of the leases.
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In July 2009, the Company entered into additional leases with two major financial 

institutions to lease approximately $11.4 million in replacement school vehicles for the 

2009-2010 school year. The term of these leases is six years at an average implicit rate of 

6.2%. Annual lease payments on these additional leases will approximate $1.8 million per 

year for the term of the leases.

The Company also incurred an additional $5.9 million and $3.6 million in maintenance 

capital expenditures during the fiscal years 2009 and 2008 respectively, related primarily 

to the net replacement of school vehicles in each year. In addition, maintenance capital 

expenditures for fiscal year 2009 includes $0.6 million in existing wells in the Company’s 

Oil & Gas reporting unit.  Historically, the Company has purchased the majority of its 

replacement vehicles during the first quarter of each fiscal year.

Distributions for the 2009 fiscal year were $24.2 million (Cdn $29.1 million) in the 

aggregate. These distributions include dividends on the STA common share component of 

the IPS units and interest payments on the subordinated note component of the IPS units 

(including IPSs that have been separated by holders) and common shares that are held 

separately from IPS units. In addition, STA Holdings declared dividends on its outstanding 

Class B common stock aggregating $0.6 million for the 2009 fiscal year.  

In accordance with NP41-201, the table below provides the current and historical 

information regarding the Company’s distributions relative to its operating cash flows and 

net income (loss).

SuSTAINABILITy OF CASh DISTRIBuTIONS

 Three Months Twelve Months Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

 Ended Ended Ended Ended

 June, 30 2009 June, 30 2009 June, 30 2008 June, 30 2007

Cash flows provided by operating activities $ 17,970  $ 35,541  $ 22,364  $ 10,115 

Net income (loss) $ 7,010  $ (6,802) $ (6,975) $ (7,114)

Cash distributions, 

  including interest on IPS debt $ 6,013  $ 24,231  $ 22,273  $ 19,694 

Cash distributions, 

  excluding interest on IPS debt $ 4,908  $ 19,762  $ 16,501  $ 10,269 

Excess (shortfall) of cash flows from operating activities  

  over distributions, net of interest on IPS debt $ 13,062  $ 15,779  $ 5,863  $ (154)

Excess (shortfall) of net income over distributions, 

  net of interest on IPS debt $ 2,102  $ (26,564) $ (23,476) $ (17,383)

Note: A portion of the total IPS distribution reflects interest paid on IPS debt. This interest expense, and the related cash payment, is already included in net loss and in 

cash flows from operating activities, respectively.Therefore, total excess or shortfall is calculated based on non-interest distributions.
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DISTRIBuTIONS RELATIvE TO OPERATINg CASh FLOw

On an annual basis, cash flows from operating activities represent the primary source to 

fund distributions paid to IPS unitholders and shareholders. 

The excess in cash flow from operations compared to distributions paid during the fourth 

quarter of fiscal year 2009 results primarily from the seasonality of the Company’s 

business. As noted above, the operations of the Company historically generate negative 

cash flow in the first quarter of the fiscal year reflecting the seasonality of the school 

bus transportation industry during the summer season break combined with a majority 

of replacement capital expenditures occurring in the first quarter of the fiscal year. As 

a result, distributions in the first quarter are funded from borrowings on the Second 

Amended and Restated Credit Agreement.  The subsequent quarters of the fiscal year 

generate excess cash, as schools are in session and due to the fact that the majority of 

replacement capital expenditures have already been purchased. Due to this seasonality, 

the Company views available cash flow on an annualized basis.

Cash flow from operations exceeded distributions paid by $15.8 million and $5.9 million 

for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively, and were relatively 

equivalent to distributions paid for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2007.

DISTRIBuTIONS RELATIvE TO NET INCOME

As a result of noncash expenses (net), distributions paid will normally exceed reported net 

income on an annual basis. In addition, the seasonality of the business will contribute to 

the difference between distributions and net income during interim periods.  

Net income exceeded distributions for the three months ended June 30, 2009 by $2.1 

million, due primarily to the seasonality of the Company’s business. For the twelve months 

ended June 30, 2009, distributions exceeded reported net income by $26.6 million due 

primarily to $42.1 million of net non-cash expenses. As noted above under “Distributions 

Relative to Operating Cash Flow” and “Cash Available for Distributions”, the operations of 

the Company historically generate negative cash flow in the first quarter of the fiscal year 

reflecting the seasonality of the school bus transportation industry during the summer 

season break combined with a majority of replacement capital expenditures occurring 

in the first quarter of the fiscal year. As a result, distributions in the first quarter are 

funded from borrowings on the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement. The 

subsequent quarters of the fiscal year generate excess cash, as schools are in session and 

the majority of replacement capital expenditures have already been purchased. Due to 

this seasonality, the Company views available cash flow on an annualized basis.

Distributions exceeded reported net income for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2008 

and 2007 due primarily to $31.1 million and $22.3 million, respectively, of net non-cash 

expenses.
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COMMITMENTS AND CONTRACTuAL OBLIgATIONS

Commitments and contractual obligations primarily include obligations associated with 

outstanding indebtedness and lease obligations.  The following table shows contractual 

obligations and commitments related to the outstanding indebtedness as of June 30, 

2009 and the related payment by period due.

Maturities of long-term debt are as follows (in 000’s):

 Second Amended Senior Secured Due to Subordinated

 Credit Facility Notes Former Owners Debt

Year ending June 30,    

2010 $ –  $ –  $ 559  $  –  

2011  –    –   25    –   

2012   28,773    35,000   –            –  

2013  –    –   –              – 

2014  –  –    –              – 

   Thereafter  –     –   –   33,734 

 $ 28,773  $ 35,000  $ 584  $ 33,734 

The Company leases certain facilities under non-cancelable operating leases.  

Rent expense totaled $5.6 million and $4.7 million for the years ended June 30, 2009 

and 2008, respectively.  The Company also leases certain school vehicles under non-

cancelable operating leases. 

Operating lease expense totaled $3.5 million and $2.6 million for the years ended June 

30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. The terms of these and other leases expire at various 

times through 2018.  

The following represent future minimum rental payments and operating lease payments 

under non cancelable operating leases (in 000’s):

 Operating Leases Vehicle Leases Total

Year ending June 30:

 2010 $ 6,447  $ 5,131  $ 11,578 

 2011  3,946    5,165    9,1 1 1 

 2012  3,105    5,165    8,270 

 2013  1,932    3,611    5,543 

2014 and thereafter  1,899   4,847    6,746 

Total minimum payments $ 17,329  $ 23,919  $ 41,248 
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OuTSTANDINg ShARE DATA

As at June 30, 2009, the Company had 54,563,893 common shares are issued and 

outstanding, of which 7,160,540 are represented by IPS’s, 3,105,000 are common shares 

related to IPSs that have been split by shareholders and 44,298,353 are common shares 

issued through equity only private placement and bought deals, common shares issued 

as a result of the exchange offers and common share issued pursuant to the dividend 

reinvestment plan. Each IPS represents one common share of STA and Cdn $3.847 

principal amount of 14% subordinated notes.

QuANTITATIvE AND QuALITATIvE DISCLOSuRES ABOuT MARKET RISK

In the normal course of business, we are exposed to market risks arising from adverse 

changes in interest rates and the Cdn$/US$ foreign currency exchange rate. Market risk 

is defined for these purposes as the potential change in the fair market value of financial 

assets and liabilities resulting from an adverse movement in these rates. Except for the 

changes in the Cdn$/US$ foreign currency exchange rate during the quarter, there have 

been no other material changes to the Company’s exposure to the above-mentioned 

market risks during the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2009. 

As at June 30, 2009, the Company’s material variable rate borrowings included the 

outstanding borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement. As 

at June 30, 2009, the Company had $28.8 million in outstanding indebtedness under the 

Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement. A 100 basis point change in interest 

rates, applied to these borrowings as at June 30, 2009, would result in an approximate 

$0.3 million annual change in interest expense and a corresponding change in cash flow.

In connection with the IPS Offering and subsequent offerings, the Company is exposed 

to fluctuations in the exchange rate between the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar 

because the anticipated distributions from STA, Inc. to STA Holdings will be paid in U.S. 

dollars and the currently anticipated distributions on IPSs and common shares will be 

paid in Canadian dollars. In order to minimize the impact of fluctuations in the exchange 

rate between the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar, at the time of the IPS Offering the 

Company entered into a five year Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar forward contract at a rate 

of Cdn $1.2275 to US $1.00 for the total amount of anticipated monthly distributions 

associated with the IPSs issued in connection with the IPS Offering through January 2010. 

The Company has entered into new forward contracts on a quarterly basis as contracts 

related to the initial five-year agreement expire  In addition, the Company entered into an 

additional five year Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar forward contract at a rate of Cdn $1.2225 

to US $1.00 for approximately 25% of currently anticipated monthly distributions through 

December 2014. Combined, the two Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar forward contracts 

covered approximately 75% of anticipated monthly distributions on an annual basis. 

Historically, the Company has had hedge contracts in place in connection with the initial 
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level of distributions for a five-year period. As part of the Issuer’s board of directors’ 

periodic review of the Company’s hedging practices, the board of directors has directed 

management to consider appropriate changes to the Company’s practices, including 

reducing the period to three years. These proposed changes are the result of changes 

in the Company’s business since the time of the IPO, including the significant increase in 

cash flow in Canadian dollars. In connection with the reduction in the period under the 

Company’s hedging practices, the forward contracts dated July 2013 through January 

2014, having a notional value of approximately $8.7 million, were to be liquidated. These 

exchange contracts were to be liquidated, resulting in a realized gain of $0.7 million, which 

is recorded in other income for fiscal year 2009.

The 14% subordinated notes issued in connection with the IPS Offering are denominated 

in Canadian dollars and are due on December 21, 2016. On or after the fifth anniversary 

of the issuance of the Subordinated Notes (December 21, 2009), the Company may 

redeem the Subordinated Notes for the aggregate principal amount then outstanding 

plus a premium that declines over time. The Company has not entered into any currency 

hedge arrangement with respect to the payment of the subordinated notes upon maturity 

in 2016. In December 2008, the Company entered into a forward foreign exchange 

contract for the aggregate principal payment on the subordinated notes for the potential 

redemption of the subordinated notes in December 2009. This exchange contract was 

liquidated in June 2009, resulting in a realized gain of $3.6 million, which is recorded in 

other income for fiscal year 2009. 

At June 30, 2009, the Company had 96 monthly forward foreign exchange contracts 

outstanding under which the Company will sell U.S. dollars each month for a fixed amount 

of Canadian dollars under the following terms: 

 Number of US$ to be delivered Cdn$ to be received Cdn$ per US$

Contract Dates Contracts (in millions) (in millions) (weighted average)

July 2009–June 2010 24 17.9 21.9 1.2224

July 2010–June 2011 24 19.0 21.9 1.1497

July 2011–June 2012 24 19.5 21.9 1.1206

July 2012–March 2013 24 20.5 21.9 1.0676

 96 76.9 87.6

Based on the forward contracts the Company currently has contracts in place to cover 

approximately 64% of currently anticipated distributions through June 2013. The 

Company intends to fund the remaining amount of currently anticipated distributions with 

cash flows from the Company’s Canadian operations, as it continues to grow its Canadian 

dollar cash flows via the execution of its growth strategy in Canada.
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At June 30, 2009, STA Holdings had unrealized foreign exchange losses on the open 

forward currency exchange contracts totaling $7.2 million. If STA Holdings had liquidated 

the contracts it would be further exposed to fluctuations in the exchange rate between 

the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar with respect to the current level of monthly 

distributions on the IPSs.  

The Company is also exposed to changes in the market price of fuel in the ordinary course 

of business.  As a partial mitigation of the impact of fuel price volatility on the Company’s 

results, approximately 60% of the Company’s revenue contracts have some form of fuel 

protection against price increase, ranging from reimbursement by the school district 

to outright purchase of fuel by school districts.   In addition in September and October 

2008, the Company  entered into fuel hedge contracts to cover an approximately 20 

percent of its remaining fuel exposure through the end of the 2009 fiscal year.  As the 

fuel hedge contracts expire, the Company, for the 2010 fiscal year, has entered into fixed 

price contracts with fuel suppliers to cover approximately 20% of its remaining fuel 

exposure.  These fixed price fuel contracts reflect prices that are lower than market prices 

experienced during fiscal year 2009. 

SuMMARy OF QuARTERLy RESuLTS

 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr

 2008 2008 2008 2008 2009 2009 2009 2009

Revenues $ 28,126 $ 54,546 $ 59,116 $ 63,373  $ 38,297  $ 62,704  $ 64,250  $ 62,639

Net income (loss) $ (9,468) $ 713 $ (874) $ 2,654 $ (6,059) $ (8,115) $ 362  $ 7,010

Net income (loss) 

  per share $ (0.36) $ 0.02 $ (0.03) $ 0.07 $ (0.14) $ (0.19) $ 0.01  $ 0.15

Seasonality

School bus transportation revenue has historically been seasonal, based on the school 

calendar and holiday schedule. During the summer school break, revenue is derived 

primarily from summer camps and private charter services. As schools are not in 

session, there is no school bus transportation revenue during this period. Thus, the 

Company incurs operating losses during the first three months of the fiscal year, which 

encompasses the summer school break. Depreciation of fixed assets occurs in the 

months during which schools are in session, which is generally September through June. 

A full year’s worth of depreciation is recorded in these ten months to correspond to the 

vehicle’s usage. 
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DISCLOSuRE CONTROLS AND PROCEDuRES AND INTERNAL CONTROLS OvER 

FINANCIAL REPORTINg 

Based on the requirements of Multilateral Instrument 52-109, Certification of Disclosure 

in Issuers’ Annual Financial and Interim Filings, the Chief Executive Officer and Chief 

Financial Officer of the Issuer have evaluated the effectiveness of the Issuer’s disclosure 

controls and procedures (as defined in Multilateral Instrument 52-109) as at June 

30, 2009.  Management has used the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the 

Treadway Commission (“COSO”) framework to evaluate the effectiveness of the Issuer’s 

internal control over financial reporting.   Based on that evaluation, the Chief Executive 

Officer and Chief Financial Officer have concluded that the Issuer’s disclosure controls 

and procedures and our internal control over financial reporting were appropriately 

designed and were operating effectively as at June 30, 2009 to provide reasonable 

assurance that material information relating to the Issuer, including its consolidated 

subsidiaries, would be made known to them by others within those entities.

We have evaluated our internal controls over financial reporting and determined that no 

changes were made in the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures and our internal 

control over financial reporting during the twelve months ended June 30, 2009, that 

have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, its internal control 

over financial reporting.  Management is, however, continually monitoring and seeking to 

improve the Company’s infrastructure and controls.

TRANSACTIONS wITh RELATED PARTIES

The Company utilizes a transportation equipment dealer, primarily to assist in 

procurement and disposal of the Company’s fleet under the direction of the Company’s 

CFO. The transportation equipment dealer also provides consulting services to the 

Company, assisting with fleet valuations in its acquisition efforts. These fleet valuation 

services are provided free of charge. The transportation equipment dealer is a 

company controlled by a family member of the Company’s Chairman and CEO. The 

fleet procurement and disposal services are provided on a non-contractual basis for a 

commission equal to 1% of the value of the purchase and sale price of the Company’s 

vehicles. The Company paid $0.4 million to the transportation equipment dealer for the 

years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively.

The Company utilizes an executive search firm, to assist in the placement of select 

management personnel. The Chairman and founding partner of the executive search firm 

is a director of both the Company and STA Holdings. The Company paid $0.1 million and 

$0.2 million to the executive search firm for the twelve months ended June 30, 2009 and 

2008, respectively, for executive search services.
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SuBSEQuENT EvENTS

During July 2008, STA Holdings granted 98,425 Class B-Series Two common shares 

pursuant to the EIP. The Company will recognize non-cash stock-based compensation 

expense related to these grants during the quarter ended September 30, 2009.

In July 2009, the Company entered into additional leases with two major financial 

institutions to lease approximately $11.4 million in replacement school vehicles for the 

2009-2010 school year. The term of these leases is six years at an average implicit rate of 

6.2%. Annual lease payments on these additional leases will approximate $1.8 million per 

year for the term of the leases.

At the close of business on July 31, 2009, the Company de-listed its IPS’s from the Toronto 

Stock Exchange (“TSX”).  Additionally, the 14% subordinated notes of  STA ULC were 

listed on the TSX and began trading on August 4, 2009. 

On September 17, 2009, the Company acquired Jordan Transportation Inc and related 

companies (the “Jordan Acquisition”), located in Butler, New Jersey for approximately  

$ 10.3 million. 

FORwARD-LOOKINg STATEMENTS

Certain statements in this Management’s Discussion and Analysis are “forward-

looking statements” within the meaning of applicable securities laws, which reflect the 

expectations of management regarding the Issuer’s and the Company’s revenues, expense 

levels, seasonality, liquidity, profitability of new business acquired or secured through 

bids, borrowing availability, ability to renew or refinance various loan facilities as they 

become due, ability to execute the Company’s growth strategy and cash distributions, as 

well as their future growth, results of operations, performance and business prospects 

and opportunities. Forward-looking statements generally can be identified by the use 

of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”, 

“anticipate”, “believe”, “should”, “plans” or “continue” or similar expressions, and 

negative forms thereof, suggesting future outcomes or events. 

These forward-looking statements reflect the Company’s current expectations 

regarding future events and operating performance and speak only as of the date of 

this Management Discussion and Analysis. Actual results may vary from the forward-

looking statements. Specifically, forward-looking statements involve significant risks and 

uncertainties, should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will 

not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not or the times at or by which such 

performance or results will be achieved. A number of factors could cause actual results to 

differ materially from the results discussed in the forward looking statements, including, 

but not limited to, the factors referred to under “Risk Factors” such as an inability to 

control the Company’s operating expenses, significant capital expenditures, reliance on 
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certain key personnel, the possibility that a greater number of employees will join unions, 

the Company’s acquisition strategy, an inability to achieve the Company’s business 

objectives, increased industry competition, rising insurance costs, new governmental 

laws and regulations, a lack of insurance coverage for certain losses, environmental 

requirements, seasonality of the industry in which the Company operates, any inability 

to maintain letters of credit and performance bonds and the termination of certain of 

the Company’s contracts for reasons beyond management’s control. Material factors and 

assumptions that were relied upon in making the forward-looking statements include 

contract and customer retention, current and future expense levels, availability of quality 

acquisition, bid and conversion opportunities, current borrowing availability and financial 

ratios, as well as current and historical results of operations and performance. Although 

the forward-looking statements contained in this Management Discussion and Analysis 

are based upon what the Company believes to be reasonable assumptions, investors 

cannot be assured that actual results will be consistent with these forward-looking 

statements, and the differences may be material. These forward-looking statements 

are made as of the date of this Management Discussion and Analysis and the Company 

assumes no obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances, 

except as specifically required by applicable law.

CRITICAL ACCOuNTINg POLICIES AND ESTIMATES 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian generally accepted 

accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions 

that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 

statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting 

period. Some of the estimates and assumptions management is required to make relate to 

matters that are inherently uncertain as they may pertain to future events. Management 

bases these estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that 

it believe to be reasonable and appropriate. Actual results may differ significantly from 

these estimates. The following is a description of our accounting policies that we believe 

require subjective and complex judgments, and could potentially have a material effect on 

reported financial condition and results of operations. 

Goodwill and Other Identifiable Intangibles. Goodwill represents the excess of cost over 

fair value of net assets acquired in business combinations accounted for under the 

purchase method. Goodwill and trade names are not amortized but rather assessed 

for impairment annually or more frequently if circumstances change and indicators 

of impairment are present. The annual impairment testing is performed in the fourth 

quarter. When assessing goodwill impairment, CICA 3062 “Goodwill and Other Intangible 

Assets” requires that the Company first compare the fair value of goodwill to its’ carrying 

value. If the carrying value exceeds the fair value, the carrying value is then compared 
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to the implied value. If the carrying value exceeds the implied value, an impairment loss 

will be recognized in the statement of earnings in an amount equal to the excess. When 

assessing the impairment for tradenames, if the carrying value exceeds the fair value, an 

impairment loss will be recognized in the statement of earnings in an amount equal to 

the excess. Fair values are derived by using discounted cash flow analyses which requires, 

among other factors, estimates of the amount and timing of projected cash flows and the 

appropriate discount rate. The Company recorded a goodwill impairment charge of $4.5 

million, during the second quarter of fiscal year 2009, related to its oil and gas reporting 

unit. Other identifiable intangible assets consist of contract rights and covenants not 

to compete. Contract rights, which include customer relationships, are amortized on 

a straight-line basis over an estimated useful life of 20 to 23 years. The useful life for 

contract rights was determined based on third party valuation reports prepared for 

the Company. The valuations took into account the average length of the contracts, 

the expected renewal periods and assumptions regarding future renewals based upon 

historical customers lives. Covenants not to compete are amortized on a straight-line 

basis over an estimated useful life of 2 to 5 years. Amortization of intangible assets 

amounted to $2.7 million and $2.6 million for the year ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, 

respectively. 

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets.  Management continually evaluates whether events 

or circumstances have occurred that indicate that the remaining estimated useful lives 

of property and equipment, contract rights and covenants not to compete may warrant 

revision or that the remaining balances may not be recoverable. Events or circumstances 

that would trigger testing for impairment include, but not limited to, the loss of a 

significant school district customer contract, a significant increase in the Company’s 

expense levels absent a corresponding increase in revenue that causes operating or 

cash flow losses or projected operating or cash flow losses, significant adverse changes 

in legal factors or the business climate in which the Company operates that could affect 

the value of long-lived assets, or the expectation that a long-lives asset will be sold or 

otherwise disposed of at a loss before the end of its previously estimated useful life. If 

this review indicates that the assets will not be recoverable, as determined based on 

the undiscounted future cash flows from the use of the assets, the carrying value of the 

assets will be reduced to their estimated fair value.

Insurance Reserves. The Company had approximately $9.4 million and $7.4 million in 

recorded insurance reserves at June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. These reserves 

reflect the estimated deductible amounts the Company is responsible for under the 

workers’ compensation and vehicle liability insurance programs. Our insurance expense 

for these items is largely dependent on our claims experience and our ability to control 

such claims, in addition to third party premiums/expenses associated with this coverage. 

We have recorded estimated insurance reserves for the anticipated losses on open claims 

under the workers compensation and vehicle liability programs based upon actuarial 
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analysis prepared by an independent third party actuary. Although the estimates of 

these accrued liabilities are based on the factors mentioned above, it is possible that 

future cash flows and results of operations could be materially affected by changes in our 

assumptions or changes in claims experience. 

Stock Based Compensation. The Company accounts for stock-based compensation and 

other stock-based payments using the fair value method. Under the fair value method, 

the fair value of the stock based compensation and other stock-based payments are 

estimated at the grant date and the total fair value is amortized over the vesting schedule 

of the awards as compensation expense. STA Holdings has issued Class B-Series Two 

common shares pursuant to the EIP during fiscal years 2009 and 2008 and intends to 

issue further shares in the future. These shares are accounted for as liability awards. 

During fiscal 2009 and fiscal 2008, the Company recognized $2.0 million and $1.4 million, 

respectively, in non-cash stock-based compensation based on the estimated fair value on 

the date of grant of the shares issued. The Class B-Series Two common shares are not 

traded in an active market and have certain restrictions on their transferability. These 

shares are accounted for as a liability, as a result of a put option they contain. During 

fiscal 2009, 119,776 shares were put back to the Company, at a cost of $0.9 million.  Stock 

based compensation expense associated with the issuance of Class B-Series Two common 

shares of STA Holdings has been based upon third party valuation reports prepared for 

the Company.  The third party valuation of the estimated fair value of the Class B-Series 

Two common shares issued included significant assumptions related to future cash flows 

of the Company, the fair value of STA’s common shares and the characteristics of the 

Class B-Series Two common shares. 

Income Taxes. Income taxes have been computed utilizing the liability approach. Future 

income tax assets and liabilities arise from differences between the tax basis of an asset 

or liability and its reported amount in the financial statements. Future tax assets and 

liabilities are determined by using substantially enacted tax rates expected to be in effect 

when the taxes will actually be paid or refunds received. A valuation allowance is recorded 

when the expected recognition of a future tax income asset is not considered to be more 

likely than not. The recorded future income tax liability results from a difference between 

the book and tax basis of certain transportation, other equipment and intangible assets. 

Accounting for Derivatives and Hedging Activities. The Company generally accounts for 

derivatives on an accrual basis. Derivatives are recorded at fair value on the balance 

sheet, which, in accordance with Emerging Issues Committee Abstract No.173, “Credit Risk 

and the Fair Value of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities” (“EIC–173”) requires that a 

company take into account its own credit risk and the credit risk of the counterparty when 

determining the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities, including derivative 

instruments. Changes in fair value will be recorded in the income statement or through 

other comprehensive income depending on the nature of the derivative instrument. The 
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Company formally documents all relationships between hedging instruments and hedged 

items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy for undertaking these 

transactions. The Company assesses, both at inception and on an ongoing basis, whether 

the derivative is highly effective as a hedge. 

Oil and Gas Reserve Estimates. Estimates of oil and gas reserves in the consolidated 

financial statements are prepared in accordance with guidelines established by NI 51-101. 

Reserve engineering is a subjective process of estimating underground accumulations 

of oil and natural gas that cannot be measured in an exact manner. The process relies on 

interpretations of available geographical, geophysical, engineering and production data. 

The accuracy of a reserve estimate is a function of the quality and quantity of available 

data, the interpretation of that data, the accuracy of various mandated economic 

assumptions and the judgment of the persons preparing the estimate. 

The Company’s reserve information is based on estimates prepared by independent oil 

and gas industry consultants. Estimates prepared by others may be different than these 

estimates. Because these estimates depend on many assumptions such as projected 

future rates of production, estimated commodity price forecasts and the timing of 

future expenditures, all of which may differ from actual results, reserve estimates may 

be different from the quantities of oil and gas that are ultimately recovered. In addition, 

the results of drilling, testing and production after the date of an estimate may justify 

revisions to the estimate.

The present value of future net oil and gas revenues should not be assumed to be the 

current market value of the Company’s estimated oil and gas reserves. Actual future 

prices, costs and reserves may be materially higher or lower than the prices, costs and 

reserves used for the future net revenue calculations. Reserve estimates can have a 

significant impact on earnings, as they are a key component in the calculation of oil and 

gas depreciation and depletion.

A downward revision in the reserve estimate could result in a higher depreciation and 

depletion charge to earnings. In addition, if the net capitalized costs are determined to be 

in excess of the calculated ceiling, which is based largely on reserve estimates, the excess 

must be written off as an expense charged against earnings.

Asset Retirement Obligations. The asset retirement obligation provision recorded in the 

consolidated financial statements is based on estimate of total costs for future restoration 

and abandonment of oil and natural gas wells and facilities, as well as estimates of when 

these costs will occur. The estimates are based on the Company’s net ownership interest 

in the wells. Estimating these future costs requires management to make estimates and 

judgments that are subject to future revisions based on numerous factors, including 

changing technology and political and regulatory environments
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New Accounting Policies. Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted the Canadian 

Institute of Chartered Accountants (“CICA”) Handbook Section 3031, “Inventory”, which 

requires inventory to be measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The 

standard provides guidance on the types of costs that can be capitalized and requires 

the reversal of previous inventory write-downs if economic circumstances have changed 

to support higher inventory values. The adoption of this new standard did not affect the 

carrying value of the Company’s inventory.

Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted CICA Handbook Section 3862, “Financial 

Instruments-Disclosures”, Section 3863, “Financial Instruments-Presentation”, and 

Section 1535, “Capital Disclosures”. These new standards established additional 

presentation and disclosure requirements including the significance of financial 

instruments to the Company’s financial position and performance, discussion regarding 

the nature and extent of risks surrounding the Company’s financial instruments, 

disclosure regarding the Company’s objectives, policies and process for managing capital 

and what the Company regards as capital. The adoption of these new standards did not 

impact the operating results or the financial position of the Company. 

Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted the modified CICA 1400, “General Standards 

of Financial Statement Position”, which was amended to include requirements to assess 

and disclose an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. The new requirements only 

address disclosure and have no impact on the Company’s financial results. 

In January 2009, Emerging Issues Committee Abstract No.173, “Credit Risk and the 

Fair Value of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities” (“EIC–173”) was issued. EIC-173 

requires that a company take into account its own credit risk and the credit risk of the 

counterparty when determining the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities, 

including derivative instruments. The Company adopted this standard as at March 31, 

2009, which required retrospective application without restatement of prior periods.  As a 

result of the adoption of this standard, the Company recorded an unrealized gain of $2.5 

million for the nine months ended March 31, 2009, in order to account for the Company’s 

own credit risk in valuing the Company’s foreign currency exchange contract liability.  

There was no impact on beginning retained earnings since the foreign currency exchange 

contracts were in an asset position at July 1, 2008 and the counterparty is a major 

Canadian financial institution. 

Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements

CICA issued a new accounting standard, Section 3064, “Goodwill and Intangible 

Assets” that replaces Section 3062 of the same name and Section 3450 “Research and 

Development Costs”. Section 3064 includes guidance from International Accounting 

Standard 38, “Intangible Assets”, on the definition of an intangible asset and the 

recognition of internally generated intangible assets. The Company will adopt this 
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standard on July 1, 2009 and does not expect it to have a material impact on the 

Company’s financial position or results of operations.

In October 2008, the CICA issued Handbook Section 1582, “Business Combinations”, 

concurrently with Handbook Sections 1602, “Consolidated Financial Statements”, and 

Handbook Section 1601, “Non-controlling Interests”. CICA 1582, which replaces Handbook 

Section 1581, establishes standards for the measurements of a business combination 

and the recognition and measurement of assets acquired and liabilities assumed. CICA 

1601, which replaces Handbook Section 1600, carries forward the existing Canadian 

guidance on aspects of the preparation of consolidated financial statements subsequent 

to acquisition other than non-controlling interests. CICA 1602 establishes guidance for 

the treatment of non-controlling interests subsequent to acquisition through a business 

combination. The Company will adopt these standards on July 1, 2009 and is currently 

evaluating their impact.

International Financial Reporting Standards

In February 2008, the Canadian Accounting Standards Board confirmed that the use 

of International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) will replace Canadian generally 

accepted accounting principles for publicly accountable profit oriented enterprises. The 

transition from current Canadian generally accepted accounting principles to IFRS will be 

applicable for the Company for the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 2011. 

We have commenced a conversion project to ensure the timely and appropriate 

implementation of IFRS. We have assigned this project to key management personnel who 

will be required to report regularly to our senior executive management and to our Audit 

Committee of our Board of Directors. We also plan to engage an external advisor.

Our project plan consists of three phases: (i) diagnostic assessment, (ii) design and 

(iii) implementation.  We have completed a high level diagnostic review. The high level 

diagnostic review identified major accounting differences at the Company between 

current Canadian GAAP and IFRS.   We have initially determined that the areas of 

accounting difference with the highest potential to significantly impact the Company’s 

financial reporting include property, plant and equipment, goodwill and intangible assets, 

provisions and contingencies, income taxes, oil and gas interests, and first time adoption. 

We are also working on a more detailed diagnostic assessment and detailed project plan 

for the conversion. Our detailed project plan in the design and implementation phases will 

include evaluating the impact of IFRS on the following key elements:

• accounting policies, including choices among policies permitted under IFRS, and 

implementation decisions such as whether certain changes will be applied on a 

retrospective or prospective basis,

• information technology and data systems,
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• internal control over financial reporting,

• disclosure controls and procedures, including investor relations and external 

communication plans, 

• financial reporting expertise, including training requirements, and 

• business activities, such as foreign currency and hedging activities, as well as 

matters that may be influenced by GAAP measures such as debt covenants, capital 

requirements and compensation arrangements.

The Company continues to monitor the International Accounting Standards Board active 

projects and all changes to IFRS prior to the adoption on July 1, 2011. The impact of these 

changes will be incorporated into the conversion plan as required.

At this time, the Company cannot quantify the impact that the future adoption of IFRS will 

have on the Company’s financial statements and operating performance measures.

RISK FACTORS 

The following section describes both general and specific risks that could affect our 

financial performance. The risks described below are not the only risks facing the Issuer 

and the Company. Additional risks and uncertainties that are not currently known or 

that are currently considered to be immaterial may also materially and adversely affect 

the Issuer and our business operations. If any of these risks actually occur, the Issuer’s 

business, financial conditions, results of operations and cash flow could be adversely 

affected, in which case, the trading prices of the common shares and the IPSs and the 

underlying common shares and subordinated notes would decline. 

We cannot control certain of our operating expenses

The price of fuel, insurance costs and maintenance costs are operating expenses over 

which we have little or no control. Although certain of our customer contracts provide for 

automatic price increases or other forms of protection against fuel price and/or insurance 

cost increases, significant increases in the price of fuel, insurance or maintenance could 

affect our costs as well as the affordability to our customers of our services. Similarly, 

depending on the availability of qualified drivers and the level of competition with other 

businesses for their services, we may have little control over the wages that we pay our 

drivers. Any difficulties in attracting and retaining qualified drivers could affect our costs 

and, ultimately, result in the loss of customer contracts due to the inability to service the 

contract. Accordingly, a significant escalation in the price of our operating expenses or in 

the inability to attract and retain qualified drivers could have a material adverse effect on 

our business, our financial condition, results of operations and cash flows. 
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We have significant capital expenditure requirements

In order to maintain our school bus fleet, we are required to make significant capital 

expenditures. There can be no assurance that cash flow from operations will enable us 

to acquire a sufficient number of new vehicles or make capital expenditures necessary 

to implement any expansion of service. If we are required to obtain additional financing, 

there can be no assurance that we can obtain financing on terms acceptable to us. Our 

inability to procure the financing necessary to acquire additional school buses or make 

needed capital improvements could delay or prevent us from implementing our business 

strategy and would have a material adverse effect on us. Future maintenance capital 

expenditures are dependent on a number of future events. The replacement of school 

vehicles will be dependent on contract retention and renewal and future replacement 

of school vehicles will be dependent on the number of new contracts secured through 

acquisitions, new bids and conversions and the renewal of current contracts. If current 

contracts are not renewed, or only a portion are renewed, the assumed level of 

maintenance capital expenditures will be significantly different from the level currently 

anticipated.  In addition, future expenditures will also depend on future vehicle pricing, 

negotiation ability with regards to future vehicles pricing and future vehicle specifications.  

Our business depends on certain key personnel

We believe that our success depends, in part, on the retention of senior executive and 

regional management. There can be no assurance that we would be able to find qualified 

replacements for the individuals who make up our senior management team if their 

services were no longer available. The loss of services of one or more members of the 

senior management team could adversely affect our business, results of operations and 

our ability to effectively pursue our business strategy. We do not maintain key-man life 

insurance for any of our employees.

A greater number of our employees may join unions

Although some of our employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements, there 

are no assurances that the number of our employees who are members of unions will not 

increase in the future.  A significant increase in the number of our employees becoming 

members of unions could result in increased labor costs and have a material adverse 

effect on us, our financial condition, results of operations and cash flows. 
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We face a number of risks in connection with our acquisition strategy

As part of our business strategy, we have expanded through acquisitions and will likely 

acquire additional businesses in the future. The acquisition and development of existing 

businesses to be operated by us will be dependent on our ability to identify, acquire 

and develop suitable acquisition targets in both new and existing markets. While we 

are careful in selecting the businesses that we acquire, and while the sellers of these 

businesses routinely execute indemnities in our favour relating to pre-closing liabilities, 

acquisitions involve a number of risks, including the possibility that we, as successor 

owner, may be legally and financially responsible for liabilities of prior owners if the 

indemnities are inapplicable or the former owner has limited assets; the possibility that 

we pay more than the acquired company or assets are worth; the additional expense 

associated with completing an acquisition and amortizing any acquired intangible assets; 

the difficulty of assimilating the operations and personnel of the acquired business; 

the challenge of implementing uniform standards, controls, procedures and policies 

throughout the acquired business; the inability to integrate, train, retain and motivate 

key personnel of the acquired business; the potential disruption of our ongoing business 

and the distraction of management from its day-to-day operations; and the inability 

to incorporate acquired businesses successfully into our operations. Such risks, if they 

materialize, could have a material adverse effect on us, our financial condition, results of 

operations and cash flows. 

In addition, we may not be able to maintain the levels of operating efficiency that any 

of the acquired companies had achieved or might have achieved separately. Successful 

integration of each of their operations would depend upon our ability to manage those 

operations and to eliminate redundant and excess costs. As a result of difficulties 

associated with combining operations, we may not be able to achieve the cost savings and 

other benefits that we would hope to achieve with these acquisitions. Any difficulties in 

this process could disrupt our ongoing business, distract management, result in the loss of 

key personnel, increase our expenses and otherwise have a materially adverse effect on 

our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows. 

Our ability to achieve our business objectives depends on many factors, many of which are 

beyond our control

Some of the factors that may affect our ability to successfully achieve our business 

objectives are the following: 

• notwithstanding our high retention rate of renewable contracts, we may be unable 

to retain certain of our existing customer contracts, or we may only be able to 

renew them at minimal or no price increase, reducing profitability. Specifically, the 

decision to renew contracts is not made solely by us and may be based upon factors 
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beyond our control. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that any of our current 

or future contracts will be extended, or if extended, that the rates of compensation 

for such extensions will be acceptable to us. Moreover, there can be no assurance 

that the school districts that currently employ our services will not seek to satisfy 

their transportation needs in the future by alternative means.  The Company had 

60 contracts that were up for renewal for the 2009 fiscal year.  The approximate 

percentages of fiscal 2009 revenue that are up for renewal in fiscal years 2010 and 

2011 are  22% and 34 %, respectively

• we may be unable to find suitable businesses to acquire or to successfully complete 

acquisitions on profitable terms or to successfully integrate acquired businesses; and 

• we may be unable to identify conversion opportunities or win bid contracts 

on profitable terms or to find adequate facilities to operate conversion or bid 

contracts won. 

We may be adversely affected by rising insurance costs

Our cost of maintaining vehicle liability, personal injury, property damage and workers’ 

compensation insurance is significant. We could experience higher insurance premiums 

as a result of adverse claims experience or because of general increases in premiums by 

insurance carriers for reasons unrelated to our own claims experience. As an operator of 

school buses, we are exposed to claims for personal injury or death and property damage 

as a result of accidents. Generally, our insurance policies must be renewed annually. Our 

ability to continue to obtain insurance at affordable premiums also depends upon our 

ability to continue to operate with an acceptable safety record. A significant increase in 

the number of claims against us, the assertion of one or more claims in excess of our 

policy limits or the inability to obtain adequate insurance coverage at acceptable rates, 

or at all, could have a material adverse effect on us. In addition, the running of statutes 

of limitations for personal injuries to minor children typically is suspended during the 

children’s legal minority. Therefore, it is possible that accidents causing injuries to minors 

on school buses may not give rise to lawsuits until a number of years later, which could 

also have a material adverse effect on us. 

We may not be insured for certain losses

We may become subject to liabilities for claims for which insurance is not normally 

obtained, hazards that we cannot or may not elect to insure because of high premium 

costs or other reasons or for occurrences that exceed maximum coverage under our 

policies. For example, we do not have insurance to guard against claims for breach of 

contract. The occurrence of any liability for which we are not insured, any liability for 

a claim that exceeds our maximum coverage under our policies, or a multiplicity of 
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otherwise insured claims for amounts within the deductible levels in our policies, could 

have a material adverse effect on us, our financial condition, results of operations and 

cash flows. 

Some of our customer contracts may be terminated due to factors beyond our control

Some of our school bus transportation contracts may be terminated due to factors 

beyond our control, such as decreases in funding for our customers. Although we believe 

we have established strong relationships with our customers, there can be no assurance 

that our contracts will not be affected by circumstances beyond our control. 

We face uncertain risks associated with the Company’s acquired Oil & Gas operations

The exploration of oil and gas involves risk that exploration efforts may not find oil 

and natural gas resources and even when they have been discovered, they may not be 

economically extracted. Factors affecting economic extraction of oil and natural gas 

include fluctuations in the price of oil and natural gas, technical extraction difficulties, 

the ability to bring the oil and natural gas to market, the quality of the oil and natural 

gas resources, the availability of water used in the extraction process, and the ability to 

dispose of water associated with the extraction process in an environmentally acceptable 

manner. In addition, other related uncertainties include and are not limited to geopolitical 

manoeuvring on an international level, terrorist activities, governmental regulations and 

restrictions, functional obsolescence through widespread migration to alternative non 

petroleum based fuels, such as those that are hydrogen or nuclear based, environmental 

and other considerations that are hypothetically possible.

Oil and gas revenues are dependent on the commodity prices of oil and natural gas. 

Market changes in the price of these commodities will have a corresponding effect on the 

revenues of the Company’s oil and gas segment. 

Transition to IFRS

The Company’s consolidated financial statements are currently reported in accordance 

with generally accepted accounting principles in Canada (“Canadian GAAP”). In February 

2008, the Canadian Accounting Standards Board announced that reporting companies in 

Canada are required to report financial results in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board, 

effective for interim and annual financial statements related to fiscal years beginning on 

or after January 1, 2011. The transition to IFRS will be applicable to the Company for the 

financial statements for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2012, and the transition date of 

January 1, 2011 will require restatement, for comparative purposes, of amounts reported 
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by the Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2011. The preparation of financial 

statements in accordance with IFRS will require the application of different accounting 

principles than Canadian GAAP and may require increased financial statement disclosure 

compared to Canadian GAAP. Management has commenced a conversion project to 

ensure the timely and appropriate implementation of IFRS and has not yet determined 

the impact.

Current economic and financial market conditions

Financial markets globally have been subject to unprecedented volatility and numerous 

financial institutions outside of Canada have gone into bankruptcy or have had to be 

rescued by governmental authorities. The current economic and financial market volatility 

has negatively impacted Company valuations (including the Company’s) and will impact 

the performance of the global economy going forward. Access to financing has been 

negatively impacted which may impact the ability of the Company to access financing 

when needed or secure terms currently available to the Company under its current debt 

agreements upon any refinancing of such agreements. Continuing turmoil in the financial 

markets could make it more difficult for the Company to access capital, refinance existing 

indebtedness, enter into agreements for new indebtedness or obtain funding through 

the issuance of equity securities. If these unprecedented levels of volatility and market 

turmoil continue, the Company’s financial condition could be materially impacted. 

In addition, sensitivity to the current global economic and financial market conditions, 

and their impact in the U.S. and Canada, may negatively affect the revenues received by 

the Company in connection with annual rate increases on its school district customer 

contracts and non contracted ancillary revenues received from school district customers 

and other customers related to potential cutbacks by customers in these spending areas. 

If the Company’s financial condition is materially impacted by the continuation of the 

unprecedented levels of volatility and market turmoil, then impairment charges with 

respect to the Company’s goodwill and other long-lived assets could be necessary.

RISKS RELATED TO ThE CAPITAL STRuCTuRE 

The Issuer is Dependent on the Company for all cash available for distributions

STA and STA ULC are dependent on the operations and assets of the Company through 

the ownership of common and preferred shares, respectively. Cash distributions to the 

holders of IPSs, Common Shares and Subordinated Notes will be dependent on the ability 

of the Company to make dividend payments on its common shares held by STA and on 

its preferred shares held by STA ULC. The actual amount of cash available for payments 

to holders of Subordinated Notes and distribution to holders of the IPSs, Common Shares 

or Subordinated Notes will depend upon numerous factors relating to the business of 
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the Company, including profitability, changes in revenue, fluctuations in working capital, 

capital expenditure levels, applicable laws, compliance with contracts and contractual 

restrictions contained in the instruments governing any indebtedness. Any reduction in 

the amount of cash available for distribution, or actually distributed, by the Company 

will reduce the amount of cash available for STA ULC to make payments to holders of 

Subordinated Notes and to STA for distributions to holders of Common Shares. While STA 

ULC is contractually obligated to make interest payments on the Subordinated Notes, 

cash distributions by STA on the common shares and the Common Share component of 

an IPS are not guaranteed and will fluctuate with the performance of the business of the 

Company. Cash available for distribution is not intended to be representative of cash flow 

or results of operations determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting 

principles in Canada and does not have a standardized meaning prescribed by Canadian 

GAAP. See “Cash Available for Distribution” 

A significant amount of our cash is distributed, which may restrict potential growth

The payout of substantially all of our operating cash flow will make additional capital 

and operating expenditures dependent on increased cash flow or additional financing in 

the future. Lack of these funds could limit the Issuer’s future growth and its cash flow. In 

addition, the Issuer may be precluded from pursuing otherwise attractive acquisitions or 

investments because they may not be accretive on a short-term basis. 

 

STA and STA ULC may not receive dividends from the Company provided for in the 

dividend policy adopted by the board of directors of the Company  or any dividends at all

STA’s only source of cash flow for payment of dividends on the Common Shares is 

distributions on its equity ownership of the Company. The board of directors of the 

Company may, in its discretion, amend or repeal the initial dividend policy. The Company’s 

board of directors may decrease the level of dividends provided for in this initial dividend 

policy or entirely discontinue the payment of dividends. Future dividends with respect 

to the common shares of the Company, if any, will depend on, among other things, the 

results of operations, cash requirements, financial condition, contractual restrictions, 

business opportunities, provisions of applicable law and other factors that the board 

of directors of the Company may deem relevant. The Indenture, the Second Amended 

and Restated Credit Agreement and the Note Purchase Agreement contain significant 

restrictions on the Company’s ability to make dividend payments, including, if the 

Company defers interest on the Subordinated Notes under the Indenture, restrictions on 

the payment of dividends until the Company has paid all deferred interest, together with 

accrued interest thereon. 
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In addition, the Company’s after-tax cash flow available for dividend and interest 

payments would be reduced if the Subordinated Notes were treated as equity rather 

than debt for U.S. federal income tax purposes. In that event, the stated interest on 

the Subordinated Notes could be treated as a dividend and would not be deductible by 

the Company for U.S. federal income tax purposes and would also be subject to a U.S. 

dividend withholding tax. The Company’s inability to deduct interest on the Subordinated 

Notes could materially increase the Company’s taxable income and, thus, the Company’s 

U.S. federal and applicable state income tax liability and reduce available cash for 

distributions. If this were to occur, the Company’s after-tax cash flow available for 

dividend and interest payments may be reduced. 

Subject to restrictions set forth in the indenture, the Issuer may defer the payment of 

interest to holders for a significant period of time

Prior to December 21, 2009 the Issuer may, subject to restrictions set forth in the 

indenture, defer interest payments on the Subordinated Notes on one or more occasions 

for up to an aggregate period of 24 months. In addition, after December 21, 2009, the 

Issuer may, subject to certain restrictions, defer interest payments on the Subordinated 

Notes on eight occasions for up to eight months on each occasion. Deferred interest will 

bear interest at the same rate as the Subordinated Notes. For any interest deferred during 

the first five years, the Issuer is not obligated to pay any deferred interest until December 

21, 2008, so a holder of IPSs or Subordinated Notes may be owed a substantial amount 

of deferred interest that will not be due and payable until such time. For any interest 

deferred after December 21, 2009, the Issuer is not obligated to pay all of the deferred 

interest until maturity, provided that all deferred interest and accrued interest thereon 

must be paid in full prior to deferring interest on a subsequent occasion, so a holder of 

IPSs or Subordinated Notes may be owed a substantial amount of deferred interest that 

will not be due and payable until such time. 

The restrictive covenants in the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, 

the Note Purchase Agreement, and the Subordinated Note Indenture could impact the 

Company’s business and affect its ability to pursue its business strategies

The Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, Note Purchase Agreement and the 

Subordinated Note Indenture both feature restrictive covenants that limit the Company’s 

ability, among other things, to: 

• incur additional indebtedness; 

• pay dividends and make distributions in respect of the Equity Interest or to make 

certain other restrictive payments or investments; 

• sell assets; 
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• consolidate, merge, sell or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of the 

Company’s assets; 

• enter into transactions with the Company’s and/or the Issuer’s affiliates; 

• create liens; and 

• enter into new lines of businesses. 

In addition, the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Note Purchase 

Agreement include other and more restrictive covenants and prohibit the Company 

and certain of its affiliates from prepaying its other indebtedness, including STA ULC 

prepaying the Subordinated Notes, while debt under the Second Amended and Restated 

Credit Agreement and Note Purchase Agreement is outstanding. The Second Amended 

and Restated Credit Agreement and Note Purchase Agreement also require the Company 

to achieve specified financial and operating results and maintain compliance with 

specified financial ratios. The Company’s ability to comply with these ratios may be 

affected by events beyond its control. 

A breach of any of the restrictive covenants in the Second Amended and Restated Credit 

Agreement or in the Note Purchase Agreement or in the Company’s ability to comply 

with the required financial ratios could result in a default under the Second Amended and 

Restated Credit Agreement or under the Note Purchase Agreement. If a default occurs, 

the lenders under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and/or the Note 

Purchase Agreement may elect to clear all borrowings outstanding under that facility 

together with accrued interest and other fees, to be immediately due and payable which 

would result in an Event of Default under the Subordinated Note Indenture. 

The U.S. Internal Revenue Service may challenge the characterization of the Subordinated 

Notes as debt

There can be no assurance that U.S. federal income tax laws and IRS administrative 

policies respecting the expected U.S. federal income tax consequences of holding the IPSs 

will not be interpreted or changed in a manner, which adversely affects Non-U.S. Holders. 

No statutory, judicial or administrative authority directly addresses the treatment of the 

IPSs or the Subordinated Notes, or instruments similar to the IPSs or the Subordinated 

Notes, for U.S. federal income tax purposes. As a result, the U.S. federal income tax 

consequences of the purchase, ownership and disposition of IPSs and the Subordinated 

Notes are uncertain. On closing of the IPS Offering, the Private Placement of IPSs in 

October 2005 and the Bought Deal for IPSs in June 2006, the Company has received 

opinions from the Company’s counsel to the effect that the acquisition of an IPS should 

be treated as the acquisition of the Common Share and Subordinated Notes as separate 

securities, and that the Subordinated Notes should be classified as debt for U.S. federal 

income tax purposes. The Company intends to continue to deduct interest on such 
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Subordinated Notes for tax purposes. However, the IRS or the courts may take the 

position that the IPSs are a single security classified as equity, or that the Subordinated 

Notes are properly classified as equity for U.S. federal income tax purposes, which could 

adversely affect the amount, timing and character of income, gain or loss in respect of a 

holder’s investment in IPSs or Subordinated Notes, and materially increase the Company’s 

taxable income and, thus, the Company’s U.S. federal and applicable state income tax 

liability. This would adversely affect the Company’s financial position, cash flow, and 

liquidity, and could affect the Company’s ability to make interest or dividend payments 

on the Subordinated Notes and the common shares owned by STA and may affect the 

Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. 

In addition, such a re-characterization may cause Non-U.S. Holders to be subject to 

U.S. federal withholding or estate taxes with respect to the Subordinated Notes and 

the Company could be liable for withholding taxes on any interest payments previously 

made to Non-U.S. Holders. Payments to foreign holders would not be grossed-up for any 

such taxes.

Status of the Subordinated Notes as debt may be put at risk in the future as a result of a 

change in law or administrative or judicial rulings issued in the future and, in such event, 

the Company may need to consider the effect of such developments on the determination 

of the Company’s future tax provisions and obligations. 

There is no active public market for the Common Shares and Subordinated Notes and 

holders may have limited liquidity  

Although the Common Shares and the Subordinated Notes are listed and posted for 

trading on the TSX, they do not currently have an active trading market. Although the 

Issuer has taken a number of steps to increase the liquidity of the Common Shares, 

including the Exchange Offer and the Second Exchange Offer, there is no guarantee that 

an active trading market will emerge. The IPSs were de-listed from the TSX on July 31, 

2009. If the Subordinated Notes represented by the IPSs mature or are redeemed or 

repurchased, the IPSs will be automatically separated. Each of BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. 

and CIBC World Markets Inc. (“CIBC”) has previously advised us that it intends to make a 

market in the Subordinated Notes subject to customary market practice and applicable 

legal and regulatory requirements and limitations. However, neither BMO Nesbitt Burns 

Inc. nor CIBC is obligated to do so and may discontinue any such activities, if commenced, 

at any time and without notice. Moreover, if and to the extent that BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. 

and/or CIBC makes a market for the Subordinated Notes, there can be no assurance that 

such market would provide sufficient liquidity for any holder of any such securities. 
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Fluctuations in the exchange rate may impact the amount of cash available to the 

Company for distribution and the Company’s results of operations

The 14% subordinated notes are denominated in Canadian dollars, and payment of the 

subordinated notes upon maturity will be payable in Canadian dollars. The Company 

has not entered into any hedge arrangement with respect to the payment of the 

subordinated notes upon maturity in 2016. In December 2008, the Company did enter 

into a forward foreign currency exchange contract for the aggregate principal amount 

of the subordinated notes for the potential redemption/call of the subordinated notes in 

2009. This exchange contract was liquidated in June 2009, resulting in a realized gain 

of $3.6 million, which is recorded in other income for fiscal year 2009. Distributions to 

common share holders and to holders of IPSs and the underlying common shares and 

subordinated notes are denominated in Canadian dollars. Conversely, approximately 80% 

of the Company’s revenue and expenses, together with distributions received from the 

Company’s subsidiaries are denominated in U.S. dollars. As a result, the Company will 

be exposed to currency exchange rate risks. The Company has entered into 96 monthly 

forward foreign exchange contracts with respect to approximately 64% of currently 

anticipated monthly distributions for the next four years to mitigate this exposure to 

currency exchange rate risk. The monthly forward foreign exchange contracts do not 

qualify as a cash flow hedge for accounting purposes, and the change in fair value of 

these contracts is recorded in the consolidated statement of operations. Changes in the 

Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar currency exchange rates result in unrealized gains and losses 

on the monthly forward foreign exchange contracts based on the changes in the fair value 

of the contracts.

In addition, the Company prepares its financial statements in U.S. dollars. In connection 

with the Company’s Canadian operations, approximately 20% of the Company’s 

consolidated revenue and expenses is incurred in Canadian dollars. The results of the 

Canadian operations are translated into U.S. dollars for financial statement reporting 

purposes. Changes in the Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar currency exchange rate from 

period to period will impact the translated U.S. dollar equivalent results of the Canadian 

operations. A weakening Canadian dollar will have a negative impact on the translation 

of the results of the Canadian operations in U.S dollars for financial reporting purposes. 

Conversely, a strengthening Canadian dollar will have a positive impact on the translation 

of the results of the Canadian operations in U.S dollars for financial reporting purposes. 

Although the Company (i) entered into 96 monthly forward foreign exchange contracts 

with respect to approximately 64% of currently anticipated monthly distributions for the 

next four years, and (ii) intends to fund the remaining amount of currently anticipated 

monthly distributions with cash flows from the Company’s Canadian operations to 

mitigate the exchange rate risk with respect to the total amount of currently anticipated 

monthly distributions, there can be no assurance that these arrangements will be 
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sufficient to fully protect against this risk. If the transactions described above and 

Canadian dollar cash flow do not fully protect against this risk, changes in the currency 

exchange rate between U.S. and Canadian dollars could have a material adverse effect on 

the Company’s business financial condition, results of operations and cash flow and may 

adversely affect the Company’s cash distributions. 

For further discussion of the foregoing and other risk factors reference should be 

made to the Company’s Annual Information Form under the heading “Risk Factors”, a 

copy of which can be obtained at www.sedar.com.
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To the Shareholders of 
Student Transportation of America Ltd.

We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of Student Transportation of America, 

Ltd. as at June 30, 2009 and 2008 and the consolidated statements of operations, 

comprehensive loss, shareholders’ equity and cash flows for the years then ended. 

These financial statements are the responsibility of the company’s management. Our 

responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. 

We conducted our audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing 

standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain 

reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free of material 

misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the 

amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing 

the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well 

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

In our opinion, these consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material 

respects, the financial position of the Company as at June 30, 2009 and 2008 and the 

results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with 

Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

Ernst & Young LLP

Certified Public Accountants

MetroPark, New Jersey

September 24, 2009

AuDITORS’ REPORT
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  As at  As at 
(000’s of U.S. dollars)  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Assets
Current assets:  
 Cash and cash equivalents  $            559   $       3,460 
     Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of                                  
    $95 and  $118 at June 30, 2009 and  2008, respectively 18,091 19,733
 Inventory 2,064 2,233
 Prepaid expenses 12,915 11,121
 Other current assets (Note 12) 2,099 4,613

Total current assets 35,728 41,160
  
Other assets 2,137 2,709
Property and equipment, net (Note 4) 132,481 120,514
Oil and gas interests, net (Note 5) 16,949 15,950
Foreign currency exchange contracts (Note 12)                                        —  3,583
Other intangible assets, net (Note 6) 53,945 53,946
Goodwill (Notes 3 and 6) 93,968 98,877

Total assets  $   335,208   $   336,739 

  
Liabilities and shareholders’ equity  
Current liabilities:  
 Accounts payable  $          1,221   $         1,661 
 Accrued expenses and other current liabilities 20,458 16,673
 Income taxes payable                                2,110  2,022
 Current portion of long-term debt  (Note 8)                                   559              288

Total current liabilities 24,348 20,644
  
Long-term debt (Note 8) 94,953 111,502
Foreign currency exchange contracts                                1,590                                         – 
Asset retirement obligation (Note 9) 608 316
Future income tax liability (Note 7) 29,372 29,445
Class B-Series Two common share liability (Note 11) 2,268 3,371
Other liabilities         140   – 

Total liabilities 153,279 165,278
  
Shareholders’ equity  
 Common shares (Note 10) 276,922  236,327 
 Accumulated deficit (86,384) (58,842)
 Accumulated other comprehensive loss (8,609) (6,024)

Total shareholders’ equity 181,929 171,461

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity  $   335,208   $   336,739 

See accompanying notes.

On Behalf of the Board,

Irving R. Gerstein George Rossi

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE ShEETS
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  Year ended  Year ended 
(000’s of U.S. dollars — except share and per share amounts)  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Revenues  $   227,890   $    205,161 

Costs and expenses:  
 Cost of operations                    163,213                     146,382 
 General and administrative                      23,514                       21,206 
 Non-cash stock compensation                        1,951                         1,412 
 Depreciation and depletion expense                      25,973                       22,933 
 Amortization expense                        2,694                         2,551 
 Impairment of goodwill (oil and gas reporting unit-Note 6)                        4,455                                — 

Total operating expenses                    221,800                     194,484 

  
Income from operations                        6,090                       10,677 
  
Interest expense                       10,403                       13,532 
Unrealized loss on derivative contracts                        7,658                              91 
Loss on subordinated notes extinguishment (Note 8)                        1,316                       10,662 
Other income, net                      (5,847)               (2,006)

Loss before income taxes                       (7,440) (11,602)
  
Recovery of income taxes (Note 7)                         (638) (4,627)
  
Net loss  $      (6,802)  $      (6,975)
  
Weighted average number of shares outstanding               43,297,971                32,178,292 
  
Basic and diluted net loss per common share  (Note 10)  $         (0.16)  $        (0.22)

See accompanying notes.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
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  Year ended  Year ended 
(000’s of U.S. dollars)  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Net loss   $      (6,802)  $      (6,975)
Other comprehensive loss :   
 Unrealized loss on currency translation adjustments,  
 net of taxes of $491 and $849 for the years ended  
 June 30 2009 and 2008 respectively.                         (2,585)        (2,651)

Other comprehensive loss : (2,585) (2,651)

   
Comprehensive loss  $      (9,387)  $      (9,626)

See accompanying notes.

   Accumulated Other  
 Share Capital  Comprehensive Accumulated Shareholders’
(000’s of U.S. dollars) Shares Amount Loss Deficit Equity

Balance at June 30, 2007             23,718,554  $ 128,000   $  (3,373)  $  (34,101)  $  90,526 
 Transition adjustment        —                —        —     351    351 
 Net loss                            —                —        —     (6,975)   (6,975)
 Dividends                           —                —        —      (18,107)     (18,107)
 IPS’s repurchased and canceled                 (64,700)       (350)           —          (10)   (360)
 Common stock issuance               9,971,779       57,798       —                       —         57,798 
 Exchange Offer               7,969,609     50,879    —       —       50,879 
 Other comprehensive loss   —           —       (2,651)   —       (2,651)

Balance at June 30, 2008             41,595,242   $ 236,327   $  (6,024)  $ (58,842)  $  171,461 
 Net loss                           —                —        —          (6,802)     (6,802)
 Dividends                           —                —        —            (20,740)  (20,740)
 Common stock issuance             12,000,890       35,491     —      —         35,491 
 Exchange Offer                  967,761            5,104               —           —           5,104 
 Other comprehensive loss                  —             —         (2,585)            —           (2,585)

Balance at June 30, 2009             54,563,893   $   276,922   $  (8,609)  $ (86,384)  $  181,929 

See accompanying notes.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREhENSIvE LOSS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF ShAREhOLDERS’ EQuITy
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASh FLOwS

  Year ended  Year ended 
(000’s of U.S. dollars)  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

Operating activities  
Net loss  $     (6,802)  $    (6,975)
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by 
  operating activities: 
 Future income taxes                                 (2,747) (7,010)
 Unrealized loss on derivative contracts                                   7,658                91 
 Unrealized loss on call option premium                                      118            175 
 Amortization of deferred financing costs                                      746             685 
 Non cash stock compensation expense                                   1,951              1,412 
 Loss on subordinated notes extinguishment                                   1,316               10,662 
 Gain on disposal of fixed assets                                    (108)     (357)
 Depreciation and depletion expense                                 25,973        22,933 
 Amortization expense                                   2,694    2,551 
 Impairment of goodwill (oil and gas reporting unit-Note 6)                                   4,455          — 
Changes in current assets and liabilities:  
 Accounts receivable                                   1,175     (2,521)
 Prepaid expenses, inventory and other current assets                                    (601)   (1,864)
 Accounts payable                                    (372)       345 
 Accrued expenses and other current liabilities                                      105           2,425 
 Changes in other assets and liabilities                                      (20)   (188)

Net cash provided by operating activities                                 35,541               22,364 

Investing activities  
 Business acquisitions, net of cash acquired of  $1,427 and $1,456  
    at June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively          (12,543)    (64,134)
 Purchases of property and equipment                               (36,452)   (28,278)
 Proceeds on sale of equipment                                      527              1,379 

Net cash used in investing activities                               (48,468)     (91,033)

Financing activities  
 Offering of common shares, net of expenses (Note 10)                                 35,491      57,798 
 Repurchase of common shares, net of expenses                                          —  (360)
 Redemption of 14% Subordinated Notes                                         —         (208)
 Repurchase of Class B- Series Two common shares                                    (885)      (124)
 Expenses associated with exchange offers                                    (594)    (564)
 Deferred financing costs                                      (78)   (953)
 Common stock dividends                               (20,455)      (17,251)
 Borrowings on credit facility                               100,296         134,310 
 Payments on credit facility                             (103,613)      (101,679)
 Repayments on seller debt and equipment financing                                    (230)  (3,043)

Net cash provided by  financing activities                                   9,932            67,926 

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash                                        94             178 

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents                                 (2,901)      (565)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year                                   3,460         4,025 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year  $           559   $      3,460 

See accompanying notes.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS

1. general

 Student Transportation of America Ltd. (“STA” or the “Company”) is a corporation established under the laws of the Province of Ontario. STA was incorporated on 

September 22, 2004, and for the period from September 22, 2004 to December 21, 2004, was inactive. STA together with its indirect subsidiary Student Transportation 

of America ULC (“STA ULC” and together with STA, the “Issuer”), completed an Initial Public Offering (the “IPS Offering”) on December 21, 2004 through the issuance 

of income participating securities (“IPSs”). Each IPS consists of one common share of STA and Cdn $3.847 principal amount of 14% subordinated notes of STA ULC 

(the “Subordinated Notes”). Simultaneous to the IPS Offering, STA ULC issued, on a private placement basis, $8,149 (Cdn $10 million) separate 14% subordinated notes 

having an aggregate principal amount of Cdn $3.847 (the “Separate Subordinated Notes” and together with the Subordinated Notes, the “Notes”). On January 7, 2005, 

the underwriters of the Company’s IPS Offering exercised an overallotment option granted in connection with the IPS Offering. STA and STA ULC used the net proceeds 

from the IPO Offering combined with the exercise of the overallotment option to purchase 100% of the Class A common shares and 100% of the preferred shares of 

Student Transportation of America Holdings, Inc. (“STA Holdings”), respectively. Management owns 100% of the Class B-Series Two common shares of STA Holdings 

pursuant to the grant of shares under the STA Holdings Equity Incentive Plan (“EIP”). The holders of the Class B-Series Two common shares are entitled to receive 

dividends, as and when declared by the board of directors of STA Holdings, approximately equivalent to the distributions per IPS received by the holders of IPS’s. The 

Company currently holds a 98.9% interest in STA Holdings, through its ownership of the Class A shares of STA Holdings. The Company also owns 100% of the outstand-

ing shares of Parkview Transit (see Note 8).

 On September 4, 2008, the Company completed a second exchange offer (the “Second Exchange Offer”) under which the Company offered holders of 14% Notes of 

STA ULC 0.76 common shares of STA in exchange for each Cdn $3.847 principal amount of 14% subordinated notes. As a result of the Second Exchange Offer, 967,761 

common shares of STA were issued in exchange for Cdn $4.9 million in principal amount of 14% Notes of STA ULC tendered in connection with the Second Exchange 

Offer (see Note 8).

 On June 4, 2009, the Company issued 12,000,000 common shares pursuant to a bought deal for total gross cash proceeds of $37.9 million (Cdn $42.0 million). The net 

proceeds of $35.5 million (Cdn $39.4 million) (after commissions and fees) were used entirely to pay down debt on the credit agreement.

  STA Holdings owns 100% of the outstanding shares of Student Transportation of America, Inc. (“STA, Inc.”). The Company, through its ownership of STA Holdings and 

Parkview Transit, is the third largest provider of school bus transportation services in North America.

2. Basis of Presentation 

 

 These consolidated financial statements have been prepared by management in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in Canada. The accompany-

ing consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and all of its subsidiaries. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been 

eliminated in consolidation.

 The significant accounting policies are described below:

 Foreign Currency Translation

 The functional currency of the Company, STA ULC and the Company’s Canadian operations, is the Canadian dollar. The functional currency of the Company’s operations 

in the United States is the U.S. dollar. The Company’s financial statements are reported in U.S. dollars, as the principal operations and cash flows of its subsidiaries are 

conducted in U.S. dollars. As a result, the assets and liabilities of the Company, STA ULC and the Company’s Canadian operations are translated into U.S. dollars using 

the exchange rate in effect at the period end and revenues and expenses are translated at the average rate during the period. Exchange gains or losses on translation 

are deferred as a separate component of shareholders’ equity. The Subordinated Notes of STA ULC are denominated in Canadian dollars. As the functional currency of 

STA ULC is the Canadian dollar, exchange gains or losses related to the Notes on the translation of the STA ULC financial statements into U.S. dollars, the reporting cur-

rency, are deferred as a separate component of shareholders’ equity.

 Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in a currency other than the functional currency are translated at the rate of exchange prevailing at the balance sheet date. 

Transactions denominated in a currency other than the functional currency are translated at the rate of exchange prevailing on the transaction date. Gains and losses 

on translation of these items are included in the consolidated statements of operations in other income.

 Cash and Cash Equivalents

 Cash and cash equivalents include all cash balances and highly liquid investments with remaining maturities of three months or less from the date of purchase. At June 

30, 2009 and June 30, 2008, there were no cash equivalents. 

For the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008
(000’s of U.S. dollars, unless specified)
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 Use of Estimates

 The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assump-

tions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported 

amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

 The Company bases its estimates and judgments on historical experience, actuarial evaluations and on various other assumptions that it believes are reasonable under 

the circumstances. Amounts reported based upon these assumptions include, but are not limited to, insurance reserves, income taxes, goodwill, derivative contracts, 

certain components of long term debt, Class B-Series Two common share liability and other long-lived assets.

 Concentration of Credit Risk

 Credit is extended based on an evaluation of the customer’s financial condition and, generally, advance payment is not required. A significant portion of the Company’s 

operations is with school districts on the East and West coasts of the United States. The Company has no individual customers which account for more than 10% of its 

revenues. 

 Anticipated credit losses are provided for in the financial statements. Management monitors the financial condition of its customers to reduce the risk of loss.

 Inventories

 Inventories, consisting primarily of repair parts and vehicle accessories, are valued at the lower of cost or market determined on a first in, first-out (FIFO) method.

 Property and Equipment

 Property and equipment is recorded at cost or at fair value if obtained as part of a business acquisition, less accumulated depreciation. Ordinary maintenance and 

repairs are expensed as costs are incurred. Depreciation on transportation equipment is computed on a usage basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets, which 

approximate a range from seven to eleven years. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of the lease term or the estimated useful lives of the assets. 

Other property and equipment is depreciated on a straight line basis over three to five years.

 Goodwill and Other Identifiable Intangibles

 Goodwill represents the excess of cost over fair value of net assets acquired in business combinations accounted for under the purchase method. Goodwill and trade 

names are not amortized but rather assessed for impairment annually or more frequently if circumstances change and indicators of impairment are present. The an-

nual impairment testing is performed in the fourth quarter. When assessing goodwill impairment, CICA 3062 “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets’” requires that the 

Company first compare the fair value of goodwill to its’ carrying value. If the carrying value exceeds the fair value, the carrying value is then compared to the implied 

value of goodwill. If the carrying value exceeds the implied value of goodwill, an impairment loss will be recognized in the statement of earnings in an amount equal 

to the excess. When assessing the impairment for trade names, if the carrying value exceeds the fair value, an impairment loss will be recognized in the statement of 

earnings in an amount equal to the excess. Fair values are derived by using discounted cash flow analyses which requires, among other factors, estimates of the amount 

and timing of projected cash flows and the appropriate discount rate. The Company recorded a goodwill impairment charge of $4.5 million, during the second quarter 

of fiscal year 2009, related to its oil and gas reporting unit (see Note 6). Other identifiable intangible assets consist of contract rights and covenants not to compete. 

Contract rights, which include customer relationships, are amortized on a straight-line basis over an estimated useful life of 20 to 23 years. The useful life for contract 

rights was determined based on third party valuation reports prepared for the Company. The valuations took into account the average length of the contracts, the 

expected renewal periods and assumptions regarding future renewals based upon historical customers lives. Covenants not to compete are amortized on a straight-line 

basis over an estimated useful life of 2 to 5 years (see Notes 3 and 6). Amortization of intangible assets amounted to $2.7 million and $2.6 million for the year ended 

June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively.

 Deferred Financing Costs

 The Company incurred costs related to obtaining debt financing. These costs have been capitalized and are being amortized to interest expense over the term of the 

related debt. In addition to the costs associated with the Company’s credit agreement, the Company capitalized costs related to its indebtedness incurred in connec-

tion with the initial IPS Transactions as well as subsequent issuances of additional IPS units. The carrying values of deferred financing costs were $3.8 million and $4.8 

million as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. Amortization expense totaled $0.7 million for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008. Deferred financing costs 

associated with the Company’s credit agreement are included in other assets, while the remaining deferred financing costs are included net of long term debt in the 

consolidated balance sheet. 
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 Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

 Management continually evaluates whether events or circumstances have occurred that indicate that the remaining estimated useful lives of property and equipment, 

contract rights and covenants not to compete may warrant revision or that the remaining balances may not be recoverable. Events or circumstances that would trigger 

testing for impairment include, but are not limited to, the loss of a significant school district customer contract, a significant increase in the Company’s expense levels 

absent a corresponding increase in revenue that causes operating or cash flow losses or projected operating or cash flow losses, significant adverse changes in legal 

factors or the business climate in which the Company operates that could affect the value of long-lived assets, or the expectation that a long-lived asset will be sold or 

otherwise disposed of at a loss before the end of its previously estimated useful life. If this review indicates that the assets will not be recoverable, as determined based 

on the undiscounted future cash flows from the use of the assets, the carrying value of the assets will be reduced to their estimated fair value.

 Income Taxes

 Income taxes have been computed utilizing the liability approach. Future income tax assets and liabilities arise from differences between the tax basis of an asset or 

liability and its reported amount in the financial statements. Future tax assets and liabilities are determined by using substantively enacted tax rates expected to be 

in effect when the taxes will actually be paid or refunds received. A valuation allowance is recorded when the expected realization of a future income tax asset is not 

considered to be more likely than not. The recorded future income tax liability results from a difference between the book and tax basis of certain transportation equip-

ment, other equipment and intangible assets.

 Revenue Recognition

 Revenue from the Company’s school bus operations is recognized when the following criteria are met: persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, services have 

been rendered, the price to the buyer is fixed and determinable, and collectability is reasonably assured. The Company bills customers on a monthly basis based upon 

the completion of school bus routes, which are based on contracts or extension agreements with customers.

 Revenue from oil and gas interests is derived from the Company’s partial ownership in various oil and gas wells. As a non-operator, the Company records revenue from 

its oil and gas interests based on its share of the sales value of production from producing wells. Revenue is received from the well operators and is recognized when 

the commodities are delivered to customers, the price is fixed or determinable and collectability is assured.

 Insurance Reserves

 The Company had approximately $9.4 million and $7.4 million in recorded insurance reserves at June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. These reserves reflect the esti-

mated deductible amounts the Company is responsible for under the workers’ compensation and vehicle liability insurance programs. Our insurance expense for these 

items is largely dependent on our claims experience and our ability to control such claims, in addition to third party premiums/expenses associated with this coverage. 

We have recorded estimated insurance reserves for the anticipated losses on open claims under the workers’ compensation and vehicle liability programs based upon 

actuarial analysis prepared by an independent third party actuary. Although the estimates of these accrued liabilities are based on the factors mentioned above, it is 

possible that future cash flows and results of operations could be materially affected by changes in our assumptions or changes in claims experience. 

 Stock Based Compensation

 The Company accounts for stock-based compensation and other stock-based payments using the fair value method. Under the fair value method, the fair value of the 

stock based compensation and other stock-based payments are estimated at the grant date and the total fair value is amortized over the vesting schedule of the awards 

as compensation expense. STA Holdings has issued Class B-Series Two common shares pursuant to the EIP during fiscal years 2009 and 2008 and intends to issue 

further shares in the future. These shares are accounted for as liability awards (see Note 11). During fiscal 2009 and fiscal 2008, the Company recognized $2.0 million 

and $1.4 million, respectively, in non cash stock-based compensation based on the estimated fair value on the date of grant of the shares issued. The Class B-Series Two 

common shares are not traded in an active market and have certain restrictions on their transferability. These shares are accounted for as a liability, as a result of a put 

option they contain. During fiscal 2009, 119,776 shares were put back to the Company, at a cost of $0.9 million. Stock based compensation expense associated with the 

issuance of Class B-Series Two common shares of STA Holdings has been based upon third party valuation reports prepared for the Company. The third party valuation 

of the estimated fair value of the Class B - Series Two common shares issued included significant assumptions related to future cash flows of the Company, the fair 

value of STA’s common shares and the characteristics of the Class B – Series Two common shares. 

 

 Start-Up Activities

 All start-up costs are expensed as incurred.
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 Accounting for Derivatives and Hedging Activities

 The Company generally accounts for derivatives on an accrual basis. Derivatives are recorded at fair value on the balance sheet, which, in accordance Emerging Issues 

Committee Abstract No.173,”Credit Risk and the Fair Value of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities” (“EIC–173”) requires that a company take into account its own 

credit risk and the credit risk of the counterparty when determining the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities, including derivative instruments. Changes 

in fair value will be recorded in the income statement or through other comprehensive income depending on the nature of the derivative instrument. The Company 

formally documents all relationships between hedging instruments and hedged items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy for undertaking these 

transactions. The Company assesses, both at inception and on an ongoing basis, whether the derivative is highly effective as a hedge. 

 Segment Reporting

 The Company has two reportable segments, a transportation segment and an oil and gas segment. The transportation segment provides school bus and management 

services to public and private schools in North America. The oil and gas segment represents the Company’s investments as a non-operator in oil and gas interests. 

 Joint Operations

 The Company’s oil and gas development and production activities are conducted jointly with others. These financial statements reflect only the Company’s proportion-

ate interest in such activities.

 Oil and Gas Interests

 The Company holds non-operating interests in oil and gas properties, which are jointly owned with others. The financial statements reflect the Company’s proportionate 

interest in the oil and gas activities as a non-operator. 

 The Company uses the full-cost method of accounting for oil and gas interests to determine the capitalized cost, whereby all expenditures related to the acquisition, 

exploration and development of oil and gas properties are capitalized. Capitalized costs include the cost of land acquired or leased, intangible drilling costs such as 

those for equipment, casing and attachments and completion costs as well as re-completion costs on both productive and non-productive wells. These costs, net of 

salvage values, are accumulated in a single cost center and are depleted and amortized using the units-of production method. Natural gas reserves and production are 

converted, at a ratio of six thousand cubic feet of natural gas to one barrel of oil, for depletion and depreciation purposes. 

 In connection with the oil and gas interests, the Company has an asset retirement obligation which represents the liability associated with the retirement of long-lived 

assets that arise from the acquisition, construction, development or normal operation of such assets. 

 Earnings (loss) per Share

 Earnings (loss) per share are calculated by dividing the net income or loss by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding for the year.

 Seasonality

 The Company’s operations are seasonal and follow the school calendars of the public and private schools it serves. During the summer school break, revenue is derived 

primarily from summer camps and private charter services. Since schools are not in session, there is no school bus transportation revenue. Depreciation of fixed as-

sets occurs in the months during which schools are in session, which is generally September through June. A full year’s worth of depreciation is recorded in these ten 

months to match the vehicle’s usage.  

 New Accounting Policies

 Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (“CICA”) Handbook Section 3031, “Inventory”, which requires inventory 

to be measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The standard provides guidance on the types of costs that can be capitalized and requires the reversal of 

previous inventory write-downs if economic circumstances have changed to support higher inventory values. The adoption of this new standard did not affect the carry-

ing value of the Company’s inventory.

 Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted CICA Handbook Section 3862, “Financial Instruments-Disclosures”, Section 3863, “Financial Instruments-Presentation”, 

and Section 1535, “Capital Disclosures”. These new standards established additional presentation and disclosure requirements including the significance of financial 

instruments to the Company’s financial position and performance, discussion regarding the nature and extent of risks surrounding the Company’s financial instruments, 

disclosure regarding the Company’s objectives, policies and process for managing capital and what the Company regards as capital. The adoption of these new stan-

dards did not impact the operating results or the financial position of the Company. The additional disclosures required are provided in Notes 12 and 13. 
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 Effective July 1, 2008, the Company adopted the modified CICA 1400, “General Standards of Financial Statement Position”, which was amended to include requirements 

to assess and disclose an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. The new requirements only address disclosure and have no impact on the Company’s financial 

results. 

 In January 2009, Emerging Issues Committee Abstract No. 173,”Credit Risk and the Fair Value of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities” (“EIC–173”) was issued. EIC-173 

requires that a company take into account its own credit risk and the credit risk of the counterparty when determining the fair value of financial assets and financial 

liabilities, including derivative instruments. The Company adopted this standard as at March 31, 2009, which required retrospective application without restatement of 

prior periods. As a result of the adoption of this standard, the Company recorded an unrealized gain of $2.5 million for the nine months ended March 31, 2009, in order 

to account for the Company’s own credit risk in valuing the Company’s foreign currency exchange contract. There was no impact on beginning retained earnings since 

the foreign currency exchange contracts were in an asset position at July 1, 2008 and the counterparty is a major Canadian financial institution. 

 Recently Issued Accounting Standards/ Pronouncements

 CICA issued a new accounting standard, Section 3064, “Goodwill and Intangible Assets” that replaces Section 3062 of the same name and Section 3450 “Research 

and Development Costs”. Section 3064 includes guidance from International Accounting Standard 38, “Intangible Assets”, on the definition of an intangible asset and 

the recognition of internally generated intangible assets. The Company will adopt this standard on July 1, 2009 and does not expect it to have a material impact on the 

Company’s financial position or results of operations.

 In October 2008, the CICA issued Handbook Section 1582, “Business Combinations”, concurrently with Handbook Section 1602, “Consolidated Financial Statements”, 

and Handbook Section 1601, “Non-controlling Interests”. CICA 1582, which replaces Handbook Section 1581, establishes standards for the measurements of a business 

combination and the recognition and measurement of assets acquired and liabilities assumed. CICA 1601, which replaces Handbook Section 1600, carries forward the ex-

isting Canadian guidance on aspects of the preparation of consolidated financial statements subsequent to acquisition other than non-controlling interests. CICA 1602 

establishes guidance for the treatment of non-controlling interests subsequent to acquisition through a business combination. The Company will adopt these standards 

on July 1, 2011 and is currently evaluating their impact.

 The CICA plans to converge Canadian generally accepted accounting principles with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) over a transition period 

expected to end in 2011. Management is reviewing the transition to IFRS on the Company’s consolidated financial statements and has not yet determined the impact.

3.  Acquisitions 

 On July 15, 2008, the Company closed its acquisition of all of the outstanding common stock of Elgie Bus Lines Limited (the “Elgie Acquisition”), located in London, 

Ontario. Earnings of the acquired company are included in STA’s results of operations from the acquisition date. The aggregate purchase price of this acquisition was 

$14.5 million. 

 Current assets, less current liabilities  $ 478 

 Property and equipment  7,241

 Intangible assets  4,912

 Future taxes  (2,225)

 Subtotal  10,406 

 Goodwill  4,062 

 Total  $ 14,468 

 The purchase price consisted of $14.0 million in cash and $0.5 million in the form of promissory notes. Identifiable intangible assets consist of contract rights of $4.1 

million that will be amortized over 20 years, covenants not to compete of $0.1 million that will be amortized over an estimated useful life of 3 years and trade names of 

$0.7 million with an indefinite life. None of the goodwill related to this acquisition is deductible for tax purposes. 

 On January 17, 2008, the Company closed its acquisition of all of the outstanding stock of Canadex Resources Limited (“Canadex”). Canadex is a transportation and en-

ergy company consisting of two separate business segments. The transportation segment represents school bus operations in Ontario while the energy segment holds 

non-operating positions in oil and gas interests in the United States. 

 Canadex, through a series of amalgamations subsequent to the Canadex acquisition, was renamed Parkview Transit, Inc. (“Parkview Transit”). Earnings of the acquired 

company are included in STA’s results of operations from the acquisition date. The aggregate purchase price of this acquisition was $45.0 million. 
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 Current assets, less current liabilities  $ 2,493 

 Property and equipment  14,888

 Oil and gas interests  15,818

 Intangible assets  4,486

 Future taxes  (8,303)

 Subtotal  29,382 

 Goodwill     15,632 

 Total $  45,014 

 

 The purchase price consisted of $45.0 million in cash. Identifiable intangible assets consist of contract rights of $3.1 million that will be amortized over 20 years, cov-

enants not to compete of $0.1 million that will be amortized over an estimated useful life of 5 years and trade names of $1.3 million with an indefinite life. None of the 

goodwill related to this acquisition is deductible for tax purposes. 

 On September 6, 2007, the Company closed its acquisition of all of the equity interests of Fred Elliot Coach Lines Limited and Elliot Coach Lines (Fergus) Limited (the 

“Elliott Acquisition”), located in Guelph, Ontario. Earnings of the acquired companies are included in STA’s results of operations from the acquisition date. The aggre-

gate purchase price of these acquisitions was $21.0 million.

 The allocation of the purchase price is presented in the following table.

  

 Current assets, less current liabilities  $  213 

 Property and equipment  9,844

 Intangible assets  4,356

 Future taxes  (2,298)

 Subtotal  12,115 

 Goodwill  8,937 

 Total $  21,052 

   

 The purchase price consisted of $20.8 million in cash and $0.2 million in the form of promissory notes. Identifiable intangible assets consist of contract rights of $3.0 

million that will be amortized over 20 years, covenants not to compete of $0.2 million that will be amortized over an estimated useful life of 5 years and trade names of 

$1.1 million with an indefinite life. None of the goodwill related to this acquisition is deductible for tax purposes.  

4.  Property and Equipment

   Accumulated Net Book Useful Life

 June 30, 2009 Cost Depreciation Value in years

 Land  $  3,403 $ – $ 3,403

 Buildings  3,527  256   3,271  40

 Transportation equipment  195,907  72,766   123,141  7 to 11

 Leasehold improvements  986  347   639 life of lease

 Other machinery and equipment  4,060   2,033   2,027  3 to 5

  $ 207,883  $ 75,402 $ 132,481

     Accumulated Net Book Useful Life

 June 30, 2008 Cost Depreciation Value in years

 Land  $ 2,633 $ – $ 2,633

 Buildings  2,834  109   2,725  40

 Transportation equipment  166,814  53,719   113,095 7 to 11

 Leasehold improvements  813  231   582 life of lease

 Other machinery and equipment  2,785   1,306   1,479 3 to 5

  $ 175,879 $ 55,365 $ 120,514
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5.  Oil and gas Interests

  2009 2008

 Oil and gas interests $ 20,624   $  17,173 

 Less accumulated depletion 3,675   1,223 

  $  16,949   $ 15,950 

    

 The Company does not capitalize any of its own administrative or interest costs and accounts for these costs as expenses during the year. There were no costs excluded 

from costs subject to depletion and depreciation at the balance sheet dates.

 Under full cost accounting many costs incurred will be capitalized even though they have not resulted in an increase in the future revenue generating capacity of the 

enterprise. Accordingly, it is widely recognized that there should be a limit on the aggregate costs that may be carried forward for amortization against revenue of 

future periods (the “ceiling test”); the Company performed a ceiling test calculation at June 30, 2009. The sales prices used for the ceiling test were $73.87 per barrel 

for oil and $6.56 per thousand cubic feet of natural gas. As a result of the ceiling test computation, the Company is not required to write down its oil and gas interests. 

6. goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

 Intangible assets consist of the following (in 000)’s:

 2009 Gross Carrying Accumulated Net Book Amortization

  Amount Amortization Value Period (Years)

 Contract rights $  46,111   $      (8,180)  $   37,931  20–23

 Convenants not to compete   13,027         (12,295)      732  2–5

 Trade names   15,282  –   15,282 None (Indefinite Life)

 Total $ 74,420 $ (20,475) $  53,945

 2008  Gross Carrying  Accumulated Net Book Amortization

  Amount Amortization Value Period (Years)

 Contract rights $ 43,680 $ (5,988) $ 37,692 20–23

 Convenants not to compete   13,049  (11,898)  1,151 2–5

 Trade names   15,103  –   15,103 None (Indefinite Life)

 Total $  71,832 $  (17,886) $  53,946

 The following table represents the changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008 (in 000’s): 

 Balance as of June 30, 2007  $  73,877 

 Goodwill additions related to acquisitions    24,568 

 Foreign currency effects on Goodwill      432 

 Balance as of June 30, 2008  98,877 

 Goodwill additions related to acquisitions    4,102 

 Impairment write off   (4,455)

 Foreign currency effects on Goodwill    (4,556)

 Balance as of June 30, 2009  $    93,968 

 During the three months ended December 31, 2008, the Company determined that the recent decline in both oil and natural gas prices were indications of potential im-

pairment of the goodwill of the oil and gas reporting unit of the Company. The Company tested for goodwill impairment using the two-step process prescribed by CICA 

3062, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets”. The fair value of the reporting unit was estimated using a discounted cash flows model that utilized internal production 

estimates and published market future prices, as well as other estimates. It was determined that the fair value of the reporting unit was less than its carrying value. As 

a result, the Company recorded an impairment charge of $4.5 million during the second quarter of the 2009 fiscal year. As a result of recording the impairment charge, 

there is no goodwill associated with the oil and gas reporting unit remaining.
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7.  Income Taxes 

 The tax (recovery)/ provision reported in the consolidated financial statements is made up of the following components (in 000’s):

   2009  2008

 Federal: (U.S.)   

 Current  $  —   $   — 

 Future  (1,663)  (5,165)

   (1,663)  (5,165)

 State and local: (U.S.) 

 Current  74  93

 Future  (484)  (1,682)

   (410)  (1,589)

 Foreign: (Canada)   

 Current   2,035   2,289 

 Future  (600)  (162)

   1,435   2,127 

 Total provision  $   (638)  $   (4,627)

 The difference between the effective rate reflected in the (recovery)/provision for income taxes and the amount determined by applying both the U.S. federal statutory 

rate and the Canadian statutory rate to income before income taxes for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009 and June 30, 2008 is analyzed below (in 000’s):

  2009 2008

 Provision for income taxes at statutory rate ($2,973) ($3,945)

 State income taxes, net of federal effect 49  (1,121)

 Impairment of Goodwill 1,782        — 

 Other 504  439 

  ($638) ($4,627)

 The components of future income tax liability are as follows (in 000’s):

  2009 2008

 Future tax liabilities  

  Intangibles (17,424)  (17,029)

  Difference in book and tax basis of property and equipment  (38,065)  (33,280)

 Total deferred tax liabilities  (55,489)  (50,309)

 Future tax assets: 

  Net operating loss carry forward 19,467  17,448 

  Other 6,683  3,449 

  Total deferred tax assets 26,150  20,897 

  Valuation allowance (33) (33)

  Net deferred tax assets 26,117  20,864 

 Net future tax liabilities  $(29,372)  $(29,445)

 At June 30, 2009, the Company has available U.S. non-capital loss carry forwards of approximately $48.4 million expiring in the years 2014 through 2022 and Canadian 

non-capital loss carry forwards of approximately $ 0.4 million expiring in 2017. 
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8.  Debt

 Indebtedness of the Company includes the following (in 000’s):

  Amounts Outstanding at

  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

  Current Long Term Current Long Term

 Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement

   Revolving credit facility $ – $ 28,773 $ – $  36,280

 Subordinated Notes, including unamortized premium of $ 407  –  33,734  –  43,318

 Senior Secured Notes    –  35,000  –  35,000

 Promissory notes due to former owners  559       25      288         120

 Deferred loan costs, net of amortization of $1,319  –  (2,396)  –  (2,915)

 Call option on subordinated debt  –   (183)  –  (301)

  $ 559 $ 94,953  $ 288 $ 111,502

 Maturities of long-term debt are as follows (in 000’s):

  Second

  Amended Senior Due to

  Credit Secured Former Subordinated

 Year ending June 30, Facility Notes Owners Debt

 2010 $ – $ –  $ 559 $ –

 2011  –  –  25  –

 2012  28,773  35,000  –  –

 2013    –  –  –  –

 2014  –  –  –  –

 Thereafter  –  –  –  33,734

  $   28,773 $ 35,000 $ 584 $ 33,734

 Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Senior Secured Notes

 The Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement was entered into in December 2006 and has a current commitment of approximately $115.0 million, with the 

potential of additional commitments of $10.0 million (the “Accordion Feature”) upon Company request so long as no default or event of default has occurred and is con-

tinuing. The current commitments include a US $45.0 million loan facility and a Canadian $70.0 million loan facility both of which are available to fund working capital 

requirements and to fund acquisitions and investment requirements for new revenue and bid-in contracts.  Each lender under the Second Amended and Restated Credit 

Agreement shall have the option to subscribe for a portion of the remaining Accordion Feature and any portion not so subscribed may be assumed by one or more 

of the existing lenders or by another financial institution as agreed by the Company and the Agent under the agreement.  The Second Amended and Restated Credit 

Agreement has a five year term with a maturity date of December 14, 2011. The Senior Secured Notes consist of $35.0 million of five year, fixed rate senior secured 

notes carrying a coupon of 5.941%. The Senior Secured Notes rank pari-passu with borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, and also 

have a maturity date of December 14, 2011. Borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement are collateralized by (i) the unencumbered assets 

of STA Holdings and its subsidiaries, and certain shares of the capital stock of STA Holdings and the capital stock of each of its subsidiaries and (ii) by the unencum-

bered assets of Parkview Transit and its subsidiaries and the capital stock of Parkview Transit and the capital stock of each of its subsidiaries. In addition, payment and 

performance of the obligations under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement are guaranteed by each of STA Holdings’ subsidiaries. Borrowings under 

the Senior Secured Notes are collateralized by the unencumbered assets of STA Holdings and its US subsidiaries, and certain shares of the capital stock of STA Holdings 

and the capital stock of each of its US subsidiaries. In addition, payment and performance of the obligations under the Senior Secured Notes are guaranteed by each of 

STA Holdings US subsidiaries.

 Borrowings under the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement may be Base Rate Loans or Eurodollar Loans, as defined in the credit agreement. Base Rate 

Loans bear interest at the base rate, as defined in the credit agreement (3.25 % at June 30, 2009), plus the applicable margin, which ranges from 0% to 0.75% de-

pending on STA Holdings’ senior leverage ratio on the pricing date. Eurodollar Loans bear interest at the adjusted LIBOR rate, as defined in the credit agreement (1.15 % 

at June 30, 2009), plus the applicable margin, which ranges from 1.5% to 2.25% depending on STA Holdings’ senior leverage ratio on the pricing date. 
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 The Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and the Senior Secured Notes agreement both allow aggregate senior debt borrowings not to exceed $5.0 million 

in connection with the potential cash repurchase of a portion of the 14% subordinated notes outstanding and / or outstanding IPSs pursuant to the normal course is-

suer bids approved by the TSX.

 The Company was in compliance with all debt covenants related to both the Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and the Senior Secured Notes at June 

30, 2009.

 Subordinated Notes and Separate Subordinated Notes

 The Notes are denominated in Canadian dollars with an aggregate principal amount of Cdn $38,758 at June 30, 2009. Interest on the Notes accrues at the rate of 14% 

per annum and the Notes are due on December 21, 2016. Upon maturity, the principal amount of the Notes will be payable in Canadian dollars. Interest on the Notes 

is payable monthly. On or after the fifth anniversary of the issuance of the Notes, the Company may redeem the notes for the principal amount plus a premium that 

declines over time.

 Prior to the fifth anniversary of the closing of the offering, STA ULC will be permitted, at its election, to defer interest payments on the Notes, if and for so long as 

the Interest Coverage Ratio under the Note Indenture of the Company for the most recent twelve month period ending on the last day of any month, is less than the 

Interest Deferral Threshold (as defined in the Note Indenture), unless a default in payment of interest, principal or premium, if any, on the Notes has occurred and is 

continuing, or any other Event of Default with respect to the Notes has occurred and is continuing and the Subordinated Notes have been accelerated as a result of the 

occurrence of such Event of Default (any such period, an “Interest Deferral Period”). Interest payments on the Notes will not be deferred under this provision for more 

than 24 months in the aggregate or beyond the fifth anniversary of the closing of the IPS Offering. 

 In addition, after the fifth anniversary of the closing of the offering, STA ULC may at its election defer interest on the Notes on not more than eight occasions for not 

more than eight months per occasion (each, an “Interest Deferral Period”) by delivering to the Trustee a copy of a resolution of STA ULC’s board of directors certified 

by an officer’s certificate of STA ULC to the effect that, based upon a good faith determination of STA ULC’s board of directors, such deferral is reasonably necessary 

for bona fide cash management purposes, or to reduce the likelihood of or avoid a default on any Senior Indebtedness; provided no such deferral may be commenced 

and any ongoing deferral shall cease, if a default in payment of interest, principal or premium, if any, on the Notes has occurred and is continuing or any other Event of 

Default with respect to the Notes has occurred and is continuing and the Notes have been accelerated as a result of the occurrence of such Event of Default. No Interest 

Deferral Period may commence unless and until all interest deferred pursuant to any preceding Interest Deferral Period, together with interest thereon, has been paid in 

full. 

 Deferred interest on the Notes will bear interest at the same rate as the stated rate on the Notes, compounded monthly, until paid in full. Following the end of any Inter-

est Deferral Period, STA ULC will be obligated to resume monthly payments of interest on the Notes, including interest on deferred interest. All interest deferred prior to 

the fifth anniversary of the closing of the offering, including interest accrued on deferred interest, must be repaid on the fifth anniversary of the closing of the offering. 

All interest deferred after the fifth anniversary of the closing of the offering, including interest accrued on deferred interest, must be repaid on or before maturity, 

provided that STA ULC must pay all deferred interest and accrued interest thereon in full prior to deferring interest on a subsequent occasion. STA ULC may prepay all 

or part of the deferred interest, at any time other than during an Interest Deferral Period. 

 During any Interest Deferral Period, or so long as any deferred interest remains unpaid, and under other circumstances described below, the Company will not be per-

mitted to pay any dividends or make any distribution to holders of its common shares, or make certain other restricted payments. The Second Amended and Restated 

Credit Agreement contains limitations on the Company’s ability to make distributions to STA ULC to enable it to prepay deferred interest on the Notes. 

 On September 4, 2008, pursuant to the Second Exchange Offer, the Company accepted for deposit Cdn $4.9 million of principal amount of the Subordinated Notes of 

STA ULC, in exchange for common shares of STA. Under the Second Exchange Offer, STA offered holders of the Notes 0.76 common shares for each Cdn $3.847 princi-

pal amount of Notes. 

 As a result of the retirement of the Notes, the Company recorded a non-cash loss of $1.3 million that primarily consisted of a $1.0 million difference between the fair 

value of the common shares issued and the carrying value of the Notes and the write-off of $0.3 million of deferred financing costs. 

 On September 4, 2007, the Company completed an exchange offer (the “Exchange Offer”), under which the Company accepted for deposit Cdn $45.8 million of 

principal amount of Subordinated Notes and Separate Subordinated Notes, of STA ULC, in exchange for common shares of STA. Under the Exchange Offer, STA offered 

holders of the Notes 0.67 common shares for each Cdn $3.847 principal amount of Notes. As a result of the retirement of the Notes, the Company recorded a non-cash 

loss of $10.7 million that primarily consisted of a $7.9 million difference between the fair value of the common shares issued and the carrying value of the Notes, the 

write-off of $2.7 million of deferred financing costs and $0.1 million of other costs. 

 The total principal amount of 14% Notes tendered in connection with the Second Exchange Offer combined with the Exchange Offer represented approximately 56% of 

the aggregate principal amount of the 14% Notes originally outstanding.
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 The Subordinated Notes issued as part of the IPSs are unsecured obligations of STA ULC guaranteed by STA Holdings and each of its subsidiaries, other than STC (as 

defined below) and Positive Connections, Inc. and it’s affiliated companies, on an unsecured basis pursuant to guarantees that were entered into by each of the guaran-

tor subsidiaries at the time of the IPS Offering. Additionally, Parkview Transit Inc. (“Parkview Transit”), a direct subsidiary of STA, Ltd. has not guaranteed the Subordi-

nated Notes.

 In July 2005, STA Holdings formed an indirect subsidiary, Student Transportation of Canada Inc. (“STC”). STC acquired the school bus division of Ayr Coach Lines in 

July 2005, Toshmar Bus Lines Ltd., in December 2005, Liftlock in March 2006, Simcoe in July 2006, Burley in December 2006, Elliot in September 2007 and Elgie in 

July 2008. STC and its subsidiaries have not guaranteed STA ULC’s obligations under the Notes. The consolidated financial statements of the Company include the 

financial results of STC. Summary consolidating financial information of both the guarantor and non-guarantor subsidiaries and other entities of the Issuer for the years 

ended June 30, 2009 and 2008 are as follows (000’s):

 2009  STA Holdings Non-Guarantor  Total

  STA and Guarantor Subsidiaries Consolidating Consolidated

  ULC Subsidiaries and Parkview Adjustments Amounts

 Revenue  $ – $ 164,386 $ 63,504 $ – $ 227,890

 Income from operations  –  1,723  4,367  –   6,090

 Net (loss) income  –   (10,374)      3,572   –      (6,802)

 Current assets  –   28,975           6,753   –        35,728

 Non-current assets  –   188,069        111,411    –       299,480

 Current liabilities  –   22,593           1,755    –        24,348

 Non-current liabilities $ 33,551 $ 66,534 $ 108,801  ($79,955) $ 128,931

 2008  STA Holdings Non-Guarantor  Total

  STA and Guarantor Subsidiaries Consolidating Consolidated

  ULC Subsidiaries Combined Adjustments Amounts

 Revenue  $ – $ 148,954 $ 56,207 $ – $ 205,161

 Income from operations  –  3,021  7,656  –  10,677

 Net (loss) income  –  (12,541)  5,566  –  (6,975)

 Current assets  –  31,762  9,398  –  41,160

 Non-current assets  –  192,594  102,985  –  295,579

 Current liabilities  –  17,255  3,389  –  20,644

 Non-current liabilities $ 43,017 $ 83,241 $ 104,425  ($86,049) $ 144,634

 Promissory Notes Due to Former Owners

 Promissory notes due to former owners represent notes issued by STA Holdings in connection with its prior acquisitions of various businesses.

 In the event of liquidation of the Company, payment of principal and interest on indebtedness to the former owners are subordinate to the payment of any senior debt 

of the Company.

9.  Asset Retirement Obligation

 CICA Section 3110 “Asset Retirement Obligations” establishes standards for the recognition, measurement and disclosure of liabilities for asset retirement obligations 

and the associated asset retirement costs. The standards apply to legal obligations associated with the retirement of long-lived tangible assets that arise from the 

acquisition, construction, development or normal operation of such assets. The standards require that a liability for an asset retirement obligation be recognized in the 

period in which it is incurred and when a reasonable estimate of the fair value of the liability can be made. Furthermore, a corresponding asset retirement cost should 

be recognized by increasing the carrying amount of the long lived asset. The asset retirement cost is subsequently allocated in a rational and systematic method over 

the underlying asset’s useful life. The initial fair value of the liability is accreted, by charges to operations, to its estimated normal fair value. The obligation relates to 

the cost associated with shutting down oil and gas wells. 

 At June 30, 2009, the present value of the Company’s asset retirement obligation was $0.6 million. The Company expects the discounted obligation to become payable 

over the next 50 years. A discount rate of 11.5% was used to calculate the present value of the asset retirement obligation. If the Company had estimated the asset 

retirement obligation using undiscounted cash flows it would amount to approximately $1.9 million.
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10.   Common Shares 

 

 The authorized share capital of the Company consists of an unlimited number of no par value common and preferred shares. 

 The Company has issued IPSs and common shares as described above (see Note 1). Each IPS consists of one common share of STA and Cdn $3.847 principal amount 

Subordinated Notes. Holders of IPSs may separate their IPSs into the common shares and Subordinated Notes represented thereby through their broker or other 

financial institution. Similarly, any holder of common shares and Subordinated Notes may recombine the applicable number of common shares and principal amount of 

Subordinated Notes to form IPSs through their broker or other financial institution, at any time.  

 The Company did not repurchase any IPS units pursuant to a normal course issuer bid during the year ended June 30, 2009. During the year ended June 30, 2008, the 

Company repurchased 64,700 IPS Units pursuant to a normal course issuer bid. In connection with the repurchase of these IPS Units, the Company has cancelled the 

repurchased IPS Units. The common share portions of the IPSs repurchased were acquired at a cost of $0.4 million during the year ended June 30, 2008. 

 In May 2009, the Company established a Dividend Reinvestment Plan (the “Plan”) to enable eligible shareholders of the Company to reinvest dividends paid on their 

common shares to acquire additional common shares of the Company. The common shares issued under the Plan are issued at a price based on the volume weighted 

average of the closing price of the common shares for the five trading days immediately preceding the relevant dividend date, less a 3% discount. During the fiscal year, 

the Company issued 890 shares pursuant to the Plan, having an approximate value of three thousand dollars.

 On June 4, 2009, the Company issued 12,000,000 common shares pursuant to a bought deal for net proceeds of $35.5 million. 

 As at June 30, 2009, 54,563,893 common shares are issued and outstanding, of which 7,160,540 are represented by IPS’s, 3,105,000 are common shares related to 

IPSs that have been split by shareholders and 44,298,353 are common shares issued through equity only private placement and bought deals, common shares issued 

as a result of the exchange offers and common shares issued pursuant to the Plan. 

 As at June 30, 2008, 41,595,242 common shares are issued and outstanding, of which 11,094,561 are represented by IPS’s, 255,000 are common shares related to IPSs 

that have been split by shareholders and 30,245,681 are common shares issued through an equity only private placement and common shares issued as a result of the 

exchange offers. 

 The Company has recorded dividends payable on the common shares of $ 2.2 million and $1.9 million at June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively, which are included in 

other current liabilities. 

 The loss per share for the year ended June 30, 2009 and 2008 were calculated based on weighted average common shares outstanding of 43,297,971 and 32,178,292, 

respectively. 

11.  Stock Based Compensation 

 

 The Company’s Equity Incentive Plan (“EIP”) provides for the issuance of stock options, stock appreciation rights, common shares, restricted shares, performance units, 

performance shares, deferred stock, dividend equivalents, or other stock based awards as defined in the EIP, in recognition of eligible employees accomplishments and 

achievements that are consistent with the Company’s goals. Class B-Series Two common shares were the only type of award granted, for the years ended June 30, 2009 

and 2008. The shares are non-transferable and subject to forfeiture if the employee does not satisfy certain conditions included in the applicable award agreement.

 As part of the EIP plan formation, the shareholders approved on initial allotment of 717,747 Class B-Series Two common shares of STA Holdings, which have been 

granted to management.

  These shares are accounted for as a liability, as a result of a put option they contain. Participants have the right, each year, starting in fiscal year 2009, to “put” up to 

20% of the shares awarded from the initial allotment of shares approved in December 2005. Accordingly, they are classified as a liability and re-measured at fair value 

at the end of each reporting period. Changes in fair value and distributions on the Class B-Series Two common shares are recorded as a component of other expense in 

the consolidated statement of operations. 

 Pursuant to the EIP, STA Holdings granted 290,206 and 198,903 Class B-Series Two common shares for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. The 

shares were fully vested on the grant date.  

 The Company recognized $2.0 million and $1.4 million in non-cash stock based compensation expense related to these grants during the years ended June 30, 2009 

and 2008, respectively, based on the estimated fair value of these restricted shares on the grant date. In connection with the aforementioned grant of common shares, 

55,339 and 25,080 restricted shares were withheld at the election of the Participants to satisfy income tax withholdings on these grants for the years ended June 30, 

2009 and 2008, respectively. 
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 Pursuant to the long term liquidity provision of the EIP plan, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, each participant has the option to “put” up to 20% of their ag-

gregate Class B-Series Two common shares back to the Company at fair value. A total of 119,776 shares were “put” back to the Company during the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 2009. The Company paid $0.9 million, associated with these puts during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, the 

Company bought back 18,137 Class B-Series Two common shares from one shareholder for $0.1 million. 

 As such, 611,474 and 496,383 restricted shares relating to these grants remain outstanding as at June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively.

 On November 13, 2008, at the annual general meeting, the shareholders of the Company approved an increase in the allotted number of Class B Series Two shares 

available for issuance under the EIP by 1,446,291.

12.  Financial Instruments

 Under Canadian generally accepted accounting principals, the Company’s financial instruments are classified into one the following categories: assets available for sale, 

assets or liabilities held for trading, loans and receivables and other financial liabilities. The following table summarizes information regarding the carrying values of the 

Company’s financial instruments:

  As at As at

  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

 Assets or liabilities held for trading (1)  $  (459)  $   10,110 

 Loans and receivables (2)  18,091  19,733

 Other financial liabilities (3)  121,338  135,517

   $ 138,970   $   165,360 

(1)  Includes cash and cash equivalent and derivative financial instruments (foreign exchange contracts). Balance at June 30, 2009 includes $1.6 million of foreign currency exchange contracts included in long term li-

abilities and $0.9 million included in other current assets and the balance at June 30, 2008 includes $3.1 million in other current assets. Also included is the fuel hedge which had a balance at June 30, 2009 of $0.4 

million included in other current liabilities.

(2) Includes Trade Receivables.

(3)  Includes current liabilities, long term debt and Class B- Series Two common share liability.

 The carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued expenses and other current liabilities approximate fair value 

because of the short-term maturity of these items. The carrying amount of long-term debt, which bears interest at both fixed and floating rates, also approximates 

fair value statements. Derivative financial instruments are measured at fair value, based on appropriate valuation methodologies; however, considerable judgment is 

required to develop these estimates.

 The Company has exposure to interest rate risk, foreign currency exchange risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. The Company’s management has overall responsibility for 

the establishment of the Company’s risk management framework, with oversight provided by the Board of Directors. 

 Interest Rate Risk

 At June 30, 2009, the Company had $63.8 million in outstanding senior indebtedness comprised of $28.8 million in revolving credit facility borrowings and $35.0 mil-

lion in Senior Secured Notes as well as $33.7 million in Subordinated Notes. The Company’s interest rate risk primarily arises from its variable rate borrowings under the 

senior credit facility, which bears a floating rate of interest. 

 The Company manages its interest rate exposure by using a combination of fixed and variable rate debt. The Company has secured fixed rate financing in the form of 

the Senior Secured Notes and the Subordinated Notes, while also reducing the level of Subordinated Notes through the conversion of Subordinated Notes to equity in 

connection with the Exchange Offer in September 2007 and the Second Exchange Offer in September 2008. With regards to the outstanding revolving credit facility 

borrowings as at June 30, 2009, these borrowings are subject to floating interest rates. A 100 basis point change in interest rates, with all other variables held constant, 

applied to the outstanding credit facility borrowings as at June 30, 2009, would result in an annual change in interest expense and a corresponding change in cash 

flows of approximately $0.3 million. 

 The Company had no interest rate swaps in place at or during the fiscal years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008.  

 Foreign Currency Exchange Risk

 The Company manages the exposure to currency fluctuations through foreign currency exchange contracts. In order to mitigate the impact of fluctuations in exchange 

rates between the Canadian dollar and the U.S. dollar, the Company has entered into Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar exchange contracts for a portion of the anticipated 

dividends on common shares and interest payments on Subordinated Notes through June 15, 2013. 
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  STA Holdings has 96 monthly forward foreign exchange contracts (the “Forward Contracts”) outstanding under which the Company will sell U.S. dollars each month for 

a fixed amount of Canadian dollars. It is management’s intent to continue to roll forward these contracts on a quarterly basis as they expire; however, such extensions 

will be at the discretion of the board of directors. 

 

 At June 30, 2009, the Company had the following outstanding contracts relating to dividend and interest payments:

 Contract Dates  Number of Contracts US$ to be delivered  Cdn$ to be received Cdn$ per US$

   (in millions)  (in millions)  (weighted average)

 July 2009–June 2010 24 17.9 21.9 1.2224

 July 2010–June 2011 24 19.0 21.9 1.1497

 July 2011–June 2012 24 19.5 21.9 1.1206

 July 2012–June 2013 24 20.5 21.9 1.0676

  96 76.9 87.6 

 The Forward Contracts do not qualify as a cash flow hedge for accounting purposes, and the change in the fair value of the Forward Contracts is recorded in the con-

solidated statement of operations. The fair value of the Forward Contracts represented a net liability of $0.6 million at June 30, 2009 of which $0.9 million is recorded 

in other current assets on the consolidated balance sheet. The Forward Contracts have a notional amount of approximately $76.9 million. In connection with the board 

of directors periodic review of the Company’s hedging practices, it was decided that the forward contracts dated July 2013 through Jan 2014, having a notional value of 

approximately $8.7 million, were to be liquidated. These exchange contracts were liquidated in June 2009, resulting in a realized gain of $0.7 million, which is recorded 

in other income.

  If the Company had liquidated the remaining Forward Contracts, it would have increased exposure to fluctuations in the exchange rate between the Canadian dollar and 

the U.S. dollar with respect to dividends on the common shares and interest payments on the Subordinated Notes. Such fluctuations in the value of the foreign currency 

exchange contracts have no adverse impact on current cash flows of the Company and these contracts enhance the ability of the Company to continue distributions 

despite market volatility in the exchange rate.  

 The 14% Subordinated Notes issued on December 21, 2004 are denominated in Canadian dollars and are due on December 21, 2016. On or after the fifth anniversary of 

the issuance of the Subordinated Notes (December 21, 2009), the Company may redeem the Subordinated Notes for the aggregate principal amount then outstanding 

plus a premium that declines over time. In December 2008, the Company entered into a forward foreign exchange contract for the aggregate principal payment on the 

Subordinated Notes for the potential redemption of the Subordinated Notes in December 2009. This exchange contract was liquidated in June 2009, resulting in a real-

ized gain of $3.6 million, which is recorded in other income.

 Additionally, as noted above, the Company uses cash flows from these Canadian operations to partially mitigate the exchange rate risk on the common share dividends 

and Subordinated Notes interest payments.

 The Company prepares its financial statements in U.S. dollars. In connection with the Company’s Canadian operations, approximately 20% of the Company’s consoli-

dated revenues and expenses are incurred in Canadian dollars. The results of the Canadian operations are translated into U.S. dollars for financial statement reporting 

purposes. 

 Changes in the Canadian dollar / U.S. dollar currency exchange rate from period to period will impact the translated U.S. dollar equivalent results of the Canadian 

operations.

  Credit Risk

 The Company is exposed to credit risk in its cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable and to the credit risk of its derivative financial instrument counterparties 

if they do not meet their obligations. The Company minimizes the credit risk of cash and cash equivalents by depositing such with only reputable financial institutions 

with federally insured backing. The Company minimizes the credit risk of its derivative financial instruments by dealing only with reputable financial institutions and 

monitoring the credit risk of these financial institutions. As the Company does not utilize credit derivatives or similar instruments, the maximum exposure to credit risk 

is the full carrying value of the financial instrument or face value of open derivative financial instruments. 

 The objective of the Company’s credit risk management activities is to minimize exposures to volatility resulting from the inability of the counterparty or customer to 

not meet its fiduciary responsibilities. The Company manages this risk by closely managing its relationships with its customers and the counterparties.

 Receivables from the transportation segment are secured by the creditworthiness of local municipalities and agencies. The majority of the customers are local school 

districts that are funded through a combination of local taxes and funding from state/provincial and federal governments. The Company has historically had excellent 
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collections experience with these customers and believes that these receivables are collectable. Receivables from the oil and gas segment are due from reputable gen-

eral partners operating large partnerships in the oil and gas industry. There were $0.1 million in write-offs of accounts receivable during each of the years ended June 

30, 2009 and 2008.

 The following table sets forth details of the aged receivables and the related allowance for doubtful accounts: 

  As at As at

  June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

 Current -30 days outstanding  $ 17,357   $ 18,672 

 31-90 days outstanding  767   936 

 Over 90 days outstanding  62   243 

 Less allowance for doubtful accounts  (95)  (118)

  Trade Receivables, net  $ 18,091   $ 19,733 

 The following are the maturities of financial liabilities as at June 30, 2009 (on an undiscounted basis):

  Due within Due within Due within Due within  

   1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years Thereafter Total

 Accounts payable  $   1,221   $     –    $       –    $     –    $      –    $  1,221 

 Accrued expenses and  

  other current liabilities     19,470          –           –          –          –   19,470

 Taxes payable     2,110          –            –         –          –   2,110

 Seller debt       559         25           –           –           –   584

 Class B- Series Two common share liability        988        567        567        567       566  3,255

 Foreign currency exchange contracts         –          90        457      1,043          -   1,590

 Second Amended Credit Facility      1,079      1,079     29,807          –           –   31,965

 Senior Secured Notes     2,079      2,079     36,993  –           –   41,151

 Subordinated Notes     4,439      4,720       4,842      5,083     51,340  70,424

   $  31,945   $   8,560   $   72,666  $  6,693   $ 51,906  $171,770 

      

 Liquidity Risk

 Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they come due. The Company’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure 

that it will have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when due. To the extent that the Company does not believe it has sufficient liquidity to meet these obligations, 

management will consider securing additional funds through the use of available capital and alternate sources of capital.

 The objective of the Company’s liquidity risk management activities is to ensure the Company can fulfill its financial obligations upon maturity. The Company manages 

its liquidity risk by continuously monitoring forecasted and actual cash flows and by exploring and obtaining, if necessary, alternate sources of capital. 

13.   Capital Management

 The Company’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base so as to maintain investor, creditor and market confidence and to sustain the future development of the busi-

ness.

 The Company defines capital that it manages as the aggregate of its shareholders equity, interest bearing debt and working capital, which amounts to an aggregate of 

$288.3  million at June 30, 2009 and $ 303.4 million at June 30, 2008

 The Company manages its capital to ensure that financial flexibility is present to increase shareholder value through organic growth and selective acquisitions as well 

as to allow the Company to respond to changes in economic and/ or marketplace conditions. 

 The Company, upon approval by its Board of Directors, will balance its overall capital structure through new equity or debt issuances, retirement of debt obligations or 

by undertaking other activities as deemed appropriate under the specific circumstances.

 The Company utilizes its revolving credit facility as a means to fund organic growth and acquisitions. Management evaluates each growth opportunity on a number of 

metrics, including on the basis of expected cash flows and internal rates of return of the growth opportunity. The Company is subject to certain leverage and interest 
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coverage covenants on its debt, and thus management also evaluates the impact of the growth opportunity on its overall leverage. In the event that the Company does 

not have revolving credit facility funds available, or as the Company’s revolving credit facility borrowings approach the limit of available commitments under the facility, 

management considers the issuance of additional equity or other alternative sources of capital to fund growth opportunities. The Company has historically used the net 

proceeds from equity issuances to repay revolving credit facility borrowings, which repayment reloaded the revolving credit facility to fund additional growth opportuni-

ties as they arose. 

 The Company has converted Cdn $50.7 million principal amount of Subordinated Notes to common shares by way of two exchange offers (see Note 8). Management 

believes this change in the Company’s capital structure will enhance its access to capital markets and the liquidity of its common shares, reduce leverage, increase cash 

reserves and reduce exposure to foreign currency fluctuations as it relates to the Canadian dollar denominated Subordinated Notes.

14.  Fuel hedge

 During September 2008, the Company entered into a series of commodity transactions with a financial institution (the “Counterparty”) to reduce the exposure to fluc-

tuations in market fuel prices. The commodity transactions utilize NYMEX New York Harbor Heating Oil (“Heating Oil”) as the hedge instrument. The Company hedged 

a notional amount of two million gallons of diesel fuel for the ten month period ending June 30, 2009. 

  The series of commodity transactions included purchasing a call option for Heating Oil futures at $3.245 per gallon, the sale of a call option for Heating Oil futures at 

$3.745 per gallon and the sale of a put option for Heating Oil futures at $2.76 per gallon.

 The purchase and sale of the call options caps the exposure to increase in market prices with a maximum payment to the Company of $0.50 per gallon on the notional 

amount of the gallons hedged if the average settle price of the one month futures price for Heating Oil is above $3.745.

 During October 2008, the Company entered into a second series of Heating Oil commodity transactions covering a notional amount of 1.9 million gallons of diesel fuel 

for the fifteen month period ending December 31, 2009. The series of commodity transactions included purchasing a call option for Heating Oil futures at $2.85 per 

gallon, the sale of a call option for Heating Oil futures at $3.35 per gallon and the sale of a put option for Heating Oil futures at $2.35 per gallon. 

  The purchase and sale of the call options caps the exposure to increase in market prices with a maximum payment to the Company of $0.50 per gallon on the notional 

amount of the gallons hedged if the average settle price of the one month futures price for Heating Oil is above $3.35.

  The fuel hedges have not been designated as cash flow hedges for accounting purposes and the changes in the fair value of the fuel hedges are recorded in the con-

solidated statement of operations. The Company paid $3.0 million to the Counterparty in connection with these two fuel hedges, during the year ended June 30, 2009. 

The fair value of the fuel hedges that is included in other current liabilities is $0.4 million at June 30, 2009. These transactions have been entered into with a major 

Canadian bank as counterparty, thus management believes the risk of default by the counterparty is remote.

15.  Segment Information

 The Company has two reportable segments, a transportation segment and an oil and gas segment. The transportation segment provides school transportation and 

management services to public and private schools in both the United States and Canada. The table below summarizes revenue and assets by geographical area for the 

transportation segment for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008 (in 000’s):

   2009

   Property and

  Revenues Equipment (net) Goodwill

 United States   $      182,494   $       102,974   $      61,950 

 Canada           39,004          29,507     32,018 

 Total  $      221,498   $       132,481   $     93,968 

   

 For the year ended June 30, 2009, the oil and gas segment, which is located in the United States, had revenues of $6.4 million and net oil and gas interests of $16.9 mil-

lion. There is no goodwill associated with this segment.
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   2008

   Property and

  Revenues Equipment (net) Goodwill

 United States   $      166,447   $       89,746   $     58,582 

 Canada           33,395          30,768     35,841 

 Total  $      199,842   $       120,514   $     94,423

   

 For the year ended June 30, 2008, the oil and gas segment, which is located in the United States, had revenues of $5.3 million, net oil and gas interests of $16.0 million 

and goodwill of $4.4 million.

 The accounting polices of the segments are the same as those described in the basis of presentation. There are no inter-segment sales.

 Reportable Operating Segments: 

   2009 2008

 Revenue

  Transportation  $  221,498   $ 199,842 

  Oil and gas   6,392   5,319 

    $ 227,890   $ 205,161 

 Operating earnings (losses)

  Transportation  $ 4,880   $ 8,662 

  Oil and gas   1,210    2,015 

    6,090   10,677 

 Unallocated expenses  13,530   22,279 

 Income tax recovery  (638)  (4,627)

 Net loss  $   (6,802)  $   (6,975)

 Capital Expenditures

  Transportation  $  33,000   $ 26,902 

  Oil and gas   3,452     1,376 

    $ 36,452   $   28,278 

 Depreciation, depletion and amortization 

  Transportation  $  26,215   $   24,261 

  Oil and gas  2,452   1,223 

    $   28,667   $    25,484 

 Goodwill 

  Transportation  $ 93,968   $    94,423 

  Oil and gas      –     4,454 

    $  93,968   $  98,877 

 Current Assets

  Transportation  $   34,941   $     38,841 

  Oil and gas  787     2,319 

    $     35,728   $     41,160 

 Long term assets  

  Transportation  $  282,424   $   275,069 

  Oil and gas    17,056      20,510 

    $   299,480   $  295,579 
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   2009 2008

 Current Liabilities  

  Transportation  $    24,226   $     20,545 

  Oil and gas          122      99 

    $    24,348   $   20,644 

 Long term Liabilities  

  Transportation  $   122,978   $    139,362 

  Oil and gas      5,953     5,272 

    $    128,931   $    144,634 

16.  Lease Commitments

 The Company leases certain facilities under non-cancelable operating leases. Rent expense totaled $5.6 million and $4.7 million for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 

2008, respectively. The Company also leases certain school vehicles under non-cancelable operating leases. 

 Operating lease expense totaled $3.5 million and $2.6 million for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. The terms of these and other leases expire at 

various times through 2018.

 

 The following represent future minimum rental payments and operating lease payments under non cancelable operating leases (in 000’s):

  Operating Vehicle 

  Leases Leases Total

 Year ending June 30:

 2010  $        6,447    $       5 ,13 1    $      11,578  

 2011                3,946    5,165   9, 1 1 1 

 2012   3,105     5,165   8,270 

 2013   1,932    3 ,61 1       5,543 

 2014 and thereafter 1,899  4,847      6,746 

 Total minimum payments  $       17,329    $      23,919   $     41,248 

        

17.  Employee Benefit Plans

 The Company has a qualified defined contribution benefit plan, which allows for voluntary pre-tax contributions by the employees. The Company makes a matching 

contribution on behalf of the employees. The Company incurred $0.2 million in expenses related to the plan for each of the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008.

18.  Related Party Transactions

 The Company utilizes a transportation equipment dealer, primarily to assist in procurement and disposal of the Company’s fleet under the direction of the Company’s 

CFO. The transportation equipment dealer also provides consulting services to the Company, assisting with fleet valuations in its acquisition efforts. These fleet valu-

ation services are provided free of charge. The transportation equipment dealer is a company controlled by a family member of the Company’s Chairman and CEO. 

The fleet procurement and disposal services are provided on a non-contractual basis for a commission equal to 1% of the value of the purchase and sale price of the 

Company’s vehicles. The Company paid the transportation equipment dealer $0.4 million for each of the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008.

 The Company utilizes an executive search firm, to assist in the placement of select management personnel. The Chairman and founding partner of the executive search 

firm is a director of both the Company and STA Holdings. The Company paid $0.1 million and $0.2 million to the executive search firm, for each of the years ended June 

30, 2009 and 2008, respectively, for executive search services. 

19.  Commitments and Contingencies

 The Company is subject to certain claims and lawsuits arising in the normal course of business, most of which involve claims for personal injury and property dam-

age incurred in connection with its operations. The Company maintains automobile, workers’ compensation and general liability insurance coverage with deductible 

amounts for each incident that is the financial responsibility of the Company. The Company accrues for estimated deductible amounts when the incident occurs. The 
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Company’s insurance program is designed to minimize the financial risk associated with claims. The primary risks in the Company’s operations are bodily injury and 

property damage to third parties. 

 In the opinion of management, uninsured losses related to deductible amounts resulting from the ultimate resolution of these matters will not have a material effect on 

the Company’s financial position, results of operations or cash flows. 

 As part of collateral agreements supporting its insurance programs, the Company had $1.4 million and $1.5 million of letters of credit outstanding at June 30, 2009 and 

2008, respectively. Of these amounts, $0.2 million are supported by cash deposits, which are included in other assets on the consolidated balance sheet as at June 30, 

2009 and 2008.

 Certain of the Company’s contracts contain performance or surety bond requirements. These bonds are written by certified surety underwriters. For the most recent 

school year, outstanding performance bonds aggregated $43.0 million. There are no collateral requirements for these surety bonds.

20.  Supplemental Cash Flow Information

 The Company paid $9.7 million and $13.4 million in interest for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. The Company paid $1.1 million and $0.4 million in 

taxes for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively. 

 The Company recorded the following non-cash financing activities as a result of the Second Exchange Offer during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009: common 

shares issued of $5.4 million (before reduction of $0.3 million in transaction costs), subordinated debt retired of $4.1 million and the write-off of $0.3 million of deferred 

financing costs. 

 The Company recorded the following non-cash financing activities as a result of the Exchange Offer during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008: common shares issued 

of $51.2 million (before reduction of $0.3 million in transaction costs), subordinated debt retired of $43.3 million and the write-off of $2.7 million of deferred financing 

costs. 

21.  Subsequent Events 

 During July 2009, STA Holdings granted 98,425 Class B-Series Two common shares pursuant to the EIP. The Company will recognize non-cash stock-based expense 

related to these grants during the quarter ending September 30, 2009.

 In July 2009, the Company entered into additional leases with two major financial institutions to lease approximately $11.4 million in replacement school vehicles for the 

upcoming 2009-2010 school year. The term of these leases is six years at an implicit rate of 6.2%. Annual lease payments on these additional leases will approximate 

$1.8 million per year for the term of the leases.

 At the close of business on July 31, 2009, the Company de-listed its IPS’s from the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”). Additionally, the 14% subordinated notes of STA 

ULC were listed on the TSX and began trading on August 4, 2009. 

 On September 17, 2009, the Company acquired Jordan Transportation Inc and related companies, (the “Jordan Acquisition”), located in Butler, New Jersey for approxi-

mately $10.3 million. 
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